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Marine rocks west of the Straight Creek fault, from Snoqualmie Pass to the Pilchuck River, are highly 
deformed and varied in lithology. These rocks, referred to various formations or stratigraphic units by earlier 
workers, should be considered two lithologically distinct melange belts. 

Immediately west of the Straight Creek fault from the Weden Creek area to Snoqualmie Pass, the 
discontinuous melange of the eastern belt consists of strongly hornfelsed rocks including chert, metabasalt, 
graywacke, argiUite, marble, and ultramafic rocks. Marble near Skykomish yields Permian fusu1inids with 
Tethyan affinities. Zircons from tonalitic gneiss northwest of Skykomish are 190 million years old, and 
metagabbro near Snoqualmie Pass is 165 million years old. 

In the western foothills, the melange of the western belt consists of pervasively sheared argillite and 
graywacke studded with outcrop- to mountain-scale steep-sided phacoids of chert, limestone, pillow basalt, 
gabbro, and tonalite; ultramafic rocks are rare. Strikes of bedding and cleavage and trends of small fold axes are 
mostly north-northwest to north-northeast. Rare macrofossils in foliated sedimentary rocks and radiolarians in 
chert phacoids are Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous in age. Tonalite associated with gabbro and diabase yields 
zircon U-Th-Pb ages of 150 to 170 million years in the Woods Creek area, at Mount Si, at Winter Lake, and on 
the North Fork of the Snoqualmie River. The general Late Jurassic age of both igneous and marine sedimentary 
components of this western belt suggests that most of these rocks were derived from a contemporaneous, if not 
common, oceanic sequence; the metaplutonic rocks therein may represent the oceanic basement of the sedimen
tary rocks. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the isolated tectonic blocks of metatonalite and 
metagabbro in the melanges are klippen of the proposed Haystack thrust to the northwest, we think that 
imbrication of the oceanic basement with its sedimentary and volcanic cover during formation of the melanges is a 
more probable origin for the blocks. 

The melange belts probably were formed by accretion, perhaps after the widespread Late Cretaceous 
metamorphic event in the Cascades to the east, but before the Eocene. Post-Late Cretaceous right-lateral strike
slip faulting along the Straight Creek fault has moved the rocks to their present position. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pre-Tertiary rocks in the central and northern 
Cascade Range of Washington consist of weakly meta
morphosed to unmetamorphosed Paleozoic and Meso
zoic sedimentary and igneous rocks west of the 
Straight Creek fault and medium- to high-grade meta
morphic rocks east of the fault (Fig. 1). Some of the 
medium- to high-grade rocks east of the fault are 
described in a companion article (Tabor and others, 
this volume). We describe here two lithologically dis
tinct belts of pervasively deformed marine rocks that 

crop out west of the fault more or less between the 
Pilchuck River and the South Fork of the Snoqualmie 
River. 

Previously, many of these rocks have been consid
ered to be conventional stratified formations of sedi
mentary rocks and assigned a variety of formation 
names and ages. (See table l of Dungan, 1974.) 
Because of the intense penetrative deformation and 
scattering of exotic components in the rocks, we con
sider them to be melanges. They appear to constitute 
two melange belts: an eastern belt that contains pre-
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Figure 1.-Simplified geologic map of northwestern 
Washington, showing location of melange belts in 
relation to other major rock groups and structures. 

dominantly chert and volcanic materials, and a west
ern belt that contains predominantly elastic materials. 
Two recent studies (Fox, 1983; Jones and others, 
1978) describing the distribution and composition of 
melanges on the West Coast omitted these rocks, even 
though they underlie a significant area in western 
Washington. In a previous report (Frizzell and others, 
1982), we indicated that the melange of the eastern 
belt contained both Paleozoic and Mesozoic compo
nents, whereas the melange of the western belt con
tained mostly Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous 
components. More recent field work and new fossil 

data suggest that both belts contain Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic components. 

Numerous workers, primarily students from the 
University of Washington, have investigated these and 
similar rocks; their endeavors, summarized briefly 
below, were of great value to us. Because much 
remains to be learned about the lithologies, ages, and 
relations of the rocks in the melanges, we refrain from 
using the formation names assigned by earlier workers, 
except when referring to work of others or correlations 
made by others with rocks outside the area of this 
report. Although Silberling and others (1984, p. C-22 -
C-27) have correlated the melanges of the eastern and 
western belts with regional terranes called the San 
Juan and Olney Pass terranes, respectively, mapping 
and correlation of the melanges with regional terranes 
are still in progress. The origin of these disrupted 
oceanic Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks and their subse
quent accretion to the North American continent have 
been considered by many students of Northwest geol
ogy (for instance, Danner, 1977; Davis and others, 
1978; Coney and others, 1980; Vance and others, 
1980; Whetten and others, 1980). 

We describe the melanges in two formats. The 
general description of early work, naming and correla
tions, overall structure, and age are discussed in the 
text under "Description of Melange Belts." More 
detailed lithologic descriptions of melange components 
accompany Figure 2. New radiometric ages are given 
in Appendix Tables Al and A2. 

"DEFINITION" OF MELANGE 

The term "melange", first applied on the West 
Coast by Bailey (1941, p. 30) to the Franciscan assem
blage "because of extreme contortion of the structures 
as well as the variability of the rock types," was 
popularized in the United States by Hsu (1968), whose 
work, also in the Franciscan, precipitated much discus
sion. Although attempts have been made to formally 
define the term "melange" (for example, Berkland and 
others, 1972, p. 2296), participants at the 1978 Pen
rose Conference on Melanges tried to arrive at a single 
comprehensive definition without complete success. 
However, the usage that grew from those discussions 
(Silver and Buetner, 1980, p. 32 [after Hsu, 1968]) is 
applicable to rocks discussed in this paper. 

" 'Melange' is a general term 
describing a mappable (at 1:25,000 or 
smaller scale), internally fragmented 
and mixed rock body containing a 
variety of blocks, commonly in a per
vasively deformed matrix. The term 
refers to rock mixtures formed by tec
tonic movements, sedimentary sliding, 



or any combination of such processes, 
with no mixing process excluded. It 
does not imply a particular mixing 
process. 'Melange' is a handy 
descriptive term, alerting the reader 
to the possibility that such a body 
may not conform to classic principles 
of superposition and stratigraphic 
succession [ our emphasis]." 

We would add to this general definition that exotic 
blocks-tectonic inclusions detached from rocks for
eign to the main body of the melange-should be 
present to distinguish a melange from a broken forma
tion (Hsu, 1968, p. 1065). 

DESCRIPTION OF MELANGE BELTS 

Melange of the Eastern Belt 

The melange of the eastern belt consists predomi
nantly of a mixture of mafic volcanic rocks and chert 
with minor argillite and graywacke. Marble is conspic
uous locally, and large and small pods of ultramafic 
rocks occur throughout the belt. Mafic migmatitic 
gneiss, metadiabase, and metatonalite are also present 
in the eastern belt. The rocks are considerably 
deformed, slightly metamorphosed (mostly to green
schist facies), and locally overprinted to pyroxene 
hornfels by Tertiary plutons. Evidence for extreme 
disruption of the unit is abundant. Structural orienta
tions are highly varied, although the mean strike of 
bedding and foliation is NNW, and dips range from 
40° to 80° to the east or west. The melange of the 
eastern belt, on the whole, occurs as patchy outcrops in 
the area of this study. It is exposed as screens or 
pendants in and among the Tertiary Snoqualmie, 
Grotto, and Index batholiths (Figs. 1 and 2). 

Chert, Argillite, Mafic Volcanic Rocks, and 
Graywacke 

Weaver (I 912) first described the metasedimen
tary rocks in our melange of the eastern belt near the 
town of Skykomish (Fig. 2); he referred them to his 
Gunn Peak Formation and correlated them with the 
upper Paleozoic Cache Creek Group of Dawson 
(1895) in British Columbia. One of the more trouble
some fossil identifications in the literature of the 
North Cascades followed. On the basis of a single 
sample from a "cherty phase of the limestone lens 
outcropping in Lowe Gulch," Smith ( 1916, p. 562; 
Table 1, Joe. 1) assigned an Ordovician age to 
Weaver's Gunn Peak Formation (Smith's "Maloney 
Metamorphic Series"). Although no modern determi-
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nation is possible because the specimens have appar
ently been lost, Duror's descriptive report on the 
brachiopod and trilobite fauna (in Smith, 1916, p. 580-
582) includes line drawings. Duror concluded from her 
examination that the fossils were "Trenton age" and 
had not been recorded in rocks younger than Ordovi
cian. Dedicated sleuthing by W. R. Danner (reported 
in Galster, 1956, p. 20-21) failed to unearth either the 
specimens originally described by Duror or corrobora
tive samples from Lowe Gulch, but the line drawings 
indicate that the fossils were correctly identified (J. T. 
Dutro, Jr., personal commun., 1983). 

Danner ( 1957) was successful, however, in produc
ing the first truly comprehensible regional strati
graphic history of the pre-Tertiary rocks of western 
Washington. He (1957, p. 230-249) detailed the occur
rence of marble (discussed below) in the Skykomish 
area that he referred to his Stillaguamish Group 
(Danner, 1957); he has since called these rocks the 
"Trafton sequence" (Danner, 1966, p. 363). Galster 
(I 956, p. 14-22) mapped rocks southwest of 
Skykomish, which he also referred to the Stil
laguamish (now the Trafton). 

Yeats ( 1964, p. 556) referred a prominent area of 
outcrop northwest of Skykomish to his (restricted) 
Gunn Peak Formation and Barclay Creek Formation. 
The Gunn Peak Formation, composed predominantly 
of ribbon chert and quartzite (metachert) and contain
ing marble pods, grades upward into the Barclay 
Creek Formation, which is similar to the Gunn Peak, 
but locally contains more banded siliceous and calcar
eous argillite, graywacke, and greenstone. Yeats 
(I 958a, p. 102-114; 1958b; 1964, p. 556) geographi
cally restricted the Gunn Peak Formation of Weaver 
{1912, p. 36-38), which had also included the migma
titic gneiss and parts of the Eocene nonmarine Swauk 
Formation, to those rocks fulfilling Weaver's original 
description of the unit. Although Tabor and others 
( 1982) were not able to separate the Barclay Creek 
and Gunn Peak Formations in areas near Yeats' type 
section, his division appears to hold true to the north in 
the Stillaguamish River area (for example, Vance, 
1957; Baum, 1968). Plummer (1964, p. 23-25) briefly 
described rocks that we include in the melange of the 
eastern belt and noted that tectonic fragmentation and 
shearing occurred prior to static metamorphism. 

Included in the melange of the eastern belt in the 
Weden Creek area are rocks mapped as probable 
Chilliwack Group of Misch (1966) by Heath (1971, p. 
90-97) and thermally metamorphosed volcanic rock 
and chert associated with ultramafic rocks on the 
north end of Silver Creek. Also included in the eastern 
melange belt are metabasalt and ribbon chert exposed 
on Mount Garfield. A roof pendant consisting mostly 
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Figure 2.-Geologic map of late Mesozoic or early Tertiary melanges in part of the western Cascades of 
Washington. Geology from Tabor and others (1982) and Frizzell and others (1984). Fossil localities (numerals) 
are explained in Table I; age determinations (letters) are explained in Table 2 and in Appendices A I and A2. 
See facing page. 
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CORRELATION OF MAP UNITS 
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS 

Surficial deposits pTed 

Tertiary intrusive rocks 

Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic rocks 

pTeg 

Metadiabase Altered and thermally 
metamorphosed, fine-grained , ophitic to 
subophitic metadiabase and metagabbro, 
containing euhedral plagioclase, mostly 
uralitized subhedral clinopyroxene, and rare 
hypersthene. For further descriptions, see 
Danner (1957, p. 513-517) and Plummer 
(1964, p. 52-54). 

Rocks of the eastern melange 
~ 
~ 

Migmatitic gneiss Fine-grained scbistose 
amphibolite to medium- and coarse-grained 
massive quartz diorite, including layered 
hornblende gneiss, gneissose quartz diorite, 
trondhjemite, replacement breccia, and minor 
serpentinized ultramafite. Mafic and less-mafic 
rocks commonly occur in irregular, intimately 
mixed layers. Cut by anastomosing shear 
zones; rocks cataclastically deformed prior to a 
late static recrystallization. Description 
adapted from Yeats ( 1958a, p. 83-99; 1964, p. 
552-555). 

I pTec Chert, argillite, mafic volcanic rocks, and 
graywacke Intensely folded, white to cream 
or gray ribbon chert, alternating with thin- to 
thick-bedded, dark- brown to black calcareous 
argillite that grades to phyllitic slate and is 
tectonically thinned and thickened into 
discontinuous stringers. Chert and argillite are 
intimately mixed with tectonized greenstone, 
greenschist (metabasalt and meta-andesite), 
and metagraywacke. Also includes subordinate 
chert-rich metagrit, and metaconglomerate 
that are mostly massive and rarely bedded. 
Original sedimentary and volcanic textures are 
largely obscured due to recrystallization by 
Tertiary plutons. Yeats (1964, p. 555-558; 
1958a, p. 106-115) describes the rocks in the 
Skykomish River area in detail. 

D pTet Metatonalite Altered medium-grained 
metatonalite, containing subhedral plagioclase, 
mostly anbedral and intergranular mosaics of 
quartz and small amounts of altered green 
hornblende and perthitic potassium feldspar; 
locally cataclastically deformed. 
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D pTem 

D pTeu 

Marble Predominantly lenticular beds and 
pods of banded white to grayish, medium- to 
fine-grained crystalline marble intercalated 
with metachert and greenstone. lo part with 
shaly laminations or graphitic impurities 
marking bedding planes; silicified replacement 
masses (Danner, 1966, p. 374; Yeats, 1958a, 
p. 103). 

Ultramafite Pods of highly altered 
pyroxenite, peridotite, and serpeotinized dunite 
tectonically intercalated with argillite and 
ribbon chert, north of Skykomish (Yeats, 
1958a, p. 116-119). Schistose ultramafite east 
of Weden Creek consists of forsteritc in a mesh 
of antigorite. Dungan ( 1974, p. 40-41) 
described peridotite hornfels in the upper 
Sultan River area. 

Rocks of the western melange 

pTwa 

pTwak 

I pTwv 

pTwg 

Argillite and graywacke Matrix mostly 
argillite, pervasively sheared, scaly, containing 
steep-sided outcrop- to mountain-sized 
phacoids of fine- to coarse-grained and pebbly 
lithofeldspathic and volcanolithic subquartzose 
sandstone interbedded with black argillite. The 
sandstone is a mixed clast type, most clasts 
being plagioclase, chert, volcanic rocks, and 
quartz. Where more strongly deformed, 
unstable grains are broken down into 
anastomosing shear zones or smeared out into 
indistinct chloritic matr ix. Sedimentary 
features such as graded bedding and load casts 
locally are well preserved. The unit includes 
minor chert, polymictic and quartz-pebble 
conglomerate, shale-chip breccia, and phacoids 
of limestone, metavolcanic rock, metagabbro, 
and metatonalite. (On the map, chert pods are 
symbolized by clusters of small circles.) 

K-feldspar-bearing sandstone Similar to 
sandstone in the argillite and graywacke unit, 
but with 2-20% K-feldspar grains and 
commonly relatively more plagioclase, 
muscovite and biotite. 

Meta,olcanic rocks Mostly greenstone and 
metadiabase, with minor metagabbro, argillite, 
and sandstone. Amygdaloidal texture and 
pillow structures are locally preserved. 
Boudinaged meta-quartz-porphyry dikes cut 
greenstone breccia on Little Si, adjacent to 
Mount Si. 

Metagabbro and minor gneissic am
pbibolite Mostly massive to foliated, fine,. to 
medium-grained metagabbro. Rocks in many 
outcrops sheared on all scales. Sheared rocks 

[] ~ 

+ 

pTwt 

pTwd 

D pTwc 

D pTwm 

D pTwu 

II pTws 

pTwsv 

range from !laser gabbro with plagioclase cata
clasts in schistose chloritic matrix to well
recrystallized greenstone, greenschist, or 
amphibolite, locally banded. 

Metatonalite Fine- to coarse-grained por
pbyroclastic metatonalitc, locally sheared into 
light- colored, cataclastic chloritc gneiss. Occurs 
mostly as small bodies generally associated with 
metagabbro. 

Metadiabase Mostly metadiabase with relict 
intergranular to diabasic texture. Most rocks 
highly thermally metamorphosed and similar 
to unit pTed. North of Money Creek, the unit 
includes many hornfelsed Tertiary intrusive 
dikes and breccia with clasts of metadiabase in 
tuffaceous matrix. 

Chert Maroon, reddish, and white chert and 
metachert, in part with shaly interbeds; 
exhibits undeformed to contorted bedd.ing, and 
occurs as streamlined pods with scaly margins. 
Pods range from a few meters to hundreds of 
meters in length. Rhythmic bedding well 
preserved. Danner ( 1970, p. 535, 544-548) 
described interbedded cherts and marbles in 
detail. 

Marble Black to bluish-gray marble and, in 
part, interbedded chert and shale occurring as 
steeply dipping pods and lenticular beds. Thin 
beds of green tuffaceous chert crop out in 
marble at Haystack quarry on Proctor Creek. 
Further description in Danner ( 1966, p. 343-
358). 

Ultramafite Scrpentinized peridotite. 

Slate, pbyllite, and semischist Rocks similar 
in composition to the argillite-and-graywacke 
unit, but with well-developed schistosity that is 
commonly parallel to bedding. Metamorphic 
minerals in semischist include sericite, chlorite, 
calcite, sodic plagioclase, and opaque minerals. 
Recrystallized near contacts with Tertiary 
plutons. 

Slate to pbyllitic greenstone Mostly 
metabasalt and mafic tuff; includes foliated 
sandstone rich in volcanic detritus. 
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Table 1.-Fossils and fossil localities in the western and eastern melange belts (See Figure 2 for localities) 

Locality 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Sample 
number 

UW-3488 

WA-126 

WA-132 

WA-133 

JTW-76-192 

RWT-145-81 

VF-81-496 

VF-81 - 513 

VF-81 - 497 

RWT-251-78 

VF-79-521 

JTW-80- 109 

JTW-80-107 

K0-82-88 

Description 

Trilobite fragments and 
brachlopods 

Fusul in ids In limestone 
float 

Crinold stems in I imestone 

"strongly sheared and deformed" 
Auce I I a sp. ( now Buch I a sp. } 

"strongly sheared and deformed" 
Aucel la sp. <now Buch la sp.} 

Buchia concentrlca 

Radlolarlans in chert 

Radiolarlans in chert 

Radiolarlans In chert clasts 
of chert-pebble conglomerate 

Radlolarians in chert 

Radiolarians In chert 

Radiolarians in chert 

Radiolarlans in chert 

Radiolarians in chert 

Fragmental ichthyol lths In 
marble; possible tetrapod 
vertebrae 

Age 

Ordovician 

Permian 

I n determ I n ate 

Latest Late 
Jurassic 

Ear I i est Ear I y 
Cretaceous 

Late Jurassic 

Late Jurassic 

Early Cretaceous 

Late Triassic 

Jurassic 

Mesozoic 

Late Jurassic 

Probably 
Mesozoic 

Probably 
Mesozoic 

Probably Mis
sissippian to 
Early Permian 

Reference 

Duror Cln Smith, 1916, 
P• 580-582} 

Thompson and others 
Ct 950, p. 49} and 
Danner (1957, p. 270-
271 > 

Danner ( 1957, p. 271) 

Danner (1957, p. 410-
411 > 

Danner (1957, p. 410-
411 ) 

D, L. Jones and J. w. 
Mi Iler (personal 
commun., 1977) 

This report 

This report 

This report 

This report 

This report 

D. L. Jones and B. 
Murchey <personal 
commu n. , 1 980) 

D. L, Jones and B. 
Murchey <personal 
commun., 1980) 

D. L, Jones and B, 
Murchey (personal 
commun., 1980} 

A, G. Harris and 
Nicholas Hotton Ii I 
(personal commun., 
1983} 

of graywacke east of the headwaters of the North Fork 
of the Snoqualmie River could be either eastern or 
western melange, but Gualtieri and others (1975, p. 
71) reported meta volcanic and ultramafic rocks in a 
nearby creek, which suggests the eastern melange belt. 

Penetratively deformed and metamorphosed oce
anic rocks including metamorphosed basalt, chert, 
limestone, and gabbro exposed near Snoqualmie Pass 
are also orphaned remnants of the melange of the 
eastern belt (Frizzell and others, 1984). Danner (1957, 
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p. 249-255) mapped marble in these exposures and 
referred the rocks to his Stillaguamish Group (now 
Trafton sequence) on the basis of lithology. Foster 
(1957; 1960, p. 111-114) included this melange in his 
new Denny Formation. 

Migmatitic Gneiss 

The summit areas northwest of Skykomish are 
composed mostly of migmatitic hornblende gneiss 
ranging in composition from amphibolite to trond
hjemite. A tonalitic phase of the migmatitic gneiss 
yields U-Th-Pb ages of about 190 m.y. (Table 2, loc. 
A). Detailed petrographic studies by Yeats (1958a, p. 
83-98; 1964, p. 551-555) indicate that the gneiss 
underwent regional dynamic metamorphism and gra
nitization, cataclastic deformation, and, finally, static 
recrystallization associated with the intrusion of Ter
tiary batholiths. 

Metadiabase, Metatonalite, and Metagabbro 

Danner (1957, p. 513-517) and Plummer (1964, p. 
54-56) interpreted a large mass of metadiabase south
west of Skykomish as intrusive into the pre-Tertiary 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Erikson (I 969, pl. 1) 
included the metadiabase in his early phase of the 
Miocene Snoqualmie batholith. The uralitized meta
diabase is similar in appearance to that in the melange 
of the western belt and locally displays steeply dipping 
crude foliation. It has a sharp contact against sheared 
pods of metatonalite associated with highly deformed 
argillite and graywacke, but the relative ages of the 
metadiabase and metatonalite are unknown. Zircons 
from the metatonalite in this area (Table 2, loc. B) 
have 207Pb/206Pb ages of around 60 to 70 m.y. and are 
probably partially reset. The U-Pb and Th-Pb ages 
from these zircons reflect new growth during intrusion 
of the nearby Tertiary batholiths. Zircons recovered 
from metatonalite on Mount Garfield have a similar 
history (Table 2, loc. C). 

Zircons from highly sheared metagabbro associ
ated with the metabasalt and marble at Cave Ridge 
near Snoqualmie Pass yield U-Th-Pb ages of about 
165 m.y. (Table 2, loc. D). 

Marble 

West of Skykomish, south of the Skykomish 
River, Danner (in Thompson and others, 1950, p. 49; 
Danner, 1966, p. 362-363) found Permian fusulinids 
and crinoid stems of indeterminate age in a float block 
of limestone (Table l, locs. 2 and 3). Although marble 
lenses are abundant in the melange in this area, the 

find was significant, considering that most of the limy 
rocks in outcrop are well-recrystallized marble, barren 
of diagnostic fossils. On the basis of fossil evidence and 
overall lithologic similarity, Danner (1966, p. 363) 
assigned these rocks to his Trafton sequence exposed in 
a belt farther north. The rocks contain fusulinids with 
Tethyan affinities, indicating that the sequence did not 
become a part of North America until at least the 
middle Mesozoic (Danner, 1977, p. 497, 500). The 
Trafton contains fossils ranging from Devonian to 
Middle Jurassic in age (Danner, 1977, p. 492-493; 
Whetten and Jones, 1981). Perhaps continued work 
will push the age of the Trafton back even further and 
corroborate Smith's ( 1916) troublesome report of an 
Ordovician fauna in the melange. 

Ultramafite 

Pods of ultramafic rocks are both scattered 
throughout the melange of the eastern belt and con
centrated along the sheared and imbricated margin of 
the migmatitic gneiss. A conspicuous belt of hornfelsed 
peridotite cuts across the upper Sultan River (Fig. 2). 
In the Skykomish area, most of the ultramafic rocks 
are partially or completely altered to tremolite and 
serpentine minerals, but relict pyrogenic minerals indi
cate that the pods were originally pyroxenite, perido
tite, and dunite (Yeats, 1958a, p. 116-118). On the 
east side of Weden Creek, a large sliver of dunite 
appears to be faulted against Tertiary sedimentary and 
volcanic rocks. Dungan ( 1974, p. 98-100) argued from 
detailed petrologic and petrochemical data that correl
ative ultramafic pods on strike to the north were once 
a coherent petrologic suite, the later-named Stil
laguamish ophiolite of Vance and others (1980). Many 
of the mafic and ultramafic rocks of the melange of 
the eastern belt are likely correlative with the dismem
bered Stillaguamish ophiolite (Vance and others, 1980, 
p. 362-363, fig. 3). On the basis of regional correla
tions, Vance and others (1980, p. 378) suggested a 
Middle and Late Jurassic age of original igneous crys
tallization and infer a Middle Jurassic to middle Cre
taceous age for the associated volcanic rocks. 

Melange of the Wes tern Belt 

The melange of the western belt is predominantly 
argillite and graywacke (subquartzose sandstone), with 
generally lesser amounts of mafic volcanic rocks, con
glomerate, chert, and marble compared to the melange 
of the eastern belt. Ultramafite, mostly serpentinite or 
metaperidotite, is present, but very scarce. Outcrop- to 
mountain-sized phacoids of metagabbro, metadiabase, 
and metatonalite are ubiquitous. In the general area of 
the lower Sultan Basin (Fig. 2), the disrupted rocks of 



Table 2.-U-Th-Pb and K-Ar 1 ages of rocks in the eastern and western melange belts, central Washington (See Figure 2 for localities) 

Location Sample Method Material Melange Unit Symbol Age1 Reference 
number belt (Fl 9, 2) (m,l.> 

A JTW-79-214 U-Th- Pb Zircon Eastern pTeg (-100,+150) 186 . 0; 187.0; 199.0; 195.0 Whetten and 
(-200,+270) 191.0; 193.0; 211.0; 196.0 others, 1980 

8 RWT-513-80 U-Th-Pb Zircon Eastern pTet, (-150,+200) 39. 4; 39.8; 62.6; 37.9 This report 
(hornfelsed) (- 250,+325) 47 . 0; 47. 5; 72.0; 46.6 (Appendix 1) 

C JTW-79-215 U-Th-Pb Zircon Eastern pTet, (-200,+250) 28.1; 28.7; 77 .2; 29. 1 Th is report 
(hornfelsed) (- 250 ,+325) 34.4; 34 . 9; 73 . 3; 33.0 (Appendix 1> 

D JTW-79-216 U-Th-Pb Zircon Eastern pTeg (-150,+200) 164.7; 165.9; 183. 4; 173.4 This report 
(-250,+325) 158.2; 159.3; 175.9; 152.3 (Appendix 1) 

E JTW-77- 215 U-Th-Pb Zircon Western pTwg (-100,+150) 152. 0; 152.0; 159. 0; 146.0 Whetten and 
(-200,+270) 148.0; 149. 0; 169.0; 144,0 others , 1980 

F JTW-76-191 U-Th-Pb Zircon Western pTwt (-100 , +150) 164.0; 164. O; 168.0; 165. 0 Whetten and 
(-270 ,+325) 172,0; 173.0; 184.0; 167. 0 others, 1980 

G RWT- 278-80 U-Th-Pb Zircon Western pTwt (-150,+200) 148.1; 149.0; 163.3; 146.7 This report 
(-250, +325) 149.8; 150. 5; 161.1; 149.8 <Appendix 1 > 

H RWT-316-80 U- Th-Pb Zircon Western pTwg (-150,+200) 148.2; 149.1; 162 . 3; 143. 0 Th is report ~ 
(-250,+325) 148. 1; 149.5; 172.0; 145.9 (Appendix 1) ii>'" 

Jg 
RWT-70-81 K-Ar Hornblende Western pTwg 96.3±3.9 ~ -. ::, 

J JTW-76-199 K-Ar Hornblende Western pTwg 118.0±8. 3 
s. 
~ 

~ 
"' K RWT-372-80 K-Ar Sericlte Western pTws, 47.8±0. 7 -~ 

(metamorphic) ::, 

L DB- 81-568 K-Ar Hornblende Granodiorlte intrusive 46.6±2 . 1 
D 
"' 

Into western melange ~ 
Cl.. 
~ 

lK-Ar ages ca lculated on the basis of 1976 IUGS decay and abundance constants. Errors In K-Ar ages based on variation 
taken from an empirical curve relating the coefficient of variation In the age to percent radiogenic argon (Tabor and 
others, 1985). U-Th-Pb isotope ages reported in the fol lowing order : 206pb/238u; 207pb/235u; 207pb/206pb; 208pb/232Th. .... 

\Jo,) 

Two data sets are reported. -...:i 
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the western melange grade into one mappable unit of 
slate, phyllite, and semischist, with minor greenschist 
and chert. This greater development of metamorphism 
and schistosity is enigmatically limited to a zone 
between less-metamorphosed melange of the western 
belt and the at least less-schistose melange of the 
eastern belt. In the upper Sultan Basin area, where 
Tertiary contact metamorphism obscures the penetra-
tive shearing in the phyllitic rocks of the western 
melange, we distinguished the eastern melange from 
the phyllitic unit of the western melange on the basis 
of greater amounts of greenstone, chert, and ultra
mafite in the eastern melange. Our contact lies west of 
a wide fault zone mapped by Heath (1971, pl. 1 ); the 
disruption in Heath's fault zone seems to us to be no 
more severe than disruption elsewhere in the melange 
belts, and we pref er to place the fault contact between 
the two melange belts on the basis of lithology. 

Although the strike of bedding and foliation is 
generally within 45 ° of north, some discernible varia
tions do exist (Tabor and others, 1982). The strike of 
both bedding and foliation south of the Skykomish 
River averages NNE; dips for both range between 20° 
and 80°, mostly dipping to the east. Attitudes in 
argillite and graywacke north of the Skykomish have 
NNW strikes, and most dip east. Foliation in the 
schistose unit generally parallels bedding and has a 
mean NNW strike with 70° dips to the east; these 
attitudes gradually change from north-south near the 
Sultan Basin to WNW south of the Pilchuck River. 

Argillite and Graywacke 

Fuller (1925, p. 29-39, 46-55) first recognized the 
extreme deformation in rocks we consider part of the 
western melange belt. Near their southern outcrop 
limit, he described "angular blocks of quartzite (gray
wacke) imbedded in a contorted mass of argillite that 
exhibits marked lines of flowage," structures similar to 
those illustrated in Figure 3. Bethel (1951, p. 22-55) 
mapped feldspathic graywackes and argillite in the 
southern part of the Snoqualmie River area and 
referred them to his Calligan unit (the later-named 
Calligan Formation of Grant, 1969), ignoring the 
name applied earlier by Fuller. Although Bethel 
(1951, p. 43-56) incorrectly correlated the graywacke 
with the Swauk Formation, Kremer ( 1959, p. 40-62) 
expanding upon the work of Danner farther north, 
correctly assigned the graywacke (and associated argil
lite and chert) a Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous 
age. 

Danner (1957, p. 330-363) considered the oceanic 
sedimentary rocks predominating in this belt to be 

Figure 3.-Streamlined phacoids of graywacke 
enclosed in argillaceous matrix. West side of 
Proctor Creek, near locality H of Figure 2. 

correlative lithologically and in age with the relatively 
undeformed Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous Nook
sack Formation described by Misch (1966, p. 118; 
Sondergaard, 1979) and exposed about 120 km to the 
north. Danner referred the rocks to his Sultan unit and 
Olo Mountain unit (the later-named Olo Mountain 
Formation of Miller, 1979). Less tectonized rocks of 
similar age and lithology on the San Juan Islands (Fig. 
1) make up the Decatur terrane of Cowan and others 
(1977, p. 324) and the earlier described Constitution 
Formation of McKee ( 1972) and the Lummi Forma
tion of Russell (1975; also, Vance, 1975, p. 13; 1977, 
p. 182, 186). 

K-Feldspar-bearing Sandstone 

Some outcrops of sandstone in the western 
melange belt contain 2 to 20 percent K-feldspar grains 
and, commonly, more plagioclase, muscovite, and bio
tite than the balance of the western belt. Rocks of the 
westernmost part of the western melange belt appear 
to be richer in K-feldspar than rocks farther east, but 
the sampling is sparse. The eastern melange is notably 
poor in K-feldspar. Whether these differences in K
feldspar content are due to differences in provenance 
of the detrital materials or loss of K-feldspar during 
metamorphism, especially in the eastern melange, is 
unknown. 



Slate, Pbyllite, and Semischist 

Sandstone and argillite in the western melange 
grade eastward into slaty argillite, slate, pbyllite, and 
semischist in the upper Sultan drainage area; the 
change from nonfoliate to foliate rocks takes place 
over a few hundred meters. Greens tone and tuffaceous 
rocks grade eastward into pbyllitic greenstone or fine
grained greenschist. 

This more metamorphosed unit is continuous with 
rocks that Danner (1957, p. 423-455) included in his 
phyllitic Olo Mountain unit, north of the area consid
ered here (Fig. l). Danner felt that his Olo Mountain 
unit was also lithologically similar to the Nooksack 
Formation, except that the Olo Mountain contained 
more chert. Similarly, our phyllitic unit contains more 
chert than the less foliated rocks to the west. However, 
we include in our phyllitic unit Upper Jurassic and 
Lower Cretaceous fossiliferous rocks on the north side 
of the Sultan River, which Danner included in bis 
Sultan unit (Table l, locs. 4-6). 

Non-schistose and Scbistose Metavolcanic Rocks 

Most metavolcanic rocks in the western melange 
belt crop out in the area south of the Sultan River. The 
protoliths were mostly mafic, probably basaltic, and 
some were deposited in submarine environments, as 
shown by pillow structures. Boudinaged and penetra
tively sheared quartz-porphyry dikes intruding the 
metavolcanic rocks in the Mount Si area (Fig. 2) are 
the only silicic metavolcanic rocks that we have found. 

Chert 

Chert occurs as isolated blocks and thick lenses 
throughout the melange of the western belt. Individual 
blocks range from a few meters to more than a kilome
ter long. Chert blocks are commonly highly broken 
and boudinaged, but may be relatively undeformed or 
crinkle folded. Several recently sampled radiolarian 
chert bodies from the western melange- with the 
exception of a block of chert pebble conglomerate
range in age from Late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian/ 
Tithonian) to Early Cretaceous (Berriasian/early 
Valanginian). A Late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian/ 
Tithonian) radiolarian assemblage (Table 1, Joe. 7) 
contained Arcbaeodictyomitra (?) rigida Pessagno, 
Hsuum sp., Mirifusus (?) mediodilatata (Rust), Pan
tanellium (?) riedeli Pessagno, and Parvicingula sp. 
An early Cretaceous (Berriasian/early Valanginian) 
fauna from the western melange belt (Table 1, loc. 8) 
contained Mirifusus baileyi Pessagno, M . 
mediodilatata (Rust), and Tripocyclia blakei Pessagno. 
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(For a review of Jurassic and Early Cretaceous radio
larian biostratigraphy for the western United States, 
refer to Pessagno, 1977a,b; Pessagno and Blome, 1980; 
Pessagno and Whalen, 1982; and Pessagno and others, 
1984). Other chert bodies generaJly contain a Jurassic 
radiolarian fauna (Table 1, locs. 10-14). 

Chert clasts from the chert-pebble conglomerate 
(Fig. 4; Table 1, loc. 9) contain Late Triassic 
(Carnian/Norian) radiolarian taxa, including 
Canesium Jent um Blome, ? Canoptum sp., Castrum 
perornatum Blome, Triassocampe sp., and Xenorum 
sp. The same radiolarian fauna) assemblage has been 
reported from Baja California (Pessagno and others, 
1979), northern California (Blome and Irwin, 1983), 
and eastern Oregon and British Columbia (Pessagno 
and Blome, 1980; Blome, 1983, 1984). 

Marble 

A quarry in the Proctor Creek area exposes thin 
layers of altered mafic volcanic ash interbedded with 
marble. Samples from this quarry yield ichtbyoliths 
(fish teeth) and tetrapod (early amphibian) vertebrae 
(Table 1, loc. 15), indicating a probable Mississippian 
to Early Permian age. Limestone bodies in rocks typi
cal of the western melange north of the study area 
yield Permian fusulinids (Danner, 1966, p. 72). These 
older components of the melange of the western belt 
make the age range of its protolith comparable to the 
ages reported from the melange of the eastern belt. 

Metagabbro, Metadiabase, and Metatonalite 

Metagabbro in the western melange belt ranges 
from slightly uralitized ophitic gabbro through cata
clasite to well-recrystallized gneissic amphibolite. 

The mode of formation and emplacement of the 
gabbroic masses is important to the interpretation of 
the origin of the melange unit. Danner (1957, p. 535-
541) considered the metagabbro bodies (bis Woods 
Creek intrusive bodies) to be intrusive into the sedi
mentary rocks. Sparse, but relatively widespread, 
strongly uralitized metadiabase dikes are clearly 
intrusive into the sedimentary rocks. Similar rocks, 
presumably dikes, occur in the overlying Tertiary vol
canic rocks as well. However, most contacts between 
the larger metagabbro bodies (Fig. 5) and other meta
gabbro bodies and adjoining rocks are strongly sheared 
(Fig. 6); hornfelsic textures are not found in the sedi
mentary rocks adjacent to the meta-intrusives. Small 
knockers of metagabbro are clearly tectonically 
emplaced within the sedimentary rocks. The most 
compelling evidence that the metagabbro and metaton
alite masses are exotic in the melange, and not 
intrusive, are the 150- to 170-m.y. U-Th-Pb ages 
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A 

Figure 4.-A. Phacoid of chert-pebble conglomerate 
(locality 9 of Fig. 2 and Table I), surrounded by scaly 
argillaceous matrix of the melange of the western belt; 
the chert pebbles contain a Late Triassic radiolarian 
fauna similar to those found at widely separated 
localities from Baja California to British Columbia. 
B. Detail of phacoid/matrix boundary. 

... .... 

Figure 5.- Large knocker of metagabbro that forms 
Mount Si, near North Bend. 

(Table 2, locs. E-H), which are older than the enclos
ing Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous sedimentary 
rocks (152-131 m.y.; time scale of Palmer, 1983). We 
interpret the conventional K-Ar ages on hornblende 
from the uralitic metagabbro (96 and 118 m.y.; Table 
2, locs. 1-J) as most li'kely reflecting uplift or as-yet
unrecognized post-Late Jurassic thermal events. 

Vance and others (1980) studied the trace-element 
composition of some metagabbro, metabasalt, and 
ultramafite from disrupted ophiolites in western Wash
ington. Their data, although pooled with data on rocks 
correlative with the eastern melange, support an oce
anic origin for the mafic and ultramafic rocks of the 
melange of the western belt. 

DISCUSSION 

The penetrative deformation, the range in the ages 
of the components, and the mixing of rocks of con
trasting origin indicate that the rocks herein described 
are melanges. Of the questions arising from such an 
assertion, perhaps the most important are these: (I) 
How did the melanges form?, and (2) When were the 
melanges em placed? 

Formation of the Melanges 

Chaotic mixtures of materials such as those in the 
melanges of the eastern and western belts have been 
attributed to olistostromal or tectonic processes involv
ing large-scale submarine sliding or mixing in subduc
tion, triple-junction, or transform-fault settings. 

There is little doubt that native and exotic blocks 
of various sizes are present in a generally pervasively 
deformed matrix in the melanges. Evidence for small
scale olistostromal or surficial sedimentary mixing is 



Figure 6.--Sbeared contact between metatonalite and 
argillaceous matrix. Locality H of Figure 2 and Table 2. 

evident in a few outcrops, but large-scale olistostromal 
mixing bas not been documented. Phacoids of various 
sizes that range to as large as several kilometers in 
length appear to have deformed in a brittle manner 
and are surrounded by an argillaceous matrix that 
deformed in a more plastic manner. Thus, if the rocks 
had originally been deposited as olistostromes, they 
were subsequently deformed under some confining 
pressure. Furthermore, the phyllitic rocks in the Sultan 
Basin area are proof of a tectonic process at least late 
in the formation of the melanges. 

Northwest of Skykomish, the formation of a cha
otic zone by shearing at the base of a major overthrust 
fault has been suggested by Yeats (1964). On the basis 
of a regional correlation with similar sheared meta
morphic complexes that apparently overlie unmeta
morphosed rocks as described by Misch (1960, 1963, 
1966, p. 106), Yeats (1964, p. 559) considered the 
migmatitic gneiss in the melange of the eastern belt to 
be klippen of basement rocks thrust over younger 
rocks. The evidence that the migmatitic gneiss is in 
tectonic contact with the sedimentary and volcanic 
rocks is, indeed, convincing. However, argillite is 
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imbricated with the gneiss in many places (Yeats, 
1964, p. 556), and even lies atop the gneiss on Baring 
Mountain. Furthermore, some contacts presumed to be 
horizontal are in fact steep (such as those on the south 
side of Gunn Peak), and some of the high-angle faults 
mapped by Yeats (1958a, pl. II; 1964, pl. 1) may be 
the same age as the faults emplacing the gneiss against 
the sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Our alternative 
interpretation to the overthrust hypothesis is that the 
gneiss masses are exotic blocks in the eastern melange, 
an interpretation alluded to by Yeats (1964, p. 558) 
when he referred to the klippen as megabreccia. 

Uranium-thorium-lead ages from the tonalite 
phase of the migmatitic gneiss, the plutonic rocks at 
Woods Creek, and the Mount Si massif led Whetten 
and others (1980, p. 365-366) to suggest that these 
rocks were in-folded or in-faulted klippen of their 
regional Haystack thrust plate that was emplaced 
between latest middle Cretaceous and earliest Late 
Cretaceous time. However, as an alternative hypoth
esis, they suggested a large-scale melange in which 
exotic blocks of Mesozoic ophiolite were imbricated 
over a wide area in western W asbington, including our 
eastern and western melanges. The appearance of 
imbrication at the base of a large thrust sheet, such as 
the proposed Haystack thrust, probably would differ 
little from the appearance of imbrication and tectonic 
mixing at the upper surface of an oceanic plate during 
subduction (for example, Hamilton, 1969, p. 2415-
2416). Perhaps we are looking at different parts of the 
same elephant. 

That melanges are formed in subduction zones has 
become nearly an article of faith for many workers. 
Fox (1983), however, pointed out the poor correlation 
between known past subduction zones and melanges of 
the same age. He proposed that melanges form at 
Humboldt-type triple junctions as they migrate along 
the continental margin (Fox, 1976) and asserted that 
reasonable chronological and spatial ties exist between 
melanges and the transit of these features (Fox, 1983, 
fig. 11). He envisioned melanges formed as huge tec
tonic gravity slides off upwarped oceanic floor and 
emplaced on the continental margin as huge nappe-like 
thrusts. We find Fox's model appealing and are 
intrigued by the idea that a Humboldt-type triple 
junction may have existed in the vicinity of Seattle 
about 100 m.y. ago (Fox, 1983, fig. 11). 

On the other hand, other workers (for example, 
Asabiko Taira, personal commun., 1983) suggest that 
some melange zones, such as the Kurosegawa belt in 
Japan, formed in strike-slip regimes; M. C. Blake, Jr. 
(personal commun., 1983) has indicated that this may 
be the process that formed the central-belt melanges of 
the Franciscan assemblage in northern California. 
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Timing of Melange Formation and 
Emplacement 

The age of emplacement of the melange belts is 
uncertain, but some constraints do exist. Although we 
have inferred that the melanges of the eastern and 
western belts are in fault contact, they both could have 
been accreted to North America at about the same 
time. Formation and emplacement of the melange of 
the western belt must have taken place after the Early 
Cretaceous, because the melange contains fossils of 
that age. Combining petrologic, chemical, and isotopic 
evidence, Dungan (1974, p. 216-217), Vance and Dun
gan (1977), and Johnson and others (1977) considered 
the northern parts of the Stillaguamish ophiolite to 
have been regionally metamorphosed to at least the 
middle amphibolite facies prior to faulting that 
emplaced it adjacent to the unmetamorphosed rocks. 
This regional metamorphism occurred in the Middle or 
Late Jurassic (Vance and others, 1980, p. 378-384), 
and accretion of the ophiolite and its sedimentary and 
volcanic cover took place in the early Late Cretaceous 
(Vance and others, 1980, p. 362), an age in agreement 
with that of the proposed emplacement of the Hay
stack thrust of Whetten and others (1980). These early 
events could have been amalgamation processes west 
of the continental margin, with the actual docking of 
the rocks to North America occurring later. 

Monger and others (1982, fig. 2) indicated that 
the approximate time of accretion of these melange 
belts was the latest Late Cretaceous, after the Late 
Cretaceous metamorphic event-<locumented as about 
60 to 90 m. y. ago by Mattinson (1972, p. 3778) in the 
North Cascades- that they ascribe to "tectonic over
lap and (or) compressional thickening of crustal rocks" 
during collision between North America and Wrangel
lia and other terranes that form a composite terrane 
unit inboard of their Pacific Rim terrane that is in part 
correlated with our melange belts (Monger and others, 
1982, p. 70, fig. 2). If this model is correct, it could 
help explain the absence of Late Cretaceous high
grade thermal metamorphism in most of the melange. 
It is possible, though, that the melange belts were 
accreted in pre-Late Cretaceous t ime, but juxtaposed 
with the higher-grade metamorphic rocks by strike-slip 
and/or vertical movement on the Straight Creek fault. 
The Straight Creek fault, first noted by Vance (1957, 
p. 302), is one of the major structures of the Cascade 
Range. Interpretations concerning the existence, 
importance, and timing of movement vary, but it is 
clear that considerable right-lateral post-Late Creta
ceous strike-slip movement has occurred, indicated by 
correlation of offset alumina-rich schist and associated 
Late Cretaceous intrusions (Misch, 1977, p. 36; Friz-

zell, 1979, p. 92; Vance and Miller, 1981; Kleinspehn, 
1982). 

Although lower Eocene rocks are clearly cut and 
deformed by the Straight Creek fault and northwest
trending dikes of the Teanaway Formation south of 
Mount Stuart indicate that the fault was still active in 
the middle Eocene, large amounts of movement proba
bly have not occurred after late Eocene time (Tabor 
and Frizzell, 1979) and definitely not since Oligocene 
time (Vance and Miller, 1981). 

The timing and origin of the metamorphism that 
produced the phyllitic part of the western belt are 
important footnotes to this story. If the phyllitic rocks 
represent the highest metamorphic grade attained dur
ing imbrication of the Mesozoic rocks during amalgam
ation or plate collision, a K-Ar age of about 48 m.y. 
(Table 2, loc. K) on newly formed sericite in a well
recrystallized phyllite from the western belt is a mini
mum age for one or the other of these events. The 
presence of the eastern phyllitic part of the western belt 
between unmetamorphosed eastern belt and the rela
tively unmetamorphosed part of the western belt may 
indicate that the two belts also were juxtaposed by high
angle faulting after the accretion that presumably 
formed them. 

On Fuller Mountain, near North Bend, the 
melange of the western belt is intruded by granodiorite 
which yielded a K-Ar age of 47 m.y. (Table 2, loc. L). 
This early Eocene episode of intrusion may also be 
represented by the 44-m.y.-old Granite Falls and 49-
m.y.-old Mount Pilchuck stocks, both north of the 
report area (Yeats and Engels, 1971). We know that 
the stocks were intruded after formation of the 
melange, but we do not know whether the stocks were 
intruded before or after accretion of the melange. 
These lower Eocene plutons are generally assigned to 
the root zone of the northwest-trending Challis arc, 
most clearly defined and continuous about 70 km to 
the northeast and generally east of the younger Cas
cade arc (Yeats and Engels, 1971; Vance, 1982; Friz
zell and Vance, 1983). The plutons seem out of place, 
but preliminary paleomagnetic work on the Granite 
Falls stock indicates no significant rotation or north
west translation since its cooling (Beck and others, 
1982, p. 516). 

We know that the melange of the eastern belt was 
emplaced at least by the early Eocene because it is 
overlain by the lower Eocene Silver Pass Volcanic 
Member of the Swauk Formation. The rocks in the 
melange of the western belt are overlain unconfor
mably by the gently folded volcanic rocks of Mount 
Persis that are probably late Eocene in age (Tabor and 
others, 1982). The Mount Persis volcanic rocks overlie 
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Table 3.-Summary of lithologies, fossil ages, isotopic determination, and contact relationships of melange 
belts in the western Cascades of Washington 

Characteristic 

Lithology 

Fossi I 
ages 

Isotopic 
determinations 

Contacts 

Eastern melange belt 

Predominantly a mixture of mafic 
volcanic rocks, chert, and lesser 
amounts of argl I lite and 
graywacke; conspicuous marble and 
ultramafite; includes blocks of 
mlgmatitic gneiss, metadlabase, 
and metatonat lte 

Permian fusul in ids and fragments 
of Ordovician brachiopods and 
trilobites in marble 

190- m. y. U-Th- Pb age on zircon 
from tonal itic gneiss 
165-m.y. U-Th-Pb age on zircon 
from metagabbro 

Probable fault contact with 
melange of the western belt; 
unconformably overlain by lower 
Eocene sedimentary and volcanic 
rocks; intruded by 33- to 
18-m.y.-old granitic rocks 

Western melange belt 

Predominantly argil I lte and 
graywacke, in part K-feldspar 
rich, with phacoids of metavolca
nlc rocks, chert, marble, meta
gabbro, metadiabase, and 
metatonal lte; very rare ultrama
fite; Includes a phyl I itlc unit 
consisting of slate, phyl I ite, 
semlschlst, and greenschist 

Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous 
Buchia sp. In metasandstone In 
the phyl I !tic unit; Late Jurassic 
to Ear ly Cretaceous radiolarians 
in chert pods; Triassic 
radlolarians In chert-pebble 
conglomerate; fragments of 
ichthyol iths and tetrapods in 
pods of marble indicate probable 
Mississippian to early Permian Age 

150- to 170-m.y. U-Th-Pb ages on 
zircons from metagabbro and meta
tont ite; 47-m.y. K-Ar age on gra
nodiorlte intruding melange 

In fault contact with lower and 
middle Eocene sedimentary and 
volcanic rocks; unconformably 
overlain by upper Eocene volcanic 
rocks; Intruded by 47-m.y. old 
granodlorlte as wel I as younger 
(33- to 18-m.y.-oldl granitic 
rocks 
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Thus, the lithologically distinguishable melanges 
(Table 3) formed during or after the Early Cretaceous 
and before the early Eocene. They were concurrently 
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the early Eocene. The melanges were translated north
ward, relative to North America, by movement on the 
Straight Creek and equivalent faults, and they have 
probably been near their current relative position since 
late Eocene time. 
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Table Al.-New U-Th-Pb ages of z.ircons from rocks in the eastern and western melange belts, Washington 

Constants : 238u = 1.55125 x 10-lOyr-1; 235u = 9.8485 x 10-10ir-1 · 232rh = 4.9475 x 10-llyr-l; 238u/235u = 137 .88. 
composition of common lead assumed to be 204Pb : 20 Pb:207Pb:208pb = 1:18.40:15,60:38.20 

Isotopic 

Sample Rock Size Concentration Isotopic composition of lead Age 
number type traction Cpem> (atom%) CMa) 

(mesh sizes) u Th Pb 204pb 206pb 207pb 208pb 206pb 207pb 207pb 208pb 
-- - - --
23flu 235u 206pb 232rh 

RWT- 513-80 Metatona I i te -150 ,+200 W3.2 104.1 2 . 003 () . 1786 77 . cu, 6 . 313 15 . 57 39. 4 39. 8 62 , 6 37,Q 
In eastern -250 ,+325 290. 9 104.2 2.477 0. 1874 77 . 51 6 . 436 15 . 87 47.0 47 . 0 47 . 5 46 . 6 
melange 

JTW-79-215 Metatona I i te -200 , +250 877.5 254.2 4.441 0. 1995 78 . 14 6.657 15.00 28.1 28 . 7 77 .2 29. 1 
In eastern -250,+325 684.2 205.7 4.276 0.2163 77.60 6.873 15.31 34 .4 34 . 9 73.3 33.0 
melange 

JTW- 79-216 Metagabbro - 150,+200 337.6 117. 8 9.036 0.0369 83.86 4.714 11,39 164.7 165.9 183,4 173.4 
in eastern -250,+325 385 . 8 156.4 9,860 0. 0214 84 . 02 4. 481 11.48 158. 2 159.3 175.9 152.3 
melange 

RWT- 278-80 Metatona I i te -150,+200 685 . 1 375. 9 17.257 0.0354 80.04 4.468 15.46 148. 1 149. 0 163.3 146.7 
in western - 250,+325 629 . 9 324.4 15. 714 0. 0113 81 .41 4. 266 14 . 31 149. 8 150 . 5 161. 1 149.8 
melange 

RWT-316- 80 Metatona I i te - 150,+200 310.2 139.7 7.444 0. 0090 83.56 4.252 12.18 14fL 2 149 . 1 162.3 142.0 
in western -250,+325 337.5 144. 6 8.098 0.0143 83 . 60 4.349 12. 04 148 . 1 149.5 172,0 145,9 
melange 
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Table A2.- New K-Ar ages from rocks in the eastern and western melange belts, Washington 

{All USGS K- Ar ages calculated on the basis of 1976 IUGS decay and abundance constants; errors based on 
variation In rep I lcate K20 and argon analyses or expected variation derived from an empirically derived 
curve relating coefficient of variation in the age to percent radiogenlc argon) 

Samp le 
number Mineral 

RWT Hornblende 

JTW 76-199 Hornblende 

RWT 372-80 Sericite 

DB 81-568 Hornblende 

Manuscript received December 1983 
Latest revision October 1986 

Rock K2o percent 

Metagabbro 0, 153; .132; , 136; 

Metagabbro 0, 193; , 191; , 195; 

Phy I I ite 8,9; 8 . 9; 

Granodlorlte 0.535; . 537; .529; 

40ArRad 
<moles/gm ArRad Age 

X 1o-10) <eercent) {m . y,) 

,132 0.200 33.8 96 , 3 + 6, 1 

, 189 ,337 20 . 5 118.0 + 10,6 

6.21 79. 5 47.8 + 1. 1 

.543 .364 31. 2 46,6 + 2. 8 
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MAJOR CENOZOIC FAULTS IN 
THE NORTHERN PUGET LOWLAND OF WASHINGTON 

Eric S. Cheney 
Department of Geological Sciences 

University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 98195 

ABSTRACT 

Regional geological studies and geophysical surveys (especially seismic reflection profiling) have discovered 
several Eocene and younger faults in the northern Puget Lowland that were unknown a dozen years ago. The 
southeast-striking Devils Mountain fault near the North Fork of the Stillaguamish River definitely cuts the mid
Eocene Chuckanut Formation. Geophysical surveys failed to find a western continuation of the Devils Mountain 
fault but found instead the Northern Whidbey Island fault. The 500-meter thickness of Quaternary sediments 
south of this fault could indicate very young movement. 

The previously undescribed northwest-trending Mount Vernon fault is the boundary between the northern 
Puget Lowland and the Cascade Range. It dextrally offsets by 47 kilometers the Devils Mountain fault and the 
pre-Tertiary terranes of the San Juan Islands. Seismic profiling near the International Border shows that the fault 
vertically offsets terrestrial Miocene strata by 2 kilometers. 

The Haro fault in the northern San Juan Islands is inferred to be the offset part of the Devils Mountain 
fault; together they define a huge, post-Chuckanut, spoon-shaped thrust that extends from the San Juan Islands to 
at least the latitude of Snoqualmie Pass. The San Juan and Survey Mountain faults of Vancouver Island and the 
northwest-trending Southern Whidbey Island fault are inferred to be segments of a fault that seems to dextrally 
offset the thrust plate more than 100 kilometers. However, the major dextral fault could be the Leech River fault, 
which separates the Olympic terrane from the terranes previously accreted to North America. Oroclinal bending 
of the northwestern parts of the Mount Vernon, San Juan/Survey Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island, and 
Leech River faults has disguised their strike-slip nature. Miocene folding caused the Whatcom basin, Clallam 
syncline, and the antiform of the Olympic Mountains and must have affected the dips of the Eocene faults. 

High-resolution seismic reflection profiling indicates that some of the buried major faults can be identified by 
offsets in Pleistocene and Holocene sediments. The offsets may have been generated during 140 to 350 meters of 
postglacial isostatic rebound. Earthquakes less than 25 kilometers deep do not define tight linear arrays that can 
be identified as active faults. Numerous faults probably are being reactivated during the present north-south 
compression. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Major northwest- to north-trending faults, which 
cut Eocene or older rocks, are well known in north
western Washington and southwestern British Colum
bia (Fig. 1). Most of these faults probably formed in 
response to the northward transport of the northeast
ern Pacific basin relative to the North American plate. 
The absence of major faults west of the Straight Creek 
fault is conspicuous. The purpose of this paper is to 
assemble the evidence for previously poorly recognized 
major faults in this area. 

of water. Considerable progress in fault recogmt1on 
has been made since 1975, due, in part, to (I) the need 
to understand the seismic hazards to cities and pro
posed major engineering structures (Yount and Cros
son, 1983) and (2) the growing realization that dextral 
transcurrent faults have segmented the western edge of 
the North American plate during the past 80 m.y. 

.(Cowan, 1982; Johnson, 1984b). 

A major obstacle to recognizing such faults in the 
northern Puget Lowland is that the bedrock is largely 
obscured by luxuriant vegetation, widespread uncon
solidated Quaternary sediments, and numerous bodies 

Much of this paper is devoted to elucidating a 
northwest-striking, dextral strike-slip fault about 140 
km Jong in the northern Puget Lowland. The fault is 
herein named the Mount Vernon fault. It marks the 
boundary between the Cascade Range and the north
ern Puget Lowland. This fault has not been described 
before, and its recognition is the key to understanding 
the structure of the northern part of the Puget Low-
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Figure 1.- Tectonic setting of the northern Puget Sound Lowland. Faults described in this paper are dashed. 
Sources of data: Figure 2 of this paper; Jackson (1976), Tabor and others (1978), Roddick and others (1979), 
Tipper and others (1981), Price and others (1981), and Fairchild and Cowan (1982). 

land. The resultant pre-late Eocene structural model 
presented here has important implications for the geol
ogy of northwestern Washington and southern Van
couver Island. 

Johnson (1984b) has summarized the regional 
geology of the northern Puget Lowland. The geology 
of the northwestern part of the area, the San Juan 
Islands, is described by Brandon and others (1983). 
Much of the regional geology will be reviewed below 
as each of the major faults is discussed. 

MOUNT VERNON FAULT 

Introduction 

The Mount Vernon fault is not exposed. Its pres
ence is inferred from regional geologic patterns, aero
magnetic and seismic reflection surveys, and the pres
ence of nearby, presumably satellitic, northwest
trending faults. Most of these data are compiled on 

Figure 2, which also emphasizes the lack of outcrop 
over large parts of the study area. 

The possibility of a major fault coincident with the 
Mount Vernon fault was raised first by Rogers (I 970, 
p. 54-55 and plate IX); be suggested that northwest
trending linear topographic features in the northern 
Puget Lowland are an "inferred fault or other major 
structural feature", but he provided very little geologi
cal evidence for this conclusion. W. A. Brewer (fig. 9b 
in Cheney, 1979) and Lawrence and Rosenfeld (1978) 
also identified lineaments coincident with the Mount 
Vernon fault. 

The Mount Vernon fault originally was named the 
Bellingham Bay-Chaplain fault zone (Cheney, 1976). 
This name is herein abandoned because the faults in 
Bellingham Bay and at Lake Chaplain may not be 
temporally and spatially equivalent. The fault is now 
named for the city of Mount Vernon, where the Skagit 
River crosses the inferred trace of the fault. 



Because the evidence for the Mount Vernon fault 
is most convincing near the International Border, the 
northern part of the study area will be discussed first. 
Figure 2 shows that several northwest-trending faults 
have been mapped within a 15-lcm-wide zone generally 
northeast of the Mount Vernon fault. Because refer
ences providing detailed descriptions of these mapped 
faults are listed in Cheney (I 979), only a few will be 
described here. The interpretation of lineaments is so 
debatable that the aforementioned topographic linea
ments will not be considered. The patterns of seismic
ity in the northern Puget Lowland will be reviewed, 
but they fail to unambiguously define major faults. 

Evidence for the Mount Vernon Fault 

Strait of Georgia 

Few bedrock exposures are present in the What
com basin, which straddles the International Border 
between Bellingham and the Fraser River south of 
Vancouver, British Columbia. However, seismic reflec
tion surveys by Mobil Oil Corporation in 1970 have 
provided a great deal of information about the offshore 
part of the basin. Figure 2 shows the locations of the 
survey lines. The seismic reflection profiles are still 
proprietary, but many of the interpretations are not. 

The seismic profiles can be matched with the 
stratigraphic log of a well north of Point Roberts (Fig. 
2). Table 1 includes a summary of this log by Hopkins 
( 1966, 1968) for the dry well. Because the strata 
depicted on the nearby seismic lines are gently dipping, 
Dobrin (1975 -1977) was able to correlate the seismic 
stratigraphy with the stratigraphic log (Table 1). The 
most prominent reflector on the seismic lines is the top 
of the upper Eocene unit (Dobrin, 1975-1977, p. 10). 
This unit probably is the continental, arkosic Hunting
don Formation described by Miller and Misch (1963) 
northeast of Bellingham. In the seismic reflection lines 
closest to the well, the terrestrial Miocene strata have 
a two-way travel time of 1.1 to 1.2 seconds; the maxi
mum travel time through them, about 1.7 seconds, on 
the southern end of line W 70-2 just north of line W 
70-7, indicates a maximum thickness of ~ 1.3 1cm. 
Because these strata do not crop out on the mainland, 
their existence is not widely known. 

On lines W 70-4, W 70-5, and W 70-7 the upper 
Eocene and Miocene strata are faulted against non
reflective rocks. The faults dip steeply northeast. 
Because the American and Canadian islands to the 
southwest (F1g. 2) are underlain by folded strata of the 
Cretaceous Nanaimo Group and Eocene Chuckanut 
Formation, the nonreflective units probably are these 
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or older rocks. Thus, the Miocene strata are down
faulted to the northeast. Given the thickness of the 
Miocene strata on the south end of line W 70-2 and of 
the upper Eocene strata in the well at Point Roberts, 
the vertical throw on the fault is about 2 km. Because 
the Miocene and underlying strata are not broken by 
major faults elsewhere on the seismic lines, I have 
drawn a single northwest-trending fault through the 
faults on the three lines beyond the southern ends of 
lines W 70-2 and W 70-3 (Fig. 2). 

The southeast and northwest extent of this fault 
can best be defined by future seismic reflection sur
veys. Several authors (including Seraphim and others, 
1976; Roddick and others, 1979; Price and others, 
1981, fig. 50; Tipper and others, 1981; Brandon and 
others, 1983, fig. 2) already have shown one or more 
major northwest-trending faults on Vancouver Island 
or in the Strait of Georgia northwest of the Interna
tional Border. Some of these faults are shown on 
Figure l. Figure 2 shows the southern end of the one 
that Roddick and others ( 1979) extended from north 
of Staurna Island to the edge of the Quaternary sedi
ments off the mouth of the Fraser River about 50 km 
to the north. Whether the Mount Vernon fault is 
continuous with a particular major fault in British 
Columbia is still unknown. 

Offset of pre-Tertiary Units 
in the San Juan Islands and the Mainland 

A number of tectonostratigraphic units shown by 
Brandon and others ( 1983, fig. 5A) in the San Juan 
Islands are combined into one (PMto) in Figure 2 and 
will be informally called the western terranes. These 
are mixtures of variously metamorphosed Paleozoic 
rocks (some with Tethyan fossils) and mixtures of 
Mesozoic rocks. The western terranes are structurally 
overlain by the Decatur terrane (JKs in Fig. 2), which 
consists of Jurassic ophiolitic rocks and Jura
Cretaceous turbidites (Whetten and others, . 1980b; 
Brandon and others, 1983). The Nanaimo Group, con
sisting of unmetamorphosed predominantly Upper 
Cretaceous marine strata, is in fault contact with the 
western terranes in the northern San Juan Islands. 

Danner ( 1957, 1966, 1977), Whetten (1978), 
Vance and others (1980), Dethier and others (1980), 
and Dethier and Whetten ( 1980) correlated rocks in 
the western terranes of the San Juan Islands with 
Danner's Olo Mountain and Trafton units on the 
mainland, and correlated the Decatur terrane with 
Danner's Sultan unit on the mainland, as shown in 
Figure 2. Whetten (1978) and Dethier and others 
( 1980) suggested that the terranes in the San Juan 
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Figure 2.- Tectonic map of the northern Puget Lowland. Blank areas have no bedrock outcrops. Thin dashed lines west of 
Mount Vernon enclose the area of Schreiner's gravity survey (1976). For clarity, all pre-Eocene faults have been omitted. 
Explanation of units: blank area, water; Q, Quaternary sediments, Tm, continental Miocene strata along seismic reflection 
lines; To, upper part of the rocks of Bulson Creek plus other upper Eocene to lower Oligocene marine strata; Th, Huntingdon 
Formation plus lower part of the rocks of Bulson Creek; Tv, rhyolitic intrusions plus volcanic rocks of Mount Persis; Tc, 
Chuckanut and Gabriola Formations; Kn, Nanaimo Group not including the Gabriola Formation; JKs, Sultan Group and 
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Table 1.- 0obrin's correlation (1975 • 1977) of seismic reflections with the stratigraphic log made by Hopkins 
(l 966, 1968) of the dry well at Point Roberts 
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Islands were displaced onto the mainland by the east
striking Devils Mountain fault. Because the Olo 
Mountain and Trafton sequences lie east of the Sultan 
unit on the mainland (Fig. 2), they cannot be the 
former southward continuation of the belt of rocks on 
the San Juan Islands. The interpretation offered in 
Figure 2 is that the terranes on the San Juan Islands 
are the western limb of a southeast-plunging synform, 
and the rocks on the mainland a re the eastern limb of 
that synform that bas been dextrally displaced by the 
Mount Vernon fault. 
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Truncation of the Devils Mountain Fault 

The dextral displacement suggested above can be 
tested by examining the Devils Mountain fault. The 
west end of that fault was first described by Hobbs 
and Pecora {1941 ). North of the North Fork of the 
Stillaguamish River, the fault is straight and presum
ably vertical, or nearly so. Here the fault zone is as 
much as 2 km wide {Lovseth, 1975; Bechtel, Inc., 
1979; Dethier and others, 1980; Dethier and Whetten, 
1980). It cuts the Eocene Chuckanut Formation and 



the slightly younger lower part of the rocks of Bulson 
Creek of Marcus {1981). South of the North Fork of 
the Stillaguamish River, the fault curves southeast
ward (Whetten and others, 1980b, fig. 1) and is 
intruded by the Squire Creek batholith (35 m.y.) 
(Vance and others, 1980) as shown on Figure 2. Thus, 
the length of the arcuate Devils Mountain fault is at 
least 60 km, and the last movement of the fault is 
definitely younger than the Chuckanut Formation. 

Lovseth (1975), Whetten (1978), and Whetten 
and others (1980b) recognized that the fault is a major 
one and inferred that it extends in the subsurface to at 
least 123° W., south of San Juan Island. Whetten and 
his colleagues suggested that this is the fault that 
sinistrally displaced the terranes of the San Juan 
Islands onto the mainland. 

However, Dobrin (1975 to 1977) noted that deep 
seismic exploration profiles obtained by Mobil Oil 
Corporation east and west of Whidbey Island (Fig. 2) 
failed to find a continuation of the Devils Mountain 
fault. According to Dobrin, sparker, Acoustipulse, and 
modified Acoustipulse with concurrent magnetic and 
gravimetric surveys in the same area also failed to find 
the fault. Schreiner (I 976) conducted a gravity survey 
of the Skagit delta (Fig. 2) and found north-south 
residual anomalies, instead of the east-west ones that 
might be expected if the Devils Mountain fault con
tinues westward. 

The only evidence for a westward continuation of 
the Devils Mountain fault is the west-striking gradient 
on the aeromagnetic map of Whetten and others 
(1980b), reproduced here in Figure 3. Inspection of 
the large magnetic high that straddles lat. 48 ° 30' N. 
suggests that the aeromagnetic map could indicate 
that the northwest-trending Mount Vernon fault trun
cates the west-trending Devils Mountain fault. A 
prominent southeast-trending low (less than 200 nT) 
is present in the northern part of the high, and the 
areally smaller but more intensely magnetic knobs 
(which are characteristic of the rest of the high) do not 
interrupt the strike of this trend to the southeast. East 
of this southeast trend, the aeromagnetic grain is west 
striking (similar to the structural grain of the Devils 
Mountain fault), but to the west the magnetic grain 
trends more to the north ( over the ophiolitic rocks of 
Fidalgo Island). In addition, the areally smaller highs 
greater than 300 nT tend to be farther northward west 
of the southeast-trending magnetic low than east of it. 

Dobrin (l 97 5) reported that seismic reflection 
lines east and west of Whidbey Island indicate a large 
fault (south side down) about 6 km south of the 
westward projection of the Devils Mountain fault. 
Although this fault is not readily apparent on the 
aeromagnetic map (Fig. 3), it does have a slight 
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expression on the magnetic and gravimetric maps of 
MacLeod and others (1977, figs. 3 and 4, respec
tively), which were derived from ship-borne surveys. 
Gower (I 980) called this the Northern Whidbey 
Island fault. 

Pre-Tertiary foliated sandstone and argillite crop 
out north of the Northern Whidbey Island fault at 
Rocky Point (Gower, 1980). A well on, or just south 
of, the fault penetrated 190 m of Quaternary sedi
ments (Walsh, 1984), but a well 4 km south of the 
fault penetrated 500 m of Quaternary sediments 
(Gower, 1980). Thus, some displacement on the 
Northern Whidbey Island fault may be quite young. 
Cheney (1979) and Gower (1980) noted that Quater
nary sediments older than 18,000 yr B.P. are tilted and 
faulted over the trace of the fault at Strawberry Point. 
Pleistocene sediments along the fault between Whid
bey and Vancouver Islands also are displaced (Wagner 
and Wiley, 1983, fig. 11). 

No Tertiary fault that could be an eastern exten
sion of the Northern Whidbey Island fault is known 5 
to 1 O km south of the Devils Mountain fault in the 
foothills on the mainland, but an intercept on line WC-
129 could be the Northern Whidbey Island fault 
(Dobrin, 1975 -1977). The Northern Whidbey Island 
fault could hardly be the Devils Mountain fault, unless 
the Devils Mountain fault is offset by some other fault. 
Cheney (1979) made exactly this suggestion, illustrat
ing sinistral offset along what is here called the Mount 
Vernon fault. However, because dextral faults have 
been so common on the western margin of the conti
nent during the last 80 m.y. (Cowan, 1982; Johnson, 
1984b), sinistral offset seems improbable. Cheney 
(1977), MacLeod and others (1977, fig. 2), and Wag
ner and Wiley ( 1983, fig. 11) showed the Northern 
Whidbey Island fault striking westward toward the 
San Juan-Survey Mountain fault of Vancouver Island. 

Offset of the Devils Mountain Fault 

Because the Devils Mountain fault is north of the 
Sultan unit and truncates the Trafton and Oto Moun
tains units, the place to look for the offset part of the 
Devils Mountain fault is north of the equivalent ter
ranes in the San Juan Islands. Carroll ( 1980) 
described such a west-trending fault in the center of 
Lummi Island, 47 km to the northwest (Fig. 2). About 
0.1 to 0.6 km north of this fault are foliated mafic and 
trondjhemitic rocks; rocks of similar composition 
(Dethier and others, 1980) and age (Whetten and 
others, 1980b, table 2) are present in the Devils Moun
tain fault zone. If these rocks are included in the fault 
zone on Lummi Island. as in Figure 2, the zone is 1 km 
or more wide. Lithologies similar to the exotic rocks in 
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Figure 3.-Aeromagnetic map of part of the northern Puget Lowland. The map (without the faults) was published as 
figure 2 of Whetten and others ( 1980b). These authors reported that the data consist of two surveys by the U.S. 
Geological Survey-north of 48 °30'N. flown east-west, and south of 48°30' N. flown north-south. Both surveys 
were flown at 3.2-km spacing and 0.91-km altitude. Letters in boxes are localities discussed by Whetten and others. 
Faults: DMF, Devils Mountain fault; HF, Haro fault; LCF, Lake Chaplain fault; MVF, Mount Vernon fault; 
NWIF, Northern Whidbey Island fault; SWIF, Southern Whidbey Island fault; TMF, Table Mountain fault. 



the Devils Mountain fault on Lummi Island occur in 
the rocks of Table Mountain (Whetten and others, 
1979; Dethier and others, 1980) and in the Sultan unit 
(R. W. Tabor, USGS, written commun., May 1983); 
one, or both, of these units is cut by each of the faults. 
In summary, the fault on Lummi Island has the same 
strike, width, and types of exotic rocks and, as shown 
below, probably truncates the same rock units on the 
south as the Devils Mountain fault. In addition, the 
Chuckanut Formation is restricted to the north side of 
both faults. 

To the west of Lummi Island a major fault is 
present along the northern edge of Orcas and San Juan 
Islands. Vance {1977, p. 188) named this the Haro 
fault. Figure 1 of Cowan and others {1977) and figure 
SA of Brandon and others (1983) show that this fault 
places the unmetamorphosed Nanaimo Group, the 
Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous Spieden Group 
on Spieden Island (Johnson, 1981), and the Triassic 
Haro Formation on the northern tip of San Juan 
Island against the western terranes of the San Juan 
Islands on the south. 

The Haro fault zone is not on strike with the east
west fault zone on Lummi Island. The explanation 
preferred here is that because both zones bound the 
terranes of the San Juan Islands, they are parts of the 
same arcuate fault. Figure 2 shows that by this inter
pretation the Haro fault truncates virtually the entire 
belt of southeast-striking strata of the Nanaimo 
Group. The Spieden Group, the Haro Formation, and 
the east to northeast strikes of Nanaimo strata on 
Cactus Island and Flattop Island north of Spieden 
Island (Johnson, 1978), on the southern part of Wal
dron Island (Ward, 1978; Pacht, 1980), and on Clark 
and Barnes Islands (Vance, 1975) are interpreted. here 
as blocks within the same fault zone. The maximum 
width of this zone is almost 4 km. Although the 
contacts are covered by seawater, the Haro fault zone 
is considered to consist of south-dipping thrusts or 
reverse faults (Cowan and others, 1977; Vance, 1977; 
Whetten and others, 1978; Johnson, 1978; Brandon 
and others, 1983). 

Because this inferred arcuate fault contains the 
same types of meta-igneous rocks and bounds the same 
terranes on the south as the Devils Mountain fauJt, the 
Haro fault and Devils Mountain fault are inferred to 
be offset segments of the same arcuate fault (Devils 
Mountain-Haro fault). If so, blocks of Nanaimo strata 
might yet be found in the Devils Mountain fault inter
spersed with the more abundant blocks of the lithologi
cally similar Chuckanut Formation. Figure 2 illus
trates that the Chuckanut Formation and its probable 
correlative, the Gabriola Formation of the Nanaimo 
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Group, are restricted to the northern sides of the 
Devils Mountain and Haro faults. 

Other Regional Patterns 

Other units of regional extent in Figure 2 have 
distributions that seem to be explained by the Mount 
Vernon fault. Lovseth (1975) described a melange of 
phyllites, greenstones, and serpentinites on the north
east side of the Devils Mountain fault as the rocks of 
Table Mountain. Whetten and others {1980b) showed 
that these rocks are widespread south of the Skagit 
River and are coeval with the Decatur terrane. How
ever, the greenstones in the Decatur terrane on Fidalgo 
Island were not metamorphosed in the same high
pressure, low-temperature environment as the rocks of 
Table Mountain (Brown and others, 198 l; Whetten 
and others, 1980b), and the turbidites in the Decatur 
terrane are not as phyllitic as those in the rocks of 
Table Mountain (Whetten and others, 1980b). Brown 
and others (1981) suggested that a major fault is 
present between these units. That fault is herein con
sidered to be the Mount Vernon fault. 

The distinction between the rocks of Table Moun
tain and the Decatur terrane defines the Mount Ver
non fault in the easternmost San Juan Islands (Fig. 2). 
Samish Island is part of the rocks of Table Mountain 
(Brown and others, 1981). Because the pelitic rocks of 
Eliza Island are more phyllitic and better cleaved than 
those on Lummi Island (Carroll, 1980), they probably 
are in or east of the fault zone. Aragonite-bearing 
greenstones are typical of the rocks of Table Mountain 
(Whetten and others, 1980b; Brown and others, 1981 ); 
therefore, the presence of such fault-bounded rocks on 
the southeastern part of Lummi Island (Carroll, 1980, 
p. 29, 60), which is otherwise composed of rocks of the 
Decatur terrane, implies that the main strand of the 
Mount Vernon fault is adjacent to the northeastern 
side of Lummi Island. The pelitic rocks of southern 
Lummi, Eliza (Carroll, 1980), and Samish Islands also 
have prominent northwest-trending kink bands, which 
may indicate proximity to a major northwest-trending 
fault. 

Other regionally extensive units are restricted to 
either the foothills of the Cascade Range on the north
east or to the Puget Lowland to the southwest (Fig. 2). 
The Jurassic Darrington Phyllite and Shuksan Green
schist and the Eocene continental, arkosic, Chuckanut 
and Huntingdon Formations are not present in the 
Lowland. In contrast, the Tertiary marine strata are 
uncommon in the foothills. The Cretaceous Nanaimo 
Group is restricted to the islands near the Interna
tional Border. Each of these restricted distributions 
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might be explained by individual depositional or tec-
tonic patterns. However, the southwest or northeast 
limit of each of these regional units defines a 
northwest-trending zone amenable to a single {com-
mon) explanation; each may be caused by one or more 
northwest-striking faults. Accordingly, the regional 
distributions of these formations are regarded as addi-
tional evidence for the Mount Vernon fault. 

Another reason for concluding that the Mount 
Vernon fau lt displaces the Chuckanut is that the 
Mount Vernon fault is inferred to dextrally displace 
the Devils Mountain fault, which definitely cuts the 
Chuckanut. Nonetheless, west of Bellingham the 
Chuckanut strata have been interpreted as extending 
essentially unbroken from Sucia Island and the north
ern end of Lummi Island to the mainland (Johnson, 
1984a). Yet, some interesting differences do occur on 
the mainland and Lurnmi Island: Johnson ( 1984a) 
showed that on the mainland the basal Bellingham 
Bay Member of the Chuckanut Formation overlies the 
Darrington Phyllite and, at Pigeon Point, the rocks of 
Table Mountain. On Lurnrni Island, he mapped the 
stratigraphicaUy higher Padden Member unconfor
mably over rocks that Whetten and others (1980b) 
concluded were the rocks of Table Mountain or the 
Decatur terrane. However, on the mainland, Johnson 
(1982, 1984a) did not recognize any unconformities 
within strata of the Chuckanut Formation and did not 
find the Padden Member overlying pre-Tertiary rocks. 

These differences are permissive evidence for a 
fault between Lummi Island and the mainland. The 
rocks on Lummi Island may be basal Chuckanut (orig
inally a more distant facies of the Bellingham Bay 
Member) that texturally and compositionally resem
bles the part of the Padden Member on the mainland. 
The seemingly obvious place to test this hypothesis is 
south of the Skagit River, but in that area, the Chuck
anut strata are in fault contact, not depositional con
tact, with the rocks of Table Mountain (Whetten and 
others, 1980a; Dethier and Whetten, 1980). 

Similarly, because Johnson (1984a) shows the 
west-trending fault in the middle of Lummi Island 
extending northeastward to the mainland, one could 
question whether a major· northwest-striking fault 
occurs between Lummi Island and the mainland. John
son postulated a northeast extension of the east-west 
fault because he inferred that the conglomeratic Gov
ernors Point Member of the Chuckanut Formation, 
which underlies the Padden Member on the mainland, 
was derived from a nearby and active fault block. He 
did not provide any other geological or geophysical 
evidence for such a northeast-trending fault. 

Area South of the Devils Mountain Fault 

Bedrock along the inferred trace of the Mount 
Vernon fault south of the Devils Mountain fault is 
poorly exposed, and only seismic line WC-129 crosses 
the area. Dobrin ( 197 5 -1977, fig. 2) showed a fault on 
this line and chose to connect it with the Northern 
Whidbey Island fault; however, the fault could equally 
well be the Mount Vernon fault. Seismic reflection 
profiles would be a good method of determining the 
location of the Mount Vernon fault and the Northern 
Whidbey Island fault south of the Devils Mountain 
fault. 

Due to Limited outcrops, the only place to study 
the geology of the southern part of the Mount Vernon 
fault or related faults is the Lake Chaplain-Granite 
Falls area shown on Figure 4. The mafic rocks are part 
of a widespread Jurassic ophiolitic suite (Vance and 
others, 1980; Whetten and others, 1980b). The meta
volcanic rocks are assumed to be part of the ophiolitic 
suite. The sedimentary rocks are part of the Jura
Cretaceous Sultan unit of Danner (1957, 1966) and 
the pre-Tertiary argillites and slaty argillites and phyl
lites of Tabor and others ( 1982). In the equivalent 
Decatur terrane of the San Juan Islands, the ophiolitic 
and volcanic rocks are overlain by a thick sequence of 
well-bedded lithic sandstone and mudstone {Brandon 
and others, 1983). 

Tabor and others (1982) described the rocks 
around Lake Chaplain as a melange. Nonetheless, in 
the hydroelectric tunnel of the Snohomish County 
Public Utility District, steeply dipping faults, which 
locally are hundreds of meters wide, separate wider 
intervals of weakly sheared to unsheared rocks. Like
wise, at the Lockwood prospect, a folded, pyritic felsic 
phyllite can be mapped for at least 570 m within a 
fault-bounded block approximately 425 m wide. Most 
of the other contacts in Figure 4 may also be tectonic, 
but as they have not been (and possibly cannot be) 
mapped in detail, they are not shown as faults. 

A fault (which was not recognized by Tabor and 
others, 1982) passes northwestward through Lake 
Chaplain (Fig. 4). The width of brecciated and 
sheared rock at the dam on the south end of the lake is 
at least 400 m. Most slickensides rake less than 25 ° 
from the horizontal. In the Menzel Lake area 10 km to 
the north, the argillites are sheared, foliated, and inter
leaved with bodies of serpentinite and silica-carbonate 
rocks (altered serpentinites), which range in size from 
hand specimens to mappable units. The fault zone is 
greater than I km wide. 
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The faults in the tunnel and at Lake Chaplain 
could be pre-Tertiary and thus unrelated to the Mount 
Vernon fault. However, Wiebe (1963) mapped 
northwest-striking faults cutting the 48.8 ± 1.4-m.y.
old Pilcbuck Mountain pluton, in the northern part of 
Figure 4. The Granjte Falls stock (44.4 ± 1.4-m.y. K
Ar date tabulated by Engels and others, 1976, cor
rected by table 2 of Dalrymple, 1979) and hornfels are 
cut by a northwest-trending fault and numerous small 
shear zones that could be on strike with the Lake 
Chaplain fault. On the northern bank of the South 
Fork of the Stillaguamish River northwest of Granite 
Falls, a covered interval of 75 m separates the hornfels 
from arkosic sandstone that contains locally abundant 
fossil pelecypods. The arkosic rocks are presumed to be 
correlative with the compositionally similar strata that 
Danner (1957) described 3 km to the northwest as the 
Riverside formation. Both Danner (1957) and 
Addicott (in Minard, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c) infer that 
these strata are Oligocene. 

The northeast side of the 23-km-Jong, northwest
trending, aeromagnetic high (anomaly G of Fig. 3) is 
coincident with the Lake Chaplajn fault of Figure 4. 
The abrupt southwest margin of the high suggests that 
the dioritic and andesitic rocks are truncated on the 
southwest. This linear is chosen as the trace of the 
Mount Vernon fault in Figure 2. 

SOUTHERN WHIDBEY ISLAND FAULT 

The previous discussion of the Mount Vernon fault 
Jed to descriptjons of the Devils Mountain fault, the 
Haro fault, and the Northern Whidbey Island fault. 
Gower (1980) inferred one other major fault, a 
northwest-striking one under the central part of Whid
bey Island (Fig. 2). This he named the Southern 
Whidbey Island fault. He postulated this fault on the 
basis of a linear aeromagnetic high (part of which is 
shown in Fig. 3) and the southern edge of a gravity 
low. He noted the possible evidence for Quaternary 
displacement on thls fault is that a dry hole 2 km 
northeast of the proposed fault penetrated 625 m of 
Quaternary sediments, but a well 0.5 km southwest of 
the trace of the proposed fault penetrated only 204 m. 
He extended the fault northwestward to the latitude of 
Port Townsend because high resolution seismic profil
ing by Wagner and Wiley (1983) showed evidence for 
Holocene faulting. On the basis of additional seismic 
profiling that showed offsets in Holocene and Pleis
tocene sediments, Wagner and Wiley (1983, p. 188, 
fig. 12) extended this fault to the International Border 
as two or three strands as much as 7 km apart (Fig. 2). 

PATTERNS OF SEISMICITY 

The only fairly accurately known earthquakes in 
northwestern Washington are those recorded by the 
telemetric seismograph network installed since 1973 
(Noson and Crosson, 1980). According to R. S. Crosson 
(Univ. of Washington, personal commun., Oct. 1976), 
the published epicenters may have errors of l to 2 km 
relative to each other, and the error in the absolute 
location of the epicenters may be as great as 10 km in a 
few rare instances. In order to test whether the Mount 
Vernon fault or other faults might be active, I plotted 
Crosson's data for all earthquakes having magnitudes 
more than 2 and depths less than 25 km that had been 
recorded from 197 3 through 1981 and all earthquakes 
of magnitudes more than 2.5 and less than 25 km deep 
from 1971 to December 1985 (N = 113). The epicenters 
fall in a 100-km-wide northwest-trending belt that is 
roughly centered along the Mount Vernon fault. 
Equally diffuse patterns are shown by Crosson ( 1983, 
fig. 1) for all earthquakes from 1970 to 1978 and by 
Rogers (1983, fig. 3) for all earthquakes from 1951 to 
1969. No well-defined linear arrays of epicenters have 
emerged yet within the belt; therefore, the presently 
known epicenters cannot be used to independently 
define any of the major faults shown on Figure 2. 

STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS 

This section integrates the previous descriptions of 
the major faults into a structural model for the north
ern Puget Lowland (Fig. 5). Obviously, a certain 
amount of speculation is involved, even though the text 
is written in a definitive style. The first step in con
structing the structural model is to describe the history 
of the major faults. 

History of the Major Faults 

Devils Mountain Fault 

Major movement on the Devils Mountain fault 
postdates the deposition of the Chuckanut Formation 
but predates the 47 km of displacement inferred on the 
Mount Vernon fault. The Devils Mountain fault also 
cuts rhyolitic rocks that intrude the Chuckanut For
mation (Lovseth, 197 5; Bechtel, Inc., 1979; Dethier 
and others, 1980; Dethier and Whetten, 1980) as 
shown on Figure 2. These rhyolitic rocks have yielded 
fission-track ages of 41.5 ± 3.4 m.y. (Lovseth) and 52.7 
± 2.5 m.y. (C. W. Naeser, in Dethier and Whetten, 
1980). The Devils Mountain fault also cuts (Fig. 2) 
Narizian to Zemorrian marine rocks that contain 
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Figure S.- Tectonic model for northwestern Washington and southern British Columbia. Pre-Eocene structures 
have been largely eliminated. Abbreviations for the faults are the same as those used in Figures 2 and 3, with the 
addition of LRF (Leech River fault), SJF (San Juan fault), and SMF (Survey Mountain fault). Rocks in the 
upper plate of the Devils Mountain/Haro fault probably occur at least as far south as Snoqualmie Pass, which is 
34 km south of the illustrated end of Devils Mountain/ Haro fault. Note the westward bending of the northwest
trending faults. SG and PT plus BR indicate the paleomagnetic results tabulated by Beck (1984) for the Sooke 
gabbro and by Beck and Engebretson (1982) for middle Eocene basalts, respectively. The positions of major 
Miocene folds are indicated. Other abbreviations are B, Bellingham; E, Everett; P, Port Townsend; S, Seattle; and 
V, Victoria. 

clasts of the rhyolitic rocks (Lovseth, 1975; Marcus, 
1981), but the Mount Vernon fault does not seem to 
dextrally displace these strata. Evidently, the Devils 
Mountain fault was reactivated in post-Narizian to 
Zemorrian time. 

Mount Vernon Fault 

The Mount Vernon fault dextrally offsets pre
Tertiary rocks and the Devils Mountain fault by 47 km 
and is inf erred to offset the Chuckanut Formation. 
The oldest rocks that are not significantly offset are 
the predominantly andesitic rocks south of the 

Skykomish River (Fig. 2) that Tabor and others 
(1982) referred to as the rocks of Mount Persis. Tabor 
and others (1982) reported dates of 41.7 ± 4.3 (K-Ar) 
and 47 ± 4 (fission track on apatite) m.y. from these 
rocks, and 35.7 ± 4.3 (K-Ar) m.y. for a phase of the 
Index batholith intrusive into them. The Oligocene 
marine rocks that are believed to overlie the volcanic 
rocks of Mount Persis (Tabor and others, 1982) also 
do not appear to be dextrally offset by the Mount 
Vernon fault. 

These relationships indicate that strike-slip move
ment on the Mount Vernon fault is constrained by the 
age of the Chuckanut Formation and by the unfaulted 
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rocks of Mount Persis. Johnson (1984a) obtained a 
fission-track age of 49.9 ± 1.2 m.y. from a zircon in 
tuff near the top of the basal member of the Chuck-
anut Formation. Based on numerous fission-track ages 
from detrital zircons in the Chuc~anut Formation, 
Johnson (1984a) concluded that the Chuckanut cannot 
be older than 55 m.y. The oldest dates yet reported for 
rocks intrusive into the Chuckanut Formation are 49.9 
± 1.1 m.y. (Bechtel, Inc., 1979) and 52.7 ± 2.5 m.y. 
(C. W. Naeser in Dethier and Whetten, 1980). Thus, 
at present, the minimum age of the dextrally displaced 
Chuckanut is 49.9 ± 1.2 m.y. and the oldest unfaulted 
rocks of Mount Persis are 47 ± 4 m.y. Whether the 
displacement of the hornfels or the 44 ± 1.4-m.y-old 
Granite Falls pluton is strike slip or dip slip is not yet 
known. 

The youngest rocks known to be cut by the Mount 
Vernon fault are the Miocene strata of the Whatcom 
basin. Because the rocks of Mount Persis are 
unfaulted, displacement of these Miocene strata is 
inferred to be dip slip ( > 2 km). A review of Hopkins' 
original floral lists (1966) by J . C. Barnett (personal 
commun., Feb. 1982) indicates that the pollen from 
the Miocene strata penetrated by the dry hole on Point 
Roberts are not diagnostic of any particular part of the 
Miocene, but could be as young as late Miocene. 

The paucity of evidence for Quaternary displace
ment on the Mount Vernon fault may, in part, be due 
to lack of detailed geologic mapping of the Quaternary 
sediments in the Puget Lowland, including the lack of 
appropriate seismic reflection surveys across the trace 
of the Mount Vernon fault. However, two areas may 
prove to record movement on the Mount Vernon fault. 
Figure 2 shows that the northeast and southwest sides 
of Bay View Ridge in the Skagit delta have pro
nounced northwest trends. Figure 3.41-3 and Appendix 
H of Bechtel, Inc. (I 979) indicate that Bay View 
Ridge is underlain by Everson glaciomarine drift, 
deposited 13,500 to I 1,000 yr B.P. (Hansen and Eas
terbrook, 1974). Secondly, according to Palmer 
(1977), post-Everson marine terraces are absent on 
Lummi Island but are present on the adjacent main
land, and strand lines occur at both lower and higher 
altitudes on Lummi Island than on the mainland. 
These anomalies suggest to Palmer that either the 
coastal environment was different on Lummi than on 
the mainland, or that tectonic or isostatic differences 
existed between Lummi Island and the mainland. 

Precursors of the Mount Vernon fault may have 
been active prior to the Devils Mountain fault. The 
northwest-trending Table Mountain fault north of the 
Devils Mountain fault (Fig. 2) cuts pre-Tertiary rocks 
but not the Devils Mountain fault (Whetten and 
others, I 980a; Dethier and Whetten, I 980). The north-

west- trending tectonic zone mapped by Lovseth 
(I 975) to the west of the Table Mountain fault does 
cut the Chuckanut and younger rhyolitic rocks but not 
the Devils Mountain fault; perhaps this tectonic zone 
is an older fault that was reactivated by movement on 
the Devils Mountain fault or the Mount Vernon fault. 

Northern Whidbey Island Fault 

The pre-Pleistocene history of the Northern Whid
bey Island fault is uncertain because its relation to the 
Mount Vernon fault is obscure. If the Mount Vernon 
fault dextrally offsets it by about 50 km, it would be at 
the latitude of the Skykomish River (Fig. 2). Tabor 
and others (1982) did not recognize a major fault in 
this area, nor can their map be reinterpreted as indi
cating a major block down-dropped to the south. Thus, 
it seems unlikely that the Northern Whidbey Island 
fault is dextrally offset by the Mount Vernon fault. 

Because the Northern Whidbey Island fault 
strikes westward toward the San Juan/Survey Moun
tain fault of Vancouver Island, the two faults might be 
one and the same. The San Juan fault cuts Leech 
River complex that has a metamorphic age of 40 to 44 
m.y., and it is overlain by the upper Eocene-lower 
Oligocene (Refugian-Zemorrian) Carmannah Forma
tion (Fairchild and Cowan, 1982). The Cenozoic time 
scale of Berggren and others ( 1985) brackets the late 
Eocene between 40.0 and 37 to 36 m.y.; thus San Juan 
fault probably is older than 36 m.y. 

Southern Whidbey Island Fault 

The history of the Southern Whidbey Island fault 
is obscure except that it cuts Quaternary sediments. In 
the model discussed below, it is inferred to be an 
extension of the San Juan/Survey Mountain fault. 

Structural Model 

Devils Mountain/Haro Fault 

Because the Haro fault does not occur on Vancou
ver Island, it probably curves sharply southward along 
the International Border; thus, the Haro fault may 
mirror the Devils Mountain fault, which curves 
sharply southward south of the North Fork of the 
Stillaguamish River (Figs. 2 and 5). Presumably, the 
Haro fault continues southward until truncated by the 
Northern Whidbey Island fault or the San Juan/ 
Survey Mountain fault. Alternatively, the Haro fault 
is truncated between San Juan Island and Vancouver 
Island by a north-trending fault (for which no other 
evidence exists). 



The Devils Mountain fault/Haro fault is inferred, 
therefore, to be a regional, spoon-shaped fault. The 
upper plate is composed of the synformal Mesozoic 
terranes of the San Juan Islands and the mainland that 
were later cut by the Mount Vernon fault. The youn
gest rocks in the lower plate are the unmetamorphosed 
Nanaimo and Chuckanut strata. Exotic rocks within 
the fault are the meta-igneous rocks and the Haro and 
Spieden strata. Because the lowest upper plate rocks 
are metamorphosed, the unmetamorphosed Haro and 
Spieden rocks probably were derived from the lower 
plate (and could be many kilometers out of place). 

The areal extent of the upper plate of the Devils 
Mountain fault/Haro fault may be large. Vance and 
others ( 1980) mapped the probable continuation of the 
Devils Mountain fault southward to the 34-m.y.-old 
Index batholith (Fig. 2). Vance and others (1980, Fig. 
3) show that in this area the contact is the west
dipping Big Four thrust, with rocks of the Olo Moun
tain unit (part of PM to of Fig. 2) over the Chuckanut
equivalent Swauk Formation. Danner (1977) recog
nized rocks of the Olo Mountain unit near Snoqualmie 
Pass, another 34 km to the south of the Devils 
Mountain/Haro fault shown in Figure 5. Danner's 
observation appears to be confirmed by aligning the 
maps of Vance and others (1980), Tabor and others 
(1982), and Frizzell and others (1984) from north to 
south: Rocks apparently equivalent to JKs and PMto 
on Figure 2 can be traced as far south as about lat. 
47°27' N., where they pass beneath Tertiary volcanic 
rocks. In the southern Cascade Range of Washington, 
the presence of Jurassic mafic intrusive rocks (refer
ences cited by Whetten and others, 1980b) and other 
rocks that may be similar to those labeled JKs and 
PMto in Figure 2 (Miller, 1982) suggests that the 
upper plate might continue far to the south beneath 
the Tertiary volcanic rocks. 

This concept of a major thrust plate is a scaled-up 
version of Vance's earlier suggestion (1977, p. 188) 
that the Haro fault is a major southerly dipping thrust 
that carried the relatively high pressure metamorphic 
rocks (containing aragonite and lawsonite) of Orcas 
Island over the unmetamorphosed rocks north of the 
fault. Vance and others ( 1980) and Whetten and 
others ( 1980b) regarded the ophiolitic rocks of the San 
Juans as being part of an even larger thrust plate 
containing many of the ophiolitic rocks of the Cascade 
Range, including the Ingalls peridotite east of the 
Straight Creek fault. The essential difference between 
their hypothesis and the present one is that they 
regarded the thrusting as mid-Cretaceous (and in the 
San Juan Islands to be at the base of the Decatur 
terrane marked JKs in Fig. 2). Brandon and others 
( 1983, p. 25) also recognized that the Haro fault is a 
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young, post-metamorphic fault that is at least partially 
responsible for the large uplift necessary to bring the 
terranes of the San Juan Islands to the surface, but 
these authors did not speculate how this uplift was 
accomplished. 

Southern Whidbey Island Fault 

The identity of the Southern Whidbey Island fault 
can be inferred from regional patterns. On the south
ern end of Vancouver Island the middle Eocene 
Metchosin basalt of the Olympic terrane occurs south 
of the Leech River fault, whereas the Leech River 
metamorphic complex is south of the San Juan/Survey 
Mountain fault (Figure 5). A pronounced magnetic 
high (recorded on ship-borne equipment) curves south
eastward beneath the Strait of Juan de Fuca from the 
eastern end of the Metchosin basalts on Vancouver 
Island. MacLeod and others ( 1977) and Gower ( 1980) 
considered the abrupt east boundary of this magnetic 
high to be the southeastern continuation of the Leech 
River fault (and it is shown as such on Fig. 5). 
Because this magnetic high occurs as much as 33 km 
southwest of the Southern Whidbey Island fault, the 
Southern Whidbey Island fault is more likely to be the 
San Juan/Survey Mountain fault than the Leech 
River fault. MacLeod and others {1977) also reasoned 
that basement in the Strait of Juan de Fuca northeast 
of the magnetic high probably is Leech River meta
morphic complex; so the area between the magnetic 
high and the Southern Whidbey Island fault most 
likely is this complex or related rocks. 

Leech River and San Juan Faults 

By assuming that the Leech River metamorphic 
complex and the Metchosin basalt were emplaced from 
the west, Fairchild and Cowan {1982) inferred more 
than 40 km of sinistral displacement on both the San 
Juan fault and the Leech River fault, respectively. 
However, Fairchild and Cowan (1982) and Brandon 
and others (1983) did note that the Leech River meta
morphic complex resembles the Constitution Forma
tion in the western terranes of the San Juan Islands. 
Thus, Johnson (1984b) suggested that the San Juan/ 
Survey Mountain fault is a major dextral fault that 
plucked the Leech River complex from the margin of 
the continent to the southeast. If the Southern Whid
bey Island fault is part of the San Juan/Survey Moun
tain fault, the probability of such large-scale offset is 
enhanced, because the Southern Whidbey Island fault 
probably does truncate the upper plate of the Devils 
Mountain/Haro fault, from which the Leech River 
complex could have been derived. 
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Figure 5 provides a hint of the amount of any such 
dextral movement on the San Juan/Survey Mountain/ 
Southern Wbidbey Island fault. The westernmost 
extent of the San Juan fault on Vancouver Island is 
about I 00 km west of the Devils Mountain/Haro 
fault. Because no tectonic discontinuity equivalent to 
the Devils Mountain/Haro fault bas been recognized 
on Vancouver Island south of the San Juan/Survey 
Mountain fault, dextral movement on the San Juan/ 
Survey Mountain fault probably is more than 100 km. 
However, two other possibilities do exist: (1) Perhaps 
the Leech River complex is equivalent not to the 
Constitution Formation but to coeval rocks of Table 
Mountain in the footwall of the Devils Mountain/ 
Haro fault; then dextral displacement of less than 20 
km on the San Juan/Survey Mountain/Southern 
Whidbey Island fault (with the southwest side up) 
would fail to expose the Devils Mountain/Haro fault 
and its hanging wall rocks on Vancouver Island. (2) If 
the southwestern side of the San Juan/Survey 
Mountain/ Southern Whidbey Island fault is greatly 
uplifted, the entire upper plate of the Devils 
Mountain/Haro fault could have been completely 
eroded from Vancouver Island, and the amount of 
offset would be indeterminable. 

Johnson (1984a) and Beck (1984) have speculated 
that a major strike-slip fault exists inboard of the 
Olympic terrane. Johnson regarded this as the San 
Juan/Survey Mountain fault (the San Juan/Survey 
Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island fault of this 
paper), but it probably is the Leech River fault. As 
Johnson noted, the San Juan/Survey Mountain fault 
juxtaposes continental rocks (that is, previously assem
bled rocks) against continental rocks; the Leech River 
fault j uxtaposes rocks of the Olympic terrane against 
the continental rocks. Alternatively, perhaps the San 
Juan/Survey Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island 
fault and the Leech River fault are opposite sides of 
the same major fault zone, in which the Leech River 
fault may have been active slightly longer. 

Mount Vernon Fault 

The Mount Vernon fault is but one of several 
major, high-angle, northwest- to north-trending faults 
in western Washington and adjacent British Columbia 
(Fig. 1). The Fraser-Straight Creek fault bas a similar 
history of early dextral strike-slip and later dip-slip 
reactivation. Dextral displacement, perhaps as much as 
200 km, was first recognized by Misch (1977) on the 
basis of offsets of Mesozoic rocks. Several lines of 
evidence reviewed by Tabor and others (1984, p. 41) 
suggest some dextral displacement of Chuckanut
equivalent rocks. The middle Eocene Naches Forma-

tion is disturbed, but not dextrally displaced, along the 
fault (Vance and Miller, 1981; Tabor and others, 
1984). The Naches Formation is equivalent in age to 
the volcanic rocks of Mount Persis (Tabor and others, 
1982), which appear to overlie the Mount Vernon 
fault. Dip slip on the Straight Creek fault does not cut 
plutons as old as 33 to 35 m.y. (Vance and Miller, 
1981 ). 

The relation of the Mount Vernon fault to either 
the Leech River fault or the San Juan/Survey 
Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island fault is uncer
tain. The Mount Vernon fault with its 47 km of 
dextral displacement might be satellitic to one of these 
larger faults. Even if these three faults are not coeval, 
they probably formed in response to similar stresses. 

Late Eocene to Oligocene Cover Rocks 

The broad contemporaneity of the major faults is 
shown by the fact that they are overlain by rocks of 
roughly the same age. The San Juan fault is overlain 
by upper Eocene-lower Oligocene strata (Fairchild and 
Cowan, 1982). The Devils Mountain fault does cut 
rocks of the same age (Th in Fig. 2); because rocks of 
the same age occur in the Whatcom basin, these strata 
originally may have been deposited across the Devils 
Mountain fault and then cut by reactivation of the 
fault. The slightly older rocks of Mount Persis overlie 
the Mount Vernon fault. The abrupt change in thick
ness of Quaternary sediments south of the Northern 
Whidbey Island fault and northwest of the Southern 
Whidbey Island fault may indicate that some major 
movement on these faults was much later. 

Post-Eocene Deformation 

Beck and Engebretson (1982) noted that most 
paleomagnetic directions obtained from rocks in south
western Washington and western Oregon are northeast
erly but that at the three sites in middle Eocene rocks 
plotted on Figure 5 the directions are northerly to 
northwesterly. This they attributed to 65° of westward 
oroclinal bending. They and Beck (1984) preferred to 
lump the results from the Port Townsend and Bremer
ton sites, the mean declination of which is 355.5°; thus 
the bending from the mean of the Bremerton-Port 
Townsend area to the 330° mean of the Sooke Forma
tion (gabbro) is 25.5°. 

The northwest parts of the Mount Vernon fault, 
San Juan/Survey Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island 
fault, and Leech River fault have westward bends 
(Fig. 5). The Mount Vernon fault and the San Juan/ 
Survey Mountain/Southern Whidbey Island fault each 
bend about 28 °. The bend on the Leech River fault 



varies from 48 ° if measured near Port Townsend 
(where its trace is least well known) to 12° if mea
sured near Victoria. I suggest that the westward bend
ing of the faults is independent evidence for oroclinal 
bending, which, evidently, was not restricted to the 
Olympic terrane. Bending of Mount Vernon fault 
where it cuts Miocene rocks shows that the bending is 
not Eocene as implied by Beck and Engebretson 
(1982). 

Three, and possibly four, large folds have affected 
the Tertiary rocks of northwestern Washington and 
adjacent British Columbia. The size, structural relief, 
and trend of the synformal Whatcom basin (as shown 
by Hopkins, 1968, fig. I) are about the same as those 
of the antiform that underlies the Olympic Mountains; 
both of these folds involve Miocene strata. Belts of 
Chuckanut Formation may define an antiformal axis 
north of the Skagit River. The Clallam syncline 
(MacLeod and others, 1977, fig. 2) borders the anti
form of the Olympic Mountains on the north. Brecci
ated rocks within the core of the Olympic Mountains 
and the unconformity below the upper Miocene Mon
tesano Formation on the southern flank of the Olympic 
Mountains suggest that most of the Olympic antiform 
formed from 17 to 12 m.y. ago (Tabor, 1972). These 
folds probably have locally modified the dip (and 
possibly the strike) of the older Mount Vernon fault, 
Leech River fault, and San Juan/Survey Mountain 
fault. 

If the Southern Whidbey Island fault is the south
eastern continuation of the San Juan/Survey Moun
tain fault, the nature of the Northern Whidbey Island 
fault, which strikes into either the Leech River fault or 
the San Juan/Survey Mountain fault, becomes even 
more enigmatic. The Northern Whidbey Island fault is 
nearly tangent to the greatest curvature of the Leech 
River fault and the San Juan/Survey Mountain/ 
Southern Whidbey Island fault. Perhaps tectonic 
stresses caused reactivation of one of the faults to be 
propagated eastward as the Northern Whidbey Island 
fault, forming a graben bounded on three sides by the 
Southern Whidbey Island fault, Northern Whidbey 
Island fault, and Mount Vernon fault. 

Holocene Deformation and Seismicity 

According to Thorson (1981), (I) the amount of 
isostatic rebound during the last 13,000 yr varied from 
140 m in the southern part of the area of Figure 2 to 
more than 350 m in the Fraser Lowland of British 
Columbia, and (2) the belt of shallow earthquakes in 
Washington is Largely coincident with the former area 
of the Puget ice lobe. However, few shallow earth
quakes occur north of 49° N. (Rogers, 1983) where 
the ice was thicker and isostatic rebound greater than 
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to the south. Similarly, the western side of the Puget 
Lowland has far fewer shallow earthquakes than the 
eastern side. Additionally, Rogers (1983) has reaf
firmed an earlier observation of Crosson ( 1972) and 
Riddihough and Hyndman (1976) that the orientation 
of pressure axes in the focal mechanism solutions of 
the shallow earthquakes is compatible with north
south compression or dextral shear in the Puget Low
land. 

Much of the faulting of Pleistocene and Holocene 
sediments may have been caused by reactivation of old 
faults during rapid isostatic rebound, as Thorson sug
gested, but perhaps the present seismicity is truly 
tectonic. The diffuse pattern of the epicenters may be 
caused by various faults responding to the present north
south compression. The shallow 1946 earthquake near 
Campbell River on Vancouver Island (Fig. I) was large 
(M = 7-1/4 ± 1/4) and is best explained by dextral 
movement on a northwest-striking strike slip fault 
(Rogers and Hasegawa, 1978; Slawson and Savage, 
1979), as would be expected during the present north
south compression. If a similar shallow earthquake were 
to occur in the northern Puget Lowland, it would likely 
be much more destructive than the better known but 
deeper (30-70 km) earthquakes of lesser magnitude that 
a re associated with the subducted oceanic crust beneath 
the western part of the Puget Lowland. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The primary conclusion of this paper is that major 
structural features in the northern Puget Lowland are 
much younger than is commonly supposed. Dobrin 
( 1975) was the first to describe the Northern Whidbey 
Island fault, which may have significant Quaternary 
displacement. Likewise, he was the first to demon
strate 2 km of vertical displacement of Miocene strata 
in the Whatcom basin along what is here considered to 
be the Mount Vernon fault. In fact, the presence of 1 
km or more of terrestrial Miocene strata in the What
com basin, although described by Hopkins ( 1966, 
1968), is not widely known today. Lovseth (1975) 
rediscovered the Devils Mountain fault. Fairchild and 
Cowan (1982) and Johnson (1984b) showed that pre
late Eocene transcurrent faulting is important, and this 
paper describes 47 km of pre-late Eocene dextral dis
placement on the Mount Vernon fault. Gower ( 1980) 
described the Southern Whidbey Island fault, which 
may be the southeastern extension of the pre-late 
Eocene San Juan/Survey Mountain fault of Vancou
ver Island. Beck and Engebretson (1982) inferred the 
oroclinal bending of the Olympic terrane. 

The major pre-late Eocene structure is the huge 
thrust bounded by the Devils Mountain/Haro fault, 
which emplaced the terranes of the San Juan Islands 
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and foothills of the Cascades over unmetamorphosed 
Chuckanut and Nanaimo Formations (and associated 
metamorphic rocks). This plate extends from the San 
Juan Islands (lat. 48.7°N.) southward beyond Sno
qualmie Pass at lat. 47.3°N. 
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EARLY CENOZOIC GEOLOGY OF 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE: 

I. SUMMARY OF SEDIMENTARY, IGNEOUS, AND 
TECTONIC EVENTS 1 

Randall L. Gresens 
Department of Geological Sciences 

University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 98195 

ABSTRACT 

New field mapping and radiometric dating have made possible the construction of a detailed geologic history 
for early Cenozoic rocks of central Washington. The lower Eocene Swauk Formation was apparently a 
widespread unit consisting primarily of fluvial arkosic sandstone; it was folded about east-west axes prior to 
extrusion of the middle Eocene Teanaway Basalt. Northeast-trending Teanaway dikes are coeval with the 
northwest-trending bimodal Corbaley Canyon dike swarm located only 50 kilometers away. The northwest
trending Chiwaukum graben was active over about a 6-million-year span during middle Eocene time, and at least 
5,800 meters of Chumstick Formation accumulated in it. The Chumstick is dominantly fluvial arkosic sandstone, 
with interbedded tuff, but the upper part is a shaly lacustrine facies. The region was tectonically and 
magmatically quiet during the late Eocene and early Oligocene and was beveled to a surface of low relief mantled 
with deeply weathered bedrock. Two hundred and eighty meters of Wenatchee Formation, a dominantly "fluvial 
unit of quartzose sandstone and shale with minor tuff beds, was deposited on the erosion surface. Compressional 
deformation within 5 million years of its deposition involved the Wenatchee and older rocks in minor thrust 
faulting and folding. Hornblende andesite sills and dikes of the Horse Lake Mountain complex intruded all 
sedimentary units in the southern part of the graben in late Oligocene time; their emplacement was synchronous 
with deformation by northwest-trending right-lateral shearing. Bentonitic shales of Miocene age were deposited 
prior to extrusion of the Columbia River Basalt Group. 

INTRODUCTION GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
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The Chiwaukum graben and adjacent areas (Fig. 1) 
encompass a wealth of geologic relationships that are 
critical to understanding the geologic history of central 
Washington during the early Cenozoic. Part l of this 
report introduces new radiometric dates, summarizes 
old dates, and reviews the sedimentary, igneous, and 
tectonic history from Paleocene through Miocene time. 
Part II discusses the implications for plate tectonics and 
delineates some of the unsolved tectonic problems. 
Recent work has redefined the stratigraphy of diverse 
sedimentary units that were previously included under 
the term "Swauk Formation" (Gresens and others, 
1981). For convenience, the Chiwaukum graben, a 
major northwest-trending structure, is used as a refer
ence area, and the stratigraphy is divided into three 
parts: the graben interior and contiguous terranes to the 
southwest and northeast (Fig. 2). 

The early- to mid-Cenozoic history of the 
Chiwaukum graben and vicinity is summarized in 
Table 1. The tripartite division used for the strati
graphic summary is retained. The positions of the 
Entiat and Leavenworth faults, which bound the 
graben, respectively, on the east and west, are used to 
divide the region, even though they did not come into 
existence until post-Teanaway time. 

1 Reprinted, with permission, from Northwest Science, v. 56, 
no. 3. 

Eocene Events 

South of the Mount Stuart massif, in the area 
southwest of the graben, the Swauk Formation rests 
unconformably on crystalline rocks. Its basal section 
contains ironstones that are interpreted as diagenet
ically altered laterites developed on underlying serpen
tinite (Lupher, 1944; Lamey and Hotz, 1952). The 
upper Swauk Formation is reported to interfinger with 
the 51-m.y.-old Silver Pass volcanics (Tabor and Friz
zell, 1977). The lower age is not known but could 
extend into the Paleocene. The Swauk, which consists 
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Figure 1.-Generalized geology of the Chiwaukum graben in central Washington. The area 
outlined as "andesite" (the Horse Lake Mountain complex) is shown in more detail in Figure 5. 
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Figure 2.-Stratigraphic columns for terranes within the 
Ciwaukum graben and on either side of it. 

mostly of fluvial and lacustrine arkosic sandstone and 
shale, was probably a widespread depositional unit and 
is at least 2,300 m thick near the type locality (Friz
zell, 1979). The Swauk is probably correlative with the 
Chuckanut Formation exposed in the northern Puget 
Sound region west of the Cascade Range. Both the 
Swauk and Chuckanut contain abundant fossil pal
metto leaves, which are not found in either the Chum
stick or Roslyn Formations. Although these fossils are 
not diagnostic of age, they reflect differences in cli
mate. Frizzell ( 1979) suggested correlation of Swauk 
and Chuckanut based on sandstone petrology. 
Although no Swauk Formation has been observed in 
the terrane northeast of the graben, it may be absent 
because of subsequent erosion, rather than because of 
nondeposition, or it may be offset by the Entiat fault 
(Gresens, 1982). 

The Swauk was folded prior to deposition of 
Teanaway Basalt; folds have a general east-west trend 
(Tabor and Frizzell, 1977), indicating north-south 
compression (Gresens, 1979; Ewing, 1980). This defor
mation took place between about 51 and 47 m.y.B.P. 
In contrast, the belt of Swauk Formation within the 
graben, exposed in the core of Eagle Creek anticline 
near the city of Wenatchee, has the same northwest 
structural grain as the trends of the Leavenworth and 
Entiat faults and the anticline. Evidence of multiple 
folding, timing unknown, is present in these rocks. 

The age of the basalt is about 47 m.y, based on 
whole-rock K-Ar ages (R. W. Tabor, personal 
commun., 1981). An extensive swarm of basalt dikes, 
feeders of Teanaway volcanism, cuts the Swauk For
mation in the terrane southwest of the graben (Foster, 
1958; Southwick, 1966). The dikes have a general 
orientation of about N15°E and are nearly vertical 
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Table 1.-Summary of geologic history of the Chiwaukum 
graben. 
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(Foster, 1958), which indicates WNW-ESE crustal 
extension during Teanaway time. Although the compo
sition of the Teanaway is primarily basaltic, minor 
rhyolite occurs at the top of the unit (Clayton, 1973). 

A remarkable dike swarm also is present in the 
terrane northeast of the graben. The dikes form promi
nent ridges where they are differentially weathered 
with respect to the metamorphic rocks (Fig. 3). They 
are well exposed in road cuts in Corbaley Canyon 
along U.S. Highway 2 and to the northwest along 
strike in road cuts on the west side of the Columbia 
River. The dikes are dated at about 47-48 m.y.B.P.; 
thus, they are at least broadly coeval with Teanaway 
volcanism. Corbaley Canyon dikes are bimodal but are 
dominated by felsic varieties ranging from porphyritic 
dacite to rhyolite with bipyramidal quartz phenocrysts 
(Waters, 1926). Mafic rocks include both andesitic 
varieties and hornblende gabbros. The dikes are clearly 
pull-apart structures, and one exposure along the high
way shows an intrusion of a second dike with chilled 
borders into an early dike that had been tensionally 
split apart (Fig. 4) . The dikes have a strong N70°W 
trend, which indicates NNE-SSW crustal extension 
during their emplacement. Other dike swarms, part of 
the broad period of Challis-Absaroka volcanism 
(Armstrong, 1978), are common throughout the region 
to the north and northwest of the Corbaley Canyon 
swarm. 

Initiation of the Chiwaukum graben as an active 
structure probably began about 46 m.y.B.P., based on 
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Figure 3.-View of roadcuts in Corbaley Canyon. The felsic dikes weather differentially relative 
to the gneiss they intrude, and they show up in striking relief. 

the age of the Chumstick Formation. During its subsi
dence, it accumulated a thick (5,800 m), mainly fluvial 
and alluvial, sequence of arkosic sandstone and shale 
(Chumstick Formation) (Whetten, 1977; Gresens, 
1981). Toward the end of its activity, sedimentation 
was dominated by shaJy lacustrine facies as reflected 
in the upper Chumstick Formation (Nahahum Canyon 
member) (Whetten, 1977). Dating of the Chumstick, 
and hence of graben activity, is based on a suite of 
nine fission-track ages from interbedded tuff units that 
range from 41.9 to 48.8 m.y.B.P. (Whetten, 1977; 
Gresens and others, 1981). Because of analytical 
uncertainty in the fission-track method, there is signifi
cant variance of the age of the sample population, but 
the active life of the graben probably spanned the 
range from about 40 to 46 m.y.B.P. 

Along the Leavenworth fault zone in the southern 
half of the graben, there is an occurrence of chaotic 
basalt fragments interbedded with the Chumstick For
mation. Tabor and Frizzell (1977, Frizzell and Tabor, 
1977) have interpreted this· as a Teanaway volcanic 
breccia. They thus have inferred that deposition of the 
Chumstick and initiation of graben subsidence pre
date the Teanaway Basalt. The writer has seen the 
locality and reserves final judgement. However, thick 
conglomerates with well-rounded clasts, composed 
nearly exclusively of basalt, occur nearby in blocks of 
lower Chumstick faulted ·upward along the Leaven
worth fault zone. These must be fanglomerates shed 
from the Teanaway Formation into the subsiding 
graben, similar to serpentinite fanglomerates described 
by Cashman and Whetten (1976) farther north along 

the Leavenworth fault. It is possible that the chaotic 
basalt fragments are associated mass-wasting deposits 
(perhaps debris flows) shed into the graben from pre
existing Teanaway Formation perhaps a million or 
more years after its extrusion, rather than volcanic 
breccia coevaJ with Teanaway extrusion. 

The Chiwaukum graben was flanked by highlands 
of crystalline basement rock during deposition of 
Chumstick Formation (Whetten, 1977; Buza, 1979). 
Apparently the terrane east of the Entiat fault was a 
persistent highland. The terrane west of the Leaven
worth fault was only an intermittent highland, and the 
Chumstick may have been locally continuous with the 
Roslyn Formation lying to the west over regions that 
were subjected to later erosion. The Roslyn Formation 
has a thickness estimated as 1,900 m (Bressler, 1951). 
Its equivalent within the graben, the Chumstick Forma
tion, is much thicker; Whetten (1977; Gresens and 
others, 1981) estimated it conservatively at 5,800 m. 
Based on the evidence by Buza ( l 979) and Whetten 
( 1977) and the continuation of Whetten's structural 
and stratigraphic patterns to the southeast, Gresens 
(1980) argued that Chumstick Formation lying east of 
the Entiat fault was emplaced by post-34-m.y.B.P. 
thrusting out of the graben. Although this interpreta
tion is supported by structural data and remains valid 
for Chumstick exposures relatively near the Entiat 
fault, additional fieldwork has revealed poorly exposed 
Cbumstick sufficiently far east of the Entiat fault that it 
is probably in its original depositional position (Fig. l ). 
Thus the Entiat highland, although probably tectoni
cally active continually during Cbumstick time, may 
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Figure 4.- A tensional dike-within-a-dike structure along a roadcut in Corbaley Canyon. A is 
the older dike that contacts gneiss to the immediate right of the photo. B is the sharp chilled 
margin of the inner (younger) dike against the outer dike; the composition of the margin is 
more mafic than the main part of either dike, as indicated by the darker color. C is the 
gradational contact of the chilled margin into the main part of the inner dike. D is the main 
interior part of the inner dike; although D is felsic like A, the two dikes are texturally distinct. 
The mirror image of the relationships shown in the photo occurs to the immediate left of the 
photo. Rucksack indicates scale. 

have been breached by valleys that passed into adjacent 
depositional basins now covered by the Columbia River 
Basalt Group. 

It is necessary to assign at least a component of 
northeast-southwest crustal extension to the 
Chiwuakum graben during its active stage. Table 1 
indicates (with some uncertainty) a possibility of 
northeast-southwest compression toward the waning 
stages of Chumstick deposition. This is based on the 
recognition of northwest-trending folds in the Chum
stick (including the major Eagle Creek anticline) as 
well as minor northwest-trending thrust faults {Whet
ten and Laravie, 1976). However, Whetten (1977) and 
Buza (1979) believe that a bedrock horst was present 
in the graben during Chumstick deposition at the site 
now occupied by the Eagle Creek anticline. It is possi
ble that the Eagle Creek structure is a faulted drape 
fold over the horst and was produced during extension 
of the graben, rather than by later compression. 
Smaller folds and thrust faults could have been pro
duced by post-34 m.y.B.P. compressive deformation. 
Thus the evidence does not demand a pre-Wenatchee 
period of compressive deformation, which would 
require a reversal of tectonic stress during the waning 

stages of graben activity. Minor intrusive igneous 
activity continued within the Chiwaukum graben dur
ing its waning stages, as indicated by K-Ar dates of 
41-46 m.y.B.P. on both mafic and felsic intrusive 
rocks. 

Between 34 and 40(?) m.y.B.P., the region was in 
a period of tectonic and perhaps magmatic quiescence. 
The younger limit is well constrained by the age of the 
Wenatchee Formation, which rests with profound 
unconformity on all older units. The older limit has the 
uncertainty associated with the range of fission-track 
ages of the Chumstick Formation and the time neces
sary to deposit the Nahahum (upper) member, which 
Jacks tuff beds. The period of quiescence and deep 
erosion coincides with the same phenomenon found 
over most of western North America (Coney, 1971, 
1972; Gresens, 1978, 1980, 1981) and is particularly 
well documented in the southern Rockies (Epis and 
Chapin, 1975). It is considered to mark the end of 
Laramide deformation in western North America 
(Coney, 1971, 1972). During this period topography 
that existed in Chumstick time was destroyed by ero
sion. 
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Oligocene Events 

The age of the Wenatchee Formation is defined by 
two precise fission-track dates averaging 34 m.y.B.P. 
(Gresens and others, 1981); an Oligocene age also bas 
been determined from palynological data (Newman, 
1977). The Wenatchee Formation is about 280 m 
thick and consists mainly of quartzose sandstone and 
partly tuffaceous shale and siltstone that are inter
preted, respectively, as fluvial sand of braided stream 
complexes and associated overbank deposits (Gresens 
and others, 1981). At the end of the late Eocene-early 
Oligocene erosional episode, the area from central 
Washington to the Puget Sound region must have been 
a relatively low-lying plain, perhaps with local monad
nocks of more resistant rocks. 1 

The Chiwaukum graben was subjected to com
pressive deformation between 29 and 34 m.y.B.P. 
(Gresens, 1980). During this episode, Chumstick rocks 
were thrust out of the graben and across the trace of 
the Entiat fault along northeast-directed thrust faults; 
for reasons of scale, they are not shown on Figure l. 
The overlying Wenatchee was folded and faulted. The 
younger age limit is defined by the presence of horn
blende andesite that intrudes a thrust plane in 
Wenatchee Formation but is not itself sheared. The 
total calculated shortening along the east side of the 
graben is only 2.5-3.0 km. This deformation docu
ments northeast-southwest crustal compression. Minor 
thrust faults involving the Cbumstick, mapped by 
Whetten and Laravie (1976) in the north end of the 
graben, could be related to this episode, but there are 
no narrow constraints on their age. 

Intrusions of hornblende andesite (Horse Lake 
Mountain complex), mainly in the form of sills with 
associated dikes, are extensive in the southern part of 
the Chiwaukum graben. Most are exposed in rather 
monotonous Cbumstick terrane, but some intrude the 
Wenatchee Formation near the eastern border of the 
graben. K-Ar ages from various sources give an aver
age age of about 29 m.y. 

The Horse Lake Mountain complex was described 
in part by Bayley ( 1965), who mapped many of the 

' Roe~ of late ~ne age ~n the east side _of the Puget Sound region are 
essentially _coal-beanng arkos1c sandstone (Tiger Mountain Formation) and 
v_olcanogen1c and tuffaceous sandstone, siltstone, and shale (Tukwila forma
tao~), both of oonti.nental origin (Vine, 1969). The younger Renton Formation, 
which apparently 1s broadly coeval with the development of the late Eocene• 
early Oligocene erosion surface to the east, contains continental sandstones that 
are more quartz-rich, less plagioclase-rich, and more kaolinitic than the older 
units (Vine. 1969). The uppermost (early Oligocene) part of the Renton 
Formation oo_ntains fossils diagnosti~ of brackish water. Within Puget Sound 
prope~, there 1s an ~urrence of marine rocks (the Blakely Formation) that are 
esse~bally coeva_l with the Renton Formation. These have been interpreted as a 
possible submarine fan oomplex (McLean, 1977). The strand line during the 
late Eocene and early Oligocene thus must have been west of the Cascade 
Rang~ and n~r the Puget Sound lowland. Transitional rocks deposited on the 
low-lying plam between the Wenatchee area and the old strand line have been 
removed by Cascade uplift and erosio.n. 

sills and dikes and examined their petrography. Com
plete mapping and interpretation of the complex is 
presented by Gresens [l 983]. The complex ranges in 
composition from basaltic andesite to andesite. A vari
ety of textural types are represented, but many contain 
phenocrystic hornblende that ranges to several decime
ters in longest axis. Many sills and dikes are altered to 
chlorite, zeolite, and calcite. Calcite partially replaces 
hornblende or plagioclase cores in some rocks. 

A striking feature of the complex is the thin 
screens of undisturbed sedimentary rock, sometimes 
less than one meter thick, between numerous sills. 
Excellent exposures in some cliffs with 500 m of verti
cal exposure show sections that are made of greater 
than 50 percent igneous materials, yet the sedimentary 
beds show no signs of forceful emplacement. 

Figure 5 shows a WNW-trending structure that 
appears to have cut across at least part of the 
Chiwaukum graben at about 29 m.y.B.P. The fault zone 
labeled "A" on Figure 5 is an old fault contemporaneous 
with graben activity. Fault "B" is a post-34 m.y. B.P. 
fault that involves the Wenatchee Formation, but its 
possible relationship to fault zone "C" cannot be deter
mined. At fault zone "C," a belt of Wenatchee Forma
tion occupies a small graben in the Chumstick Forma
tion, and the fault zone is thus post-34 m.y.B.P. The 
northwest projection of the fault zone cannot be directly 
mapped because of the lack of markers. However, a 
broad belt of disturbed beds marks the presumed projec
tion of the fault zone. South of the fault zone, Chum
stick bedding strikes northwest, which is the general 
structural grain of the Chumstick Formation within the 
graben. North of the fault zone, the Chumstick bedding 
strikes uniformly north to slightly northeast. As this 
zone is followed north, the strikes swing back to the 
northwest through a hinge line. At four places along the 
line, individual tuff beds can be followed unbroken 
through the binge. Angular unconformities between the 
Wenatchee and Chumstick Formations prove that 
Chumstick bedding was already tilted prior to post
Wenatchee faulting. The structure shown here suggests 
deformation by an underlying right-lateral shear couple 
that has broken through the Chumstick beds to the 
south but only rotated them about a hinge line to the 
north. The intervening area has the appearance of a 
giant "kink band," in which the steeply dipping Chum
stick beds were caught. The main center of intrusive 
activity of the 29-m.y.-old hornblende andesites is 
within the fault zone, and some intrusions extend south 
of it into northwest-striking Chumstick beds. But most 
of the intrusive activity is confined to the area within the 
giant "kink band," suggesting that tensional stretching 
within the band allowed contemporaneous passive intru
sion of the many sills. One sill (not shown on the scale of 
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Figure S.-Structural detail of part of the southern Chiwaukum graben that contains the Horse 
Lake Mountain complex. Strikes and dips of parts of the Chumstick Formation are 
emphasized. 

Fig. 5) pinches out exactly at the hinge line. The igneous 
rocks apparently were intruded at shallow depth into 
sedimentary rocks saturated with carbonate-rich mete
oric water. Deuteric alteration probably occurred soon 
after emplacement. The shear zone has not been map
ped farther west. 

Miocene Events 

Continental sedimentation occurred at least locally 
prior to deposition of the Columbia River Basalt 
Group, as evidenced by unnamed Miocene rocks 
underlying basalt near the town of Malaga at sec. 6, T. 
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21 N., R. 21 E. and sec. 31, T. 22 N., R. 21 E. 
(Gresens and others, 1981) (Fig. I). These beds are 
about 50 m thick and are composed primarily of 
bentonitic shale with minor sand stringers and thin 
carbonaceous interbeds probably derived from humic 
material. The unit probably represents shallow 
swampy Lakes or over-bank deposits. Structurally and 
stratigraphically, the unit near Malaga is positioned 
between Wenatchee Formation and younger Columbia 
River Basalt Group. Preliminary palynological data 
(Estella Leopold, personal commun., 1978) suggest 
that the age is Miocene. 

In the area southwest of the graben, an unnamed 
unit has a stratigraphic position between the Roslyn 
Formation and the Columbia River Basalt Group. The 
generally poor exposures in roadcuts along the 
Teanaway River drainage do not permit diagnostic 
assignment of the unit to Wenatchee Formation or to a 
unit of Miocene age at the time of this writing. 

The Wenatchee Formation was eroded before 
deposition of the Columbia River Basalt Group, and 
the thinning is progressively greater from east to west 
(Gresens, 1980). It is not possible to obtain a definitive 
tectonic interpretation from the scanty data, but the 
observation would be consistent with the beginning of 
the present north-south trend of the modern Cascade 
Range uplift between 34 and 15 m.y B.P .. Similarly, it 
is not possible to state whether the Miocene beds near 
Malaga were of significantly greater extent and were 
stripped along with the underlying Wenatchee Forma
tion. It is possible that they are in part the erosional 
debris of the stripped Wenatchee Formation; the 
Wenatchee contains red oxidized siltstone that could 
be the source for red shales in the Miocene unit. 

The geologic record of this area ends with out
pouring of the Columbia River Basalt Group. These 
Miocene basalts and the post-basalt history are not 
discussed; the reader is referred to Loeschke (1979). 
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EARLY CENOZOIC GEOLOGY OF 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE: 

II. IMPLICATIONS FOR PLATE TECTONICS AND 
ALTERNATIVES 

FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE CHIW AUKUM GRABEN 1 

Randall L. Gresens 
Department of Geological Sciences 

University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 98195 

ABSTRACT 

Reconstruction of tectonic events of central Washington prior to about 50 million years before the present is 
tenuous. The early Eocene Swauk Formation may have been deposited after a period of tectonic quiescence. 
Folding of Swauk on east-west axes between 51 and 47 million years before the present cannot be readily 
correlated with presumed plate motions. Coeval emplacement (at 47-48 million years ago) of two tensional dike 
swarms (Teanaway and Corbaley Canyon), of contrasting lithologies and extensional directions, presents a 
tectonic paradox that is not easily solved. The paradox may be resolved by assuming sufficient right-lateral strike
slip motion on the east-bounding fault of the Chiwaukum graben (the Entiat fault) so that the counterpart of the 
Teanaway dikes lies somewhere southeast below the Columbia Plateau. Two models for development of the 
Chiwaukum graben from about 46 to 40 million years ago by strike-slip motion are possible. The first requires a 
wedge-shaped graben; this is the "ball-bearing" model that reconciles the Chiwaukum graben with documented 
clockwise rotation of Eocene rocks that lie to the west. A preferred model for the graben is as a rhombochasm 
("pull-apart" structure), such as has been proposed for Tertiary basins of California. By this model, a primary 
kink in a strike-slip fault opens into a diamond-shaped depression during active movement. The exposed 
Chiwaukum graben is thus interpreted as the northern end of a rhombochasm that projects beneath the Columbia 
Plateau. Cessation of graben activity at about 40 million years ago agrees with the end of Laramide deformation 
over western North America, and it is correlated with global reorganization of plate motions. A period of tectonic 
and magmatic quiescence from 40 to 34 million years ago correlates with development of a major erosion surface 
over western North America during plate reorganization. Deformation of the Wenatchee Formation during 34-29 
million years ago marks the onset of renewed tectonism and magmatism as subduction was initiated in the Pacific 
Northwest. Deformation of the southern part of the Chiwaukurn graben by right-lateral shearing and associated 
emplacement of the Horse Lake Mountain complex may be related to the initiation of strike-slip motion elsewhere 
along the Pacific margin as the spreading center between the Farallon and Pacific plates encountered a 
subduction zone at the continental margin. Erosional stripping of the Wenatchee Formation in the region now 
occupied by the Cascade Range occurred before deposition of the Columbia River Basalt Group in Miocene time 
and may mark the beginning of the ancestral Cascades. 

INTRODUCTION PLATE TECTONIC IMPLICATIONS 

Early Eocene 
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Carlson ( 1976) correlated Cenozoic plate motions 
with the geology of the continental margin of the 
Pacific Northwest (Coast Range and Puget
Willamette Lowland) and the Cascade Range of 
Washington-Oregon. The summary of geologic history 
presented in Part I (Gresens, 1982) supplements the 
correlation of plate motion with the geology of the 
central Cascade Range of Washington. 

' Reprinted, with permission, from Northwest Science, v. 56, 
no. 4. 

The lateritic paleosol present at the base of the 
Swauk Formation and the probable widespread occur
rence of the unit suggest that it may have been depos
ited on an erosion surface developed during a time of 
tectonic and magmatic quiescence. It is difficult to 
attempt correlation with plate motions because the age 
of the presumed erosion surface is not well docu
mented, lying between 88 m.y. (age of the Mt. Stuart 
granodiorite; Engels and Crowder, 1971) and some-
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what less than the 51-m.y. age of upper Swauk Forma-
tion (Tabor and Frizzell, 1977). Ericson and Wil-
liams ( 1976) used fission-track apparent ages and 
annealing temperatures of apatite to suggest that the 
Mount Stuart batholith was uplifted and unroofed at 
55 ± 6 m.y.B.P .. This date could reflect the onset of 
renewed tectonism after a period of crustal stability, 
but considerable uncertainty remains. 

East-west fold axes, suggestive of north-south 
compression, pre-date Teanaway Basalt and therefore 
were formed in the interval of about 51-47 m.y.B.P. 
(Gresens, 1979: Ewing, 1980). This compressive direc
tion does not fit well into a plate tectonic model. 
During the Cretaceous and into the early Tertiary, the 
Kula plate was moving northward with respect to the 
Pacific plate (Hayes and Pitman, 1970) as the Pacific 
plate itself was moving northward relative to a pre
sumably fixed "hot-spot" (Clague and Jarrard, 1973) . 
Interaction of either plate with North America could 
produce north-south compression and east-west fold 
axes. However, North America, moving relatively 
westward, was presumably interacting with the Faral
lon plate moving relatively eastward (Atwater, 1970; 
Hayes and Pitman, 1970); these movements should 
have produced north-south fold axes. It is possible that 
this area was involved in crustal rotation, as observed 
for Eocene rocks to the west and southwest (Simpson 
and Cox, 1977; Beck, 1976), so that they no longer 
reflect the true direction of tectonic stresses during 
early Eocene folding. 

Armstrong (1978), Vance (1979), and Ewing 
( 1980) suggested that a broad northwest-southeast 
subduction-related magmatic arc, the Challis arc, was 
active in early and middle Eocene time in British 
Columbia, Washington, central Oregon, Idaho, Mon
tana, and Wyoming. Much of the igneous activity of 
the Chiwaukum graben area, including the Teanaway 
Basalt and the Corbaley Canyon dike swarm, would be 
included in Challis volcanism. Definition of the mag
matic arc is based on regional plots of occurrences of 
plutonic or volcanic rocks and their ages. Failure to 
examine the tectonic setting and the tectonic implica
tions of the petrology of individual occurrences leads to 
over-simplification in broad overviews of this type. For 
example, the Corbaley Canyon tensional bimodal dike 
swarm is better explained by deep crustal rifting than 
by a subduction mechanism. 

Ewing (1980) attempted to explain east-west fold 
axes in the Swauk Formation and the northeast trend 
of the tensional Teanaway dikes by a single stress 
regime having a principal stress direction oriented 
slightly east of north. The change from north-south 
compression to WNW-ESE extension was presumed to 
reflect an exchange of the intermediate and least prin-

cipal stresses at about 47 m.y.B.P. But such an 
exchange should produce NNW dextral or NNE sinis
tral strike-slip faults, not the extensional rifting indi
cated by the Teanaway dikes. Clearly, much work 
remains before a definitive correlation between early 
Eocene plate motions and igneous and tectonic events 
is possible for this region. 

Middle Eocene 

The Chiwaukum graben became active immedi
ately after or during the close of the early Eocene 
events. Geologists familiar with the Pacific Northwest 
have Jong speculated informally on the possibility of 
strike-slip motion on the Entiat fault, and the sugges
tion was recently formalized (Gresens, 1979; Ewing, 
1980). There is no evidence that the fault existed prior 
to about 46 m.y.B.P. Features suggestive of strike-slip 
movement include (I) the linearity of the fault, (2) the 
failure of the Jurassic ultramafic rocks to appear east 
of the Chiwaukum graben, and (3) the failure of the 
northeast-trending Teanaway dike swarm to appear 
east of the Chiwaukum graben. Ewing (1980) consid
ered the Entiat to be part of a network of strike-slip 
faults that were active in the Eocene. 

The new radiometric dates obtained during this 
investigation emphasize another geologic incompatibil
ity across the Entiat fault. The Teanaway and Cor
baley Canyon dike swarms are essentially coeval. Yet 
they represent markedly different compositions and 
crustal extension in directions nearly 90° apart, even 
though they are geographically only 50 km apart. 
These observations present a fundamental tectonic 
problem if they are in their original positions with 
respect to each other. Two possibilities for the origin of 
the graben, each calling for strike-slip motion on the 
Entiat fault, are presented. 

Model One- Rotation and Strike-Slip Movement 

Figure la shows the outline of the graben. There is 
a basic wedge shape, a lthough the irregular Leaven
worth fault zone must be given a "best fit." Figure le 
shows the schematic development of the graben by a 
combination of strike-slip motion and clockwise rota
tion. Although the wedge shape could be explained by 
rotation a lone, restoration of the rotation would make 
the Teanaway-Corbaley paradox an even greater tec
tonic problem ( Fig. 1 b). 

Clockwise rotation of crustal rocks of Eocene age 
along the Oregon and Washington coasts is well docu
mented by paleomagnetic data (Beck, 1976; Simpson 
and Cox, 1977; Globerman, 1979; Beck and Burr, 
1979). It could be a rgued that there must be a transi-
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Figure 1.- Possible origins for the Chiwaukum graben. T 
and C on the diagrams indicate the Teanaway and 
Corbaley Canyon dike swarms, respectively. CRB refers 
to Columbia River Basalt Group, which covers the 
southern projection of the Chiwaukum graben. Further 
explanation is in the text. 

tion, either gradually over a broad zone or abruptly 
over a narrow zone, from the marginal part of the 
continent that is strongly affected by rotation into the 
stable continental interior that has not been rotated. 
The Entiat fault zone and the Chiwaukum graben 
could be an abrupt transitional area. This model fol
lows the "ball-bearing" model for combined right
lateral strike-slip motion and clockwise rotation as 
proposed by Beck (1976). 

Model Two-Rhombochasm 

The geometry of the Chiwaukum graben also 
lends itself to interpretation as a rhombochasm 
(Carey, 1958), with the southern half covered by the 
Columbia River Basalt Group (Fig. Id). This model 
does not require a rotational component, but merely 
strike-slip motion along a fault having an original 
"kink." This is, for example, a plausible model for the 
origin of late Cenozoic basins of California (Crowell, 
1974). The Chiwaukum graben has the correct geome-
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try for this type of "pull-apart basin" as defined by 
Crowell. The side bounded by strike-slip movement is 
straight (Entiat fault), whereas the tensionally rifted 
"kink" boundary is irregular {Leavenworth fault). 

Either of these models would explain the mis
match of geology across the Chiwaukum graben and 
would alleviate the tectonic paradox posed by the 
coeval Teanaway and Corbaley dike swarms; sufficient 
separation by restoration of strike-slip movement 
might make separate stress regimes plausible. Either 
model would allow the gradual opening of a depression 
that could ultimately accommodate 5,800 m of Chum
stick sediment. The author prefers the second model, 
but either is possible. The models differ in terms of the 
possibility of differential rotation across the graben, 
but this may be tested by paleomagnetic work on the 
Teanaway Basalt and Corbaley Canyon rocks. The 
required paleomagnetic work is now in progress (M. E. 
Beck, Jr., personal commun., 1979, 1980). 

Late Eocene-Early Oligocene 

The Chiwaukum graben became inactive at about 
40 m.y.B.P., and a period of tectonic quiescence 
ensued. This period coincides with the end of Lara
mide deformation over the entire western Cordillera, 
which is in turn correlated with changes in motion of 
the North American and Pacific plates (Coney, 1971, 
1972; Epis and Chapin, 197 5; Gresens, 1978, 1980) 
and probably with a global reorganization of plate 
motion during the Eocene (Rona and Richardson, 
1978; Gresens, [1981]). 

Late Oligocene 

Post-34-m.y.B.P. compression of the region must 
correlate with renewed tectonism and magmatism over 
much of the western Cordillera at about 35 m.y.B.P. 
(Epis and Chapin, 1975) and, more specifically, with 
the renewal of subduction in the Pacific Northwest 
(Vance, 1979). Compressive stress was transmitted to 
the continental interior. 

The spreading center between the Pacific plate 
and the Farallon plate encountered a subduction zone 
at the western margin of North America at about 29 
m.y.B.P. (Atwater, 1979), and this initiated right
lateral strike-slip deformation at the continental mar
gin near San Francisco. The passive emplacement of 
the 29-m.y. Horse Lake Mountain complex is associ
ated with right-lateral strike-slip motion, and it is 
suggested that this may be a more northerly expression 
of renewed strike-slip motion on the North American 
continent (Gresens, 1980). Central Washington is 
admittedly rather far from San Francisco, but the 
timing and sense of motion coincide. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The part of the North American continental mar
gin now represented by the state of Washington has a 
long history of right-lateral strike-slip faulting, includ
ing the Late Cretaceous (Davis and others, 1978), as 
well as the middle Eocene and late Oligocene events 
described above. These apparently are interspersed 
with "conventional" continental margin subduction 
and related igneous activity and with at least one 
period of tectonic quiescence. However, any regional 
tectonic synthesis must take into account the factual 
chronology of geologic events presented in Part I of 
this paper. 
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DISTRIBUTION MAPS OF STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP 

James Lee Andersonl, M. H. Beeson2, R. D. Bentley3, 

K. R. Fecht\ P. R. Hooper5, A. R. Niem6, 
S. P. Reidel4, D. A. Swanson?, T. L. Tolan4, 

and T. L. Wrights 

INTRODUCTION 

The accompanying 19 outline maps have been 
compiled by the authors, from their work in various 
parts of the Columbia Plateau. The maps update those 
published by Swanson and others (1979) and represent 
our current knowledge of the distribution of the princi
pal mappable stratigraphic units (flows or groups of 
flows), including known feeder dikes and vents. 

Figure 1 shows the basic geographic features of 
the study area. Figures 2 through 6 show distribution 
of the lmnaha Basalt and the Grande Ronde Basalt. 
Figures 7 through 11 show distribution of the 
Wanapum Basalt. Figures 12 through 15 show distri
bution of Saddle Mountains Basalt members older 
than the lower Snake River Canyon. Figures 16 
through 19 show distribution of Saddle Mountains 
Basalt members younger than the lower Snake River 
Canyon, and Figure 20 shows those basalt units along 
the southern margin of the Columbia Plateau that 
have discrete feeder systems and whose affinity to the 
Columbia River Basalt Group is uncertain. Strati-

1 Seaver Laboratory, Department of Geology, Pomona College, 
Claremont, California 91711. 
2 Portland State University, Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 
751 , Portland, Oregon 97207. 
3 Central Washington University, Department of Geology, 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926. 
• Rockwell [Westinghouse] Hanford Operations, P.O. Box 800, 
Richland, Washington 99352. 
s Washington State University, Department of Geology, Pullman, 
Washington 99164. 
6 Oregon State University, Department of Geology, Corvallis, 
Oregon 97331. 
1 U.S. Geological Survey, David A. Johnston Cascades Volcano 
Observatory, 5400 MacArthur, Vancouver, Washington 98661. 
• U.S. Geological Survey, Mail Stop 959, National Center, Reston, 
Virginia 22092. 

graphic relations and approximate ages are given in 
Hooper and Swanson, Figure 4 (this volume). 

The Saddle Mountains Basalt and Wanapum 
Basalt are mapped as individual members or flows. 
The Imnaha Basalt and Grande Ronde Basalt contain 
many flows not easily distinguished in the field; they 
have been mapped across the plateau as informal mag
netopolarity units (R0, N0, R1, N 1, R2, N2). Drill core 
from the Yakima-Ellensburg area shows 5,000 ft of 
Grande Ronde Basalt, the top in magnetopolarity unit 
R2; the magnetic polarity of the core samples cannot 
be determined, but the total thickness suggests either 
an unusual thickness of N 1 or the presence of R1 
forming the base of the basalt pile in the Pasco basin. 

The magnetopolarity unit to which individual 
Grande Ronde or lmnaha dikes belong usually cannot 
be determined. The many dikes belonging to these two 
formations and to the Picture Gorge-Monument dike 
swarm are shown diagrammatically; map symbols for 
these dikes indicate orientations, geographic extent, 
and zones of maximum concentration, rather than 
individual rock bodies. 

Petrographic and chemical descriptions of most 
units are given in Swanson and others (1979). Other 
flows are described by Uppuluri (1974), McDougall 
(1976), Camp {1981), Hooper and others (1984), and 
other publications listed below. 

Note Added In Proof: 

The text and illustrations for this paper are 
essentially as prepared in 1983. They therefore do not 
reflect information about the extent of various flows of 
the Columbia River Basalt Group that has been 
gathered by the authors or others since that time. 
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Flows of Grande Ronde Basalt exposed in the walls of the Grande Ronde River canyon, Asotin County, 
Washington. (Photograph by Washington State Department of Commerce and Economic Development) 
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Figure 2.- Imnaha Basalt. All flows have normal polarity except a few flows at 
the base (marked by X) and a few flows at the top with transitional to reversed 
magnetic polarity. Thickness decreases from southeast (700 m) to northwest 
(100 m). Imnaha Basalt flows typically are coarsely phyric. Two chemical 
types (American Bar and Rock Creek) are recognized. 
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Figure 3.-R 1, the lower of two units of the Grande Ronde Basalt with reversed 
magnetic polarity. Thickness greatest (400 m) near Wallowa Mountains and 
Seven Devils Mountains. 
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Figure 4.- N 1, the lower of two units of the Grande Ronde Basalt with normal 
magnetic polarity. In the southeast sector, thickness increases toward the 
northwest. Areas with no data left blank. 
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Figure 5.-R2, the higher of two units of the Grande Ronde Basalt with 
reversed magnetic polarity. Laps out on the northwest side of the Wallowa and 
Seven Devils Mountains and extends down the Columbia River almost as far 
as Astoria. 
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Figure 6.- N2, the higher of two units of the Grande Ronde Basalt with normal 
magnetic polarity. Vents are present in the elevated block southeast of the 
Limekiln fault, but flows are limited to the northwest side of that structure. 
Flows of this group extend to the northern limits of the Columbia Plateau and 
reach the Pacific Ocean. 

Figures 2-6.- Imnaha Basalt and Grande Ronde Basalt. Each unit represents many flows; their total volume represents more than 90 percent of the total 
Columbia River Basalt Group volume. Shaded areas in these figures indicate the extent of the described flows. Specific flow-dike correlations normally cannot 
be made for these units, so dikes are shown diagrammatically (as short straight lines), illustrating general distribution, maximum concentration, and 
orientation. Vents are indicated by asterisks. (See Fig. 1 for location and identification of geographic and structural features.) 
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Figure 7.-Eckler Mountain Member. Three major flows are recognized: 
Robinette Mountain flow (Ter), with two well-developed feeder dikes; Dodge 
flow (Ted), with many feeder dikes and a probable vent in northern Idaho; 
Shumaker Creek flow (Tes), with feeder dike (short straight lines) on the 
south of outcrop area. The Eckler Mountain Member has normal magnetic 
polarity and was erupted during a hiatus in volcanic activity over most of the 
Columbia Plateau, corresponding to the development of the sedimentary Van
tage Member of the E!Jensburg Formation. 
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Figure 8.-Frenchman Springs Member. A number of flows of similar chemical 
composition, a!J with normal magnetic polarity. Individual dikes are shown. 
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Figure 9.- Roza Member. At least two major flows with transitional to 
reversed polarity. The fissure-vent system is particularly well documented. 
More than 20 vent areas have been identified. Marked vents are diagrammatic 
only. 
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Figure 10.- Priest Rapids Member. Two major flows (Rosalia and Lolo), with 
reversed magnetic polarity. Feeder dikes located in the Clearwater embayment. 
Dashed line represents the southern limit of the Rosalia flow; hachured line 
represents the northern and western limit of the Lolo flow. 
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Figure ll.- Isolated flows of Wanapum Basalt age: on, Onaway flow; fc, Feary 
Creek flow (with feeder dike); po, Powatka flow; ek, Looking Glass flow. 
Exact stratigraphic positions are not known. 

Figures 7-11.- Wanapum Basalt. Shaded areas in these figures indicate the extent of the described member or flows. Dikes and vents shown as heavy lines and 
asterisks, respectively. (See Fig. l for location and identification of geographic and structural features.) 
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Figure ll.- Umatilla Member. Two flows (Umatilla and Sillusi), with very 
similar distribution. A Sil1usi vent (s) at Puffer Butte and feeder dikes are 
shown. A possible Umatilla vent (u?) is present in the Troy basin. The 
Umatilla lavas flowed west, entering the Pasco basin from the southeast. 
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Figure 13.-Wilbur Creek Member (including the Wahluke flow in the Saddle 
Mountains area in the Pasco basin and the Lapwai flow on the east). Flows of 
the Asotin Member and Wilbur Creek Member, like the Umatilla and Sillusi 
flows, filled the Lewiston basin and then followed a shallower drainage to the 
northwest to enter the Pasco basin on its northeast corner; neither dikes nor 
vents have been certainly identified, but their presence in the Clearwater 
embayment is probable. 
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Figure 14.- Asotin Member (including the Huntzinger flow in north Pasco 
basin). Flows of the Asotin Member and Wilbur Creek Member, like the 
Umatilla and Sillusi flows, filled the Lewiston basin and then followed a 
shallower drainage to the northwest to enter the Pasco basin on its northeast 
comer; neither dikes nor vents have been certainly identified, but their presence 
in the Clearwater embayment is probable. 
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Figure 15.- Weissenfels Ridge Member. Four flows recognized in the Lewiston 
basin. Only the Lewiston Orchards flow extends beyond the basin. Flows of 
similar composition occur southwest of Spokane and north of the Lewiston 
basin, and a vent and dike are present near Riggins in Idaho. 

Figures 12-15.-Saddle Mountains Basalt (flows older than the development of the lower Snake River Canyon). Shaded areas indicate the extent of the 
described members; dikes and vents as in preceding figures. (See Fig. 1 for location and identification of geographic and structural features.) 
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Figure 16.-Esquatzel Member. Fills the lower Snake River Canyon. No 
identified feeder system. 
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Figure 17.- Pomona Member. Feeder dike in Idaho. Flow followed the Clear
water and Snake River Canyon systems to the Pasco basin, then down the old 
Columbia River drainage southwest from Yakima to the present Columbia 
Gorge, reaching the Pacific Ocean between Hoquiam and Astoria. 
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Figure 18.-Elephant Mountain Member. Feeder dike in the Troy basin. Flow 
moved northeast into the Lewiston basin, followed the Pomona flow down the 
Snake River Canyon to the Pasco basin, and then apparently followed the 
same early Columbia River drainage. 
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Figure 19.-Smaller, isolated flows of Saddle Mountains Basalt (stratigraphic 
order largely unknown): ih, Ice Harbor Member (four flows in the Pasco basin 
with vent and dikes); e, Eden flow; b, Buford Member; sc, Swamp Creek 
Member; if, Icicle Flat Member; g, Grangeville Member; wr, Windy Ridge 
flow; tc, Tammany Creek flow; Im, Lower Monumental Member, filling the 
lower Snake River Canyon; c, Craigmont flow. 

Figures 1~19.-Saddle Mountains Basalt (flows younger than the development of the lower Snake River Canyon). Shaded areas indicate extent of described 
members or flows; dikes and vents as in preceding figures. (See Fig. I for location and identification of geographic and structural features.) 
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ABSTRACT 

The eastern Columbia Plateau covers part of the western margin of the Precambrian and early Paleozoic 
craton of North America. Younger allochthonous terranes of oceanic and island-arc affinities were accreted to the 
craton from the west along a suture zone that is displaced left-laterally under the present Clearwater River and 
lower Snake River. Within the relatively thin, accreted oceanic crust immediately west of the suture, sheet-flood 
flows of basalt erupted from a north-northwest-trending fissure-vent system 17 to 6 million years ago to form the 
Columbia Plateau. 

Eruptions began at the south end of the fissure system in the southeast corner of the plateau, where the 
coarsely phyric Imnaha Basalt filled deep pre-basalt valleys draining south and west. The subsequent, largely 
aphyric Grande Ronde Basalt erupted farther north as the more southerly valleys were filled to form a lava plain 
that was then tilted toward the northwest by the continuing rise of the Idaho batholith and associated plutonic 
rocks in the southeast. The northwesterly slope permitted the Grande Ronde Basalt to cover the western 
Columbia Plateau and ultimately to continue down the ancestral Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean. 

Major eruptions of Wanapum Basalt occurred only northwest of the Limekiln fault (which further raised the 
southeast corner of the plateau), except in the topographic depression of the Clearwater valley. As the rate of 
eruptions waned through Wanapum and Saddle Mountains time, contemporaneous deformation became more 
conspicuous, and most Saddle Mountains flows unconformably fill tectonic and erosional basins and valleys. 

Available evidence suggests that the plateau was being deformed throughout the eruptions. In addition to the 
continuing westerly and northwesterly tilting due to the rise of the southeast part of the Columbia Plateau, a 
north-northwest horizontal direction of maximum compression and a west-southwest horizontal direction of 
tension resulted not only in north-northwest-trending tensional feeder fissures, but also in northwest-trending 
dextral and northeast-trending sinistral strike-slip faulting and in east-trending folds and reverse faults. 

The Columbia River Basalt Group is predominantly a quartz-tholeiite sequence rich in incompatible trace 
elements and with high Fe/Mg ratios, similar to rocks of other continental tholeiite provinces. The group is 
notably lacking in rocks of more extreme composition (picrites, alkaline rocks, andesites, or rhyolites) except in 
small volumes in marginal areas, where assignment to the group is uncertain. The voluminous individual flows (as 
much as 700 cubic kilometers) are homogeneous and almost devoid of xenoliths. A gradual increase in Sr-isotope 
ratios from lmnaha Basalt to Wanapum Basalt, with higher and more erratic ratios in the Saddle Mountains 
Basalt, may have been caused by crustal assimilation, but may have resulted also from vertical (but not lateral) 
heterogeneity in the mantle source. Major- and trace-element mass-balance calculations have failed to provide a 
convincing model, but they suggest that crystal fractionation and crustal assimilation contributed. In addition, 
either magma recharge and mixing, or a heterogeneous mantle source, or both, appear to be required. 

INTRODUCTION 

For 11 million years (17-6 m.y. ago) in the middle 
and late Miocene, eastern and central Washington 
were the scene of an immense volcanic event. Huge 
volumes of basaltic lava, represented by the Columbia 
River Basalt Group, erupted sporadically from fissures 
as much as 175 km long to flood a deeply eroded 
topography and form the Columbia Plateau. This pla-

teau now separates the Rocky Mountains and the 
Cascade Range, and the basalts, including extensions 
to the Pacific Ocean, cover about 160,000 km2• 

Throughout the eruptions, the developing plateau 
was being gradually deformed. The rise of granitic 
rocks of the Idaho batholith and associated plutons 
under the Rocky Mountains to the southeast and the 
growth of the Cascade Range to the west by arching 
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Figure 1.-Palouse topography of southeastern Washin
gton: standing dunes of loess resting on a nearly hori
zontal surface of Columbia River basalt. 

and calc-alkaline volcanic activity resulted in the con
tinued re-formation of an asymmetric basin centered 
near Pasco. The basin had a relatively steep western 
flank against the Cascades and a Jong, gentle eastern 
flank. The WSW extension that caused the fissures 
was accompanied by a NNW compression that created 
nearly east-west anticlinal ridges, reverse faults, and 
northwest-trending dextral and northeast-trending sin
istral strike-slip faults. Successive flows followed the 
lowest ground in this deforming pattern, and their 
distribution and thickness provide a guide to the 
changing topographic form of the plateau surface. 

The rain shadow created by the rising Cascade 
Range in the late Miocene restricted erosion of the 
eastern surface of the plateau, which was subsequently 
covered by a veneer of loess and, in places, deposits 
from the Missoula floods (Fig. I). The large rivers of 
the Columbia-Snake system, fed by the high rainfall in 
the Rocky Mountains to the east, have eroded deep 
canyons across the plateau, which greatly facilitate 
study of the flat to gently dipping basalt flows (Fig. 2). 

Recent study of cuttings from a deep drill bole 
(Reidel and others, 1982) suggests that the basalt is 
more than 3,250 m thick in the Pasco area, thinning 
toward the plateau margin in all directions. U this is 
correct, then the total basalt volume may be more than 
250,000 km3, 

Determination of the stratigraphy of the basalt 
pile has been assisted by the use of precise chemical 
analyses and by magnetic polarity measured with a 

small field fluxgate magnetometer to "fingerprint" 
individual flows or small groups of flows. The stratig
raphy has now been mapped over the greater part of 
the plateau at a reconnaissance level (Swanson and 
others, l 979a,b,c; 1980; 1981), and more detailed 
mapping has been done in selected areas (Myers and 
others, 1979; Bentley and Campbell, 198 3a,b; Hooper 
and Webster, 1982; Hooper and others, 1985; Swanson 
and Wright, 1983). 

Distribution of stratigraphic units of the Columbia 
River Basalt Group is summarized in a series of maps 
by Anderson and others (this volume), and paleodrain
age of the Columbia Plateau is summarized by Fecht 
and others (this volume). 

The petrology and chemical composition of the 
basalt succession provide both a detailed view of the 
genesis of continental flood basalt and clues to the 
composition of the underlying crust and mantle. The 
geometry of the fissure systems and the deformation of 
the flows are of major significance to models of plate 
movement as the North American plate progressively 
overrode the northern extension of the East Pacific 
ridge-rift system. 

THE PRE-BASALT BASEMENT 

Beneath the eastern margin of the Columbia Pla
teau lies the suture zone that separates the Precam
brian and early Paleozoic craton of North America to 
the east from a series of diverse allochthonous terranes 
to the west. The western terranes were accreted to the 
craton in Late T riassic to Cretaceous time and have 
since been rotated clockwise (Wilson and Cox, 1980; 
Beck and others, 1982; Fox and Beck, 1985). 

The suture (Fig. 3) runs almost due south from 
the Canadian border and passes beneath the Columbia 
Plateau 65 km northwest of Spokane (Fox and Beck, 
1985). Apparently it continues with a similar trend 
south of Pullman, for the steptoes of basement rock 
standing above the basalt surface between Spokane 
and Pullman (Steptoe, Kamiak, and Bald Buttes) have 
cratonic lithologies (Hooper and Webster, 1982). The 
suture reappears in Idaho, where it trends southward 
along the west side of the Idaho batholith. The appar
ent 120- to 150-km left-lateral displacement of the 
craton margin occurs along the lower Snake River and 
Clearwater River drainages where it is obscured by 
Columbia River basalt. The cratonic margin is clearly 
defined by lithologic differences. The margin is also 
marked by a break in the 87Sr /eR.Sr ratio ( < 0.704-
> 0.706) in Jurassic and younger plutonic rocks; 
Armstrong and others {l 977) correlated this break 
with the differences in age and thickness of cratonic 
and accreted crust. 



East of the suture, cratonic rocks include the late 
Precambrian Belt Supergroup and overlying lower 
Paleozoic metasediments, both of shelf depositional 
environment. These rocks overlie a much older, poorly 
exposed pre-Belt metamorphic terrane (Armstrong, 
1975a,b, 1976) and are intruded by granitic plutons of 
Jurassic to Eocene age associated with the Idaho 
batholith and the Challis magmatic event (Bennett, 
1980). 

West of the suture, the allochthonous terranes 
have an oceanic association, with ophiolitic, island-arc, 
and back-arc-basin deposits (Brooks and Vallier, 
1978; Dickinson and Thayer, 1978; Vallier, 1977; Val
lier and others, 1977; Fox and Beck, 1985). Post
accretion intrusions of Jurassic to Oligocene age 
helped to weld the oceanic terranes together. North of 
the Columbia Plateau, Eocene volcanic rocks (O'Brien 
Creek Formation, Sanpoil Volcanics, Klondike Moun
tain Formation, and Scatter Creek dikes) are associ
ated with and largely fill a NNE-trending graben. In 
northeastern and north-central Oregon, south of the 
Columbia Plateau, eruption of calc-alkaline volcanic 
rocks took place through the Eocene (Clarno Forma
tion), Oligocene (John Day Formation), and Miocene 
(Strawberry volcanic rocks). Andesitic rocks of similar 
age to the Strawberry volcanic rocks appear to be asso
ciated in the La Grande and Baker areas with a 
NNW- to WNW-trending graben (Barrash and 
others, 1980; Hooper, unpub. data). 

The origin of the accreted terranes remains 
unclear. The Seven Devils and Huntington arc terranes 
have similarly oriented magnetic poles, with inclina
tions indicating their formation 18° ± 4° from the 
Equator, as does the Wrangellia terrane of Vancouver 
Island (Hillhouse and others, 1982). These authors 
considered this latitude to be significantly different 
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Figure 2.-Deep canyon of the lower Grande 
Ronde River in southeastern Washington, eroded 
through flat-lying flows of Columbia River basalt. 

from the latitudes of adjacent cratonic rocks, which were 
23 ° ± 6 ° from the equator in Permian-Triassic time. 
This strengthens the association of the Seven Devils 
rocks with the Wrangellia terrane, as first proposed by 
Jones and others ( 1977), despite the typical tholeiitic 
nature of the Karmutsen Formation (Wrangellia Ter
raoe) of Vancouver Island and the typical island-arc 
calc-alkaline petrochemistry of the age-equivalent 
Seven Devils Group (Scheffler, 1983; Sarewitz, 1983). 
Certainly the rocks of the Seven Devils Group must have 
been rotated around a vertical axis before the Late 
Jurassic, or translocated about 40° of latitude from 
south of the equator since their formation. 

Post-Jurassic clockwise rotation of parts of the 
Blue Mountains province of northeastern Oregon 
(Wilson and Cox, 1980; Hillhouse and others, 1982) is 
of the same magnitude as that implied by the struc
tural trend of the area, the southern limb of the 
"Columbia Arc" (Wise, 1963; Hamilton, 1978). The 
rotation was probably associated with development of 
the Columbia arc, and both events may be related to 
asymmetric subduction along the suture zone to the 
east. The displacement of the suture zone may then 
represent transform activity during subduction. The 
NNW-trending dikes that supplied lavas for the 
Columbia River Basalt Group are concentrated in the 
thinner, accreted crust west of the suture zone, close to 
the apex of the Columbia arc. 

COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP 

Stratigraphic Techniques 

Knowledge of the stratigraphy of the Columbia 
River Basalt Group (CRBG) has greatly increased in 
the last 30 years. Useful summaries of this progress 
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Figure 3.-Major pre-Cenozoic units of the eastern Columbia Plateau area. 

are given by Waters (1961), Wright and others 
(1973), and Swanson and others (1979c). Our knowl
edge is summarized by Figure 4 and in the flow
distribution maps of Anderson and others (this vol
ume). 

Early attempts to correlate flows and establish a 
stratigraphy by field recognition alone had local signif
icance but failed to provide a reliable stratigraphy for 
the whole plateau. Chemical analyses, used to finger
print flows, added a new measure of confidence to flow 
correlation (Waters, 1961; Schmincke, 1967). Rapid 
and precise instrumental techniques for obtaining 

chemical compositions have since been used to estab
lish an increasingly detailed flow stratigraphy across 
the entire plateau (Wright and others, 1973; Holden 
and Hooper, 1976; Hooper, 1981; Swanson and others, 
1979c; Swanson and Wright, 1981; Reidel, 1983). 

Measurement of magnetic polarity has also proved 
critical in establishing a stratigraphy, particularly in 
the Grande Ronde Basalt. This approach was pio
neered on the plateau by Campbell and Runcorn 
(1956) and was used with K-Ar dating to make 
regional correlations by Watkins and Baksi (1974). 
The development by Doell and Cox (1962) of a small, 
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Figure 4.-Stratigraphy of the Columbia River Basalt Group of the eastern Columbia Plateau. 

portable, fluxgate magnetometer capable of determin
ing the polarity of flows in the field proved particularly 
useful in the Grande Ronde Basalt. Forming more 
than 85 percent of the CRBG by volume, these flows 
are fine grained and aphyric or only sparsely phyric, 
and show only minor chemical variation. Few flows 
possess a unique chemical composition (Reidel, 1983), 
but most have well-developed oxidized flow tops that 

provide a clear and reliable measure of their magnetic 
polarity. Four magnetopolarity units (R1, N 1, R2, N 2) 

are recognized in the Grande Ronde Basalt (Fig. 4) 
and have been mapped across the plateau; their critical 
sections have been checked by more detailed paleo
magnetic techniques (Choiniere and Swanson, 1979; 
Hooper and others, 1979; Swanson and others, 1979c; 
Anderson and others, this volume). 
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Linear Fissure Feeder System 

All flows of the Columbia River Basalt Group, so 
far as we know, were fed by linear fissure systems 
(Fig. 4). The vertical dikes that represent feeders for 
these systems have a remarkably consistent NNW 
orientation, from the oldest lmnaha Basalt dikes in the 
southeast corner of the plateau to the youngest known 
dikes which fed the Ice Harbor Member almost 9 m.y. 
later. Small spatter and pumice cones and ramparts, 
cut in places by irregular thin dikes, mark local vents 
along the fissures (Swanson and others, 197 5). The 
well-documented Roza Member (Fig. 4) (and, by 
inference, other flows) was formed by eruptions of 
large volumes of fluid, chemically homogeneous lava 
along the whole length of its fissure system (about 175 
km) in a short time, probably in the order of one to 
two weeks (Shaw and Swanson, 1970; Swanson and 
others, 1975). 

Exposed feeder dikes are present across the east
ern half of the Columbia Plateau, but the greatest 
concentrations occur in the Cornucopia and Grande 
Ronde dike swarms of the southeast (Fig. 5; Waters, 
1961; Gibson, 1969; Price, 1977; Anderson and others, 
this volume; Swanson and others, 1979a,b,c, 1980, 
1981 ), together termed the Chief Joseph dike swarm 
by Taubeneck ( 1970). The Cornucopia swarm, south
east of the Wallowa Mountains (Fig. 5), comprises 
Imnaha and Grande Ronde dikes. The Grande Ronde 
swarm, cutting the eastern end of the Washington
Oregon border, comprises Grande Ronde and younger 
dikes. The Picture Gorge Basalt was fed by the dis
crete Monument dike swarm, and both dikes and flows 
of the Picture Gorge are confined to the John Day 
basin (Waters, 1961; Fruchter and Baldwin, 1975). 

Whether the Columbia River Basalt Group dikes 
as now exposed represent the original distribution of 
fissures, or merely reflect the greater depth of erosion 
of the uplifted southeast part of the province, remains 
unclear. Certainly, any dikes older than Grande Ronde 
unit R2 (Fig. 4) in the Pasco basin would now ~ 
covered. No dikes are known in the pre- Columbia 
River Basalt Group rocks on the northern and south
ern margins of the plateau, so if dikes are present in 
the western part of the plateau, they are confined 
within the borders of the plateau. 

The Grande Ronde dike swarm is aligned roughly 
along the projected northward trend of the Cornucopia 
swarm, but in detail it is offset by about 20 km east
ward (Fig. 5), assuming that the two swarms were 
once directly along trend. Hooper ( 1982) suggested 
that this offset might have resulted from right-lateral 
strike-slip displacement parallel to the eastern exten
sion of the Olympic-Wallowa lineament (Fig. 3}. 

Smaller scale faulting of this type is observed in the 
basalt near Riggins, Idaho; furthermore, recent paleo
magnetic work has demonstrated local 17° clockwise 
rotation of lmnaha dikes and flows south of the 
Wallowa-Seven Devils divide and 30° clockwise rota
tion in the southeast corner of the Weiser basin 
(Basham, 1978; Martin, 1984 ). One explanation for 
such rotation is strike-slip deformation on the ball
bearing pattern suggested by Beck (1976). Alterna
tively, the Grande Ronde and Cornucopia dike swarms 
may have been displaced at inception by an older 
structural discontinuity. 

Whether displaced or not, a single, broad, vertical, 
NNW-trending fissure system underlies the eastern 
half of the plateau, with the greatest concentration of 
dikes lying in a much narrower zone just west of the 
Idaho border. 

Imnaha Basalt was erupted from the south end of 
the fissure system, and Grande Ronde and younger 
basalt units generally were erupted farther north along 
the system. Rather than invoking a northward migra
tion of the basalt source or of the magma reservoir at 
depth, Hooper and Camp ( 1981) ascribed this change 
to the northwesterly tilting of this part of the plateau, 
causing the intersection of the fissures with the topo
graphically lowest part of the surface to move north
ward through time. 

Basalt units confined to the southern margin of 
the Columbia Plateau-the basalt of Prineville, the 
Picture Gorge Basalt, and the basalt of Powder 
River- have separate feeder systems. The Picture 
Gorge dikes (Monument dike swarm) are essentially 
confined to the John Day basin (Fruchter and Bal
dwin, 1975) and are not associated with dikes of other 
basalt units. Feeders for the Prineville flows have not 
been found, but they must lie close to the Cascade 
Range (Fig. 5). The basalt of Powder River forms 
shallow cones apparently associated with marginal 
faults of the La Grande graben. In each case, the 
discrete feeder system presumably implies a discrete 
source, and we consider them separately from the main 
series of basalt flows. 

History of Eruptions 

Eruptions of the Columbia River Basalt Group 
began about 17 m.y. ago (McKee and others, 1981) in 
the southeast corner of the plateau; this activity is 
represented by the coarsely phyric (plagioclase + oliv
ine ± augite) lmnaha Basalt (Fig. 4). Thick lava flows 
filled deep valleys north and south of the Seven Devils
Wallowa Mountains divide (Fig. 5) to a depth of 
nearly 700 m, with only the tops of the original moun
tains remaining above the lava plain (Anderson and 
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others, this volume). All known Imnaha dikes and 
vents occur south of the Seven Devils-Wallowa divide, 
except for a few in the canyons of the Snake and 
Imnaha Rivers. The formation is thickest in the 
Weiser basin (Fitzgerald, 1982), thinning northward 
as far as the Lewiston basin, where 100 m are exposed 
in the uplifted block of the Lewiston structure (Fig. 5; 
Camp, 1976; Hooper and others, 1985). The extent of 
the Imnaha Basalt to the north and west is unknown. 
Basalt of Imnaha chemistry was not penetrated by a 

3,250-m drill hole on the west side of the Pasco basin 
(Reidel and others, 1982), and neither Imnaha flows 
nor dikes have been observed around the north, west, 
or southwest margins of the plateau. 

Grande Ronde Basalt succeeded Imnaha Basalt 
during the transition from normal to reversed polarity 
(Hooper and others, 1979). The fine-grained, generally 
aphyric Grande Ronde Basalt is more silicic than 
Imnaha Basalt, its quartz-tholeiite composition show
ing relatively little variation throughout the period of 
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eruption (-16.5-14.5 m.y. ago). The rate of magma 
supply, already high for the Imnaha Basalt, probably 
reached a maximum during this period ( 40-60 x 103 
km3/m.y.), and the Grande Ronde Basalt is by far the 
most voluminous formation (>85% by volume) of the 
group. 

The oldest unit of the Grande Ronde flows (R1 
magnetopolarity unit; Fig. 4) is thickest (-400 m) 
immediately adjacent to the Seven Devils-Wallowa 
divide and thins to less than 200 m where it dips 
beneath younger flows a few kilometers northwest of 
Lewiston (Camp, 1976; Camp and Hooper, 1981; 
Hooper and others, 1985; Anderson and others, this 
volume). A small area of R1 has been tentatively 
recognized in the Columbia Gorge (J. L. Anderson, 
personal commun., 1983), so some of these early 
Grande Ronde flows may have advanced across the 
Pasco basin (Anderson and others, this volume). 

The younger units of the Grande Ronde Basalt 
(N1, R2, N2 magnetopolarity units; Fig. 4) all thicken 
northwestward in the eastern part of the Columbia 
Plateau and lap out against older rocks to the south
east (Camp and Hooper, 1981; Anderson and others, 
this volume). The distribution and thickness of these 
magnetopolarity units illustrate the complex tectonic 
evolution of the southeast part of the plateau. While 
the entire area continued to tilt northwestward, indi
vidual blocks with granitic cores-the Seven Devils 
Mountains, the Wallowa Mountains, and, later, the 
Nez Perce Plateau and the northeastern extension of 
the Blue Mountains uplift-rose at varying rates. In 
contrast, the north-trending elongated, synformal 
graben along the ancient suture zone west of the Idaho 
batholitb continued to sink relative to the general 
elevation of the area, so that basalt flows partly filled 
basins at Stites and Riggins in Idaho (Camp, 1981; 
Hooper, 1982). 

Toward the end of R2 time, the uplift of the 
southeast part of the plateau was reflected in the 
relatively sudden development of the Limekiln fault. 
This northeast-trending normal fault crosses the Snake 
River near the mouth of the Grande Ronde River (Fig. 
5) and is downthrown a maximum of 620 m on the 
northwest (Reidel, 1978). The fault changes into 
monoclinal flexures in both directions (Camp and 
Hooper, 1981). Flows of unit N2 are confined to the 
northwest of the fault (Anderson and others, this vol
ume), but a line of N2 cones without associated N2 
flows lies along the trend of the Grande Ronde dike 
swarm on the upthrown side of the fault (Anderson 
and others, this volume). Camp and Hooper (1981) 
suggested that the N 2 fissures had not moved north
ward; instead, only the point along the fissures from 
which magma emerged had moved north as the topo-

graphic low bad moved north, due largely to develop
ment of the Limekiln fault. Both R 2 and N2 flows 
crossed the western Columbia Plateau and advanced 
through the ancestral Cascade Range. At least one R2 
flow reached a point near Cathlamet, Washington 
(Wells and others, 1983), and N 2 flows extended to 
the the Pacific Ocean (Anderson and others, this vol
ume). 

During Grande Ronde time, the southwest end of 
the Blue Mountains uplift of north-central Oregon 
(Fig. 5) formed an effective barrier between Grande 
Ronde Basalt, erupted east and north of the uplift, and 
Picture Gorge Basalt, erupted from the Monument 
dike swarm, mostly in the John Day basin south of the 
uplift. The older flows of the Picture Gorge Basalt 
have normal magnetic polarity, and the younger flows 
have reversed polarity. Younger Picture Gorge flows 
with reversed polarity locally interfinger with Grande 
Ronde R2 flows across a low saddle in the Blue Moun
tains uplift (Cockerham and Bentley, 1973; Cocker
ham, 1975; Nathan and Fruchter, 1974), so the Pic
ture Gorge Basalt appears to be contemporaneous with 
Grande Ronde N I and R2 units. The Picture Gorge 
Basalt is petrographically similar to the Imnaha 
Basalt, but small differences in major- and trace
element abundances are evident (Nathan and Fruch
ter, 1974; McDougall, 1976). The basalt of Prineville 
(Uppuluri, 1974) was also erupted during Grande 
Ronde time (N2, and probably R2) east of the ances
tral Cascade Range and south of the Columbia Gorge. 

The end of Grande Ronde time marked a brief 
hiatus in volcanic activity over most of the Columbia 
Plateau; the Vantage Member of the Ellensburg For
mation, a thin sedimentary unit that covers much of 
the western part of the plateau, was deposited during 
this time. Farther east, a soil horizon developed at the 
top of the Grande Ronde Basalt (Camp, 1976, 1981; 
Swanson and Wright, 1976). Apparent interbedding of 
Wanapum and Grande Ronde flows in a small area 
just south of Pomeroy, Washington (Swanson and 
others, 1979c; Anderson and others, this volume), has 
recently been reinterpreted as due to faulting, follow
ing more detailed mapping (Beeson and others, 1985). 
Elsewhere, chemically diverse flows of the Eckler 
Mountain Member (Fig. 4) occur at the base of the 
Wanapum Basalt; this member contains one of the 
most primitive flows on the plateau (Robinette Moun
tain flow), as well as one of the most evolved 
(Shumaker Creek flow). 

The Dodge flows (Eckler Mountain Member) are 
more widespread than either the Robinette Mountain 
or the Shumaker Creek flows. They are coarsely phy
ric {plagioclase and olivine) and form a useful marker 
unit in the northeastern Blue Mountains area. Several 



dikes with Dodge chemistry and mineralogy occur over 
a wide zone in northeastern Oregon (Swanson and 
others, 1981). At least one flow of the Dodge was 
erupted from an independent vent in the valley of St. 
Maries River in northern Idaho (Swanson and others, 
1979b; Anderson and others, this volume). The age of 
that vent is constrained only between N 2 and the Priest 
Rapids Member (Fig. 4), but the normal polarity of 
the flow suggests that it is essentially coeval with the 
Dodge flows in the Blue Mountains, about 80 km to 
the southwest. 

Above the Eckler Mountain Member, the 
Wanapum Basalt is represented by three members of 
considerable volume, Frenchman Springs (normal 
magnetic polarity), Roza (transitional to reversed 
polarity), and Priest Rapids (reversed), each composed 
of two or more flows in some localities. The French
man Springs Member (more than five flows) and Roza 
Members (two flows) are chemically similar, although 
distinguishable in the field by the size, abundance, and 
form of their phenocrysts (Swanson and others, 1979c; 
Beeson and others, 1985). The Priest Rapids Member 
includes two flows of distinct chemical composition 
erupted sequentially (Swanson and others, 1979c). 

The source dikes for the Frenchman Springs 
Member lie northwest of the Blue Mountains uplift, 
but a single flow of the member extends almost as far 
south as La Grande, Oregon. Five flows have now been 
formally recognized (Beeson and others, 1985). The 
lavas flowed north, west, and in places east, covering 
the greater part of the Columbia Plateau, and they 
advanced through the ancestral Cascades to the 
Pacific Ocean. This distribution (Anderson and others, 
this volume) implies that the plateau formed a gentle 
basin at that time, bordered on the south by a very low 
anticlinal rise (Blue Mountains) and on the southeast 
by somewhat higher elevations. 

The Roza Member is one of the most voluminous 
(1,500 km3) and best known members on the plateau. 
Its fissure system and associated vents lie in the center 
of the main Grande Ronde dike swarm (Shaw and 
Swanson, 1970; Swanson and others, 1975, 1979c). 
The length of its fissure system (175 km), the huge 
volume of a single eruption (> 700 km3), the homoge
neity of the erupted magma, and the high rate of 
eruption provide critical constraints to physical models 
for eruptions of the basalt. The distribution of the 
Roza Member implies a northeast extension of the 
Blue Mountains uplift toward Lewiston (Anderson and 
others, this volume). As with Grande Ronde N 2 fis
sures, Roza fissures extended southeastward to the 
upthrown side of the Limekiln fault, but, possibly 
because of the greater elevation of the upthrown side, 
only dikes and small vents were developed. The two 
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major eruptions that supplied the principal lava flows 
occurred where the fissures intersected the lower 
topography on the downthrown side of the fault 
(Anderson and others, this volume). 

The last great eruptions of the Wanapum Basalt 
produced the Priest Rapids Member. Its main source 
was on the eastern extremity of the Columbia Plateau 
in central Idaho (Camp, 1981; Anderson and others, 
this volume). A northern extension of this fissure sys
tem may have erupted in the St. Joe and St. Maries 
valleys (Swanson and others, 1979c; Camp, 1981). 
Eruptions apparently occurred primarily in the topo
graphic low of the Clearwater River drainage. The 
lava flows filled the Stites basin and moved west to the 
incipient Lewiston basin, where some of them appar
ently encountered lake water and formed pillows. 
From there, the flows spread across the northern 
Columbia Plateau (bounded on the south by the rising 
Blue Mountains uplift) and extended through what is 
today the Columbia Gorge (Tolan, 1982). The 
Spokane-Cheney area was flooded by flows apparently 
erupted in the St. Joe valley or St. Maries valley. 

Smaller flows of Wanapum age occur south of the 
Blue Mountains uplift (Anderson and others, this vol
ume). The Powatka flow (Walker, 1973; Ross, 1978; 
Swanson and others, 1981) is fairly extensive and 
appears to outline a very shallow, incipient Troy basin 
(Fig. 5). 

By the end of Wanapum time the northeast end of 
the Blue Mountains uplift was rising, flanked on either 
side by shallow synclinal basins at Lewiston and Troy. 
These structures continued to develop actively during 
Saddle Mountains time and after the basalt eruptions 
ceased. Late in Saddle Mountains time the Lewiston 
basin was greatly deepened by faulting along its north
ern margin. 

The Saddle Mountains Basalt, forming less than 1 
percent by volume of the Columbia River Basalt 
Group, was erupted over a long time. Consequently, 
the flows rest unconformably on a deformed and 
eroded surface. They include the intracanyon flows of 
Lupher and Warren (1942) and are generally confined 
to, and hence preserve, the outlines of structural and 
erosional lows. The flows show even greater chemical 
and mineralogical variation than the Wanapum Basalt 
and are characterized by e1sr /86Sr ratios significantly 
higher than those of any earlier flows (McDougall, 
1976; Nelson, 1980; Carlson and others, 1981). 

The Umatilla Member comprises two main flows, 
the Umatilla and Sillusi. A vent for the SiJlusi occurs 
at Puffer Butte (Price, 1977), near the eastern end of 
the Oregon-Washington boundary; feeder dikes are 
found in this area and as far south as Oxbow Dam 
(Anderson and others, this volume). Both flows 
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entered the developing Lewiston basin and continued 
some distance northwest, but most of the lava moved 
west through the Troy basin syncline, following an 
older Grande Ronde drainage across the Blue Moun-
tains uplift into the southern part of the Pasco basin 
(D. A. Swanson and T. L. Wright, unpub. data; 
Anderson and others, this volume). This distribution 
suggests that the major drainage of the southern part 
of the Columbia Plateau used the present lower 
Grande Ronde River and W enaha River drainage in 
reverse. The lack of deep channels filled with basalt 
north of Lewiston suggests that little water occupied 
the lower Snake-Clearwater drainage. The ancestral 
Grande Ronde River drainage may have included the 
Salmon River, middle Snake River, and possibly even 
the upper Clearwater River, feeding into the Salmon 
River near Grangeville. Eruptions of the Umatilla 
Member may have played a major part in blocking this 
early drainage system. 

The two succeeding Saddle Mountains members, 
Wilbur Creek and Asotin, together with a small flow 
of intermediate composition that lies between them 
(Lapwai flow of Camp, 1981 ), have no known feeder 
dikes. Camp ( 1981) suggested a source well up the 
North Fork of the Clearwater River for one or both of 
these flows. The Wilbur Creek Member may have 
another local source near Colton in southeastern 
Washington (Hooper and Webster, 1982). Both Wil
bur Creek and Asotin flows filled the Lewiston basin, 
where, like older flows of the Umatilla Member, they 
encountered and often invaded wet sediment already 
filling the basin. From Lewiston they flowed northwest 
along a shallow drainage corresponding to the present 
Union Flat Creek, keeping north of the present Snake 
River and entering the Pasco basin in the vicinity of 
the Saddle Mountains (Swanson and others, 1979c; 
Anderson and others, this volume). 

Three of the four flows of the W eissenf els Ridge 
Member are confined to the Lewiston basin. At least 
two of these flows have local feeder dikes within the 
basin (Hooper and others, 1985), and dikes chemically 
similar to the other two flows lie either within or just 
along the southern margin of the basin (Swanson and 
others, 1979c). The Lewiston Orchards flow appears to 
be more extensive than the other three. It is composi
tionally indistinguishable from the basalt of Sprague 
Lake (Swanson and others, 1979b,c) and from a dike, 
vent, and small flow just southwest of Riggins, Idaho 
(Hooper, 1982; Anderson and others, this volume). 
Traces of this flow also have been found north of the 
Lewiston basin near Colton, Washington, and Mos
cow, Idaho. The distribution of the Weissenfels Ridge 
Member again demonstrates the lack of major west
ward drainage from the Lewiston basin at that time. 

An unnamed flow and basalt of the Esquatzel 
Member were the first to follow part of the present 
lower Snake River Canyon (Swanson and others, 
1979c, 1980; Anderson and others, this volume), 
implying a major river draining west from the Lewis
ton basin. For the next 6 m.y., successive basalt flows 
partly filled this deep canyon only to be largely eroded 
by the river. 

The Pomona Member (12 m.y. old; McKee and 
others, 1977) is the most voluminous of these flows. A 
possible feeder dike lies in the valley of the Clearwater 
River in central Idaho (Camp, 1981). The flow can be 
traced down the Clearwater River and lower Snake 
River (Swanson and others, 1979a, 1980) to the Pasco 
basin, where it spread out before following the 
southwest-flowing ancestral Columbia River out of the 
basin into the lower Columbia Gorge (Anderson, 1980; 
Tolan, 1982) and onward to the Pacific Ocean, where 
it has been called the basalt of Packsack Lookout 
(Snavely and others, 1973; Anderson and others, this 
volume)-a remarkable and well-documented journey 
of more than 600 km. 

The succeeding Elephant Mountain Member ( 10.5 
m.y. old; McKee and others, 1977) had its source in 
the Troy basin, on the south side of the Blue Moun
tains uplift (Walker, 1973; Ross, 1978; Swanson and 
others, 1979c). Because direct drainage to the west 
was then blocked by the Umatilla flow or by the Blue 
Mountains uplift, the basalt of the Elephant Mountain 
Member flowed northeastward from the Troy basin, 
down the southwest slope of the Lewiston basin, and 
into the Snake River Canyon (Swanson and others, 
1980; Hooper and others, 1985). It then followed the 
Snake River into the Pasco basin, just as the Pomona 
had done. Isolated outcrops imply that the Elephant 
Mountain basalt reached as far west as The Dalles 
(Anderson and others, this volume). 

Between the eruptions of the Weissenfels Ridge 
Member and that of the Pomona Member, deep can
yons developed, similar to those of the present Snake 
River draining west from Lewiston. This was a major, 
relatively sudden change in the region's drainage. It 
appears to have been a consequence of the blocking by 
the Umatilla Member of the drainage up the Grande 
Ronde and Wenaha valleys, and the subsequent over
spill of the dammed water across the shallow divide to 
the north, into the Lewiston basin. Rapid erosion of 
the new channel along the Limekiln fault no doubt 
contributed to the consolidation of the new drainage 
pattern in which the whole Salmon, Clearwater, and 
Grande Ronde drainage was funneled for the first time 
through the Lewiston basin. 

At this time (12 to 10 m.y. ago) the Lewiston basin 
remained a shallow east-west syncline. Continued 



NNW-SSE compression, however, resulted in the north
ern limb of the syncline breaking to form the Lewiston 
structure (Camp, 1976) in which an anticlinal block is 
thrust upward to steepen the northern edge of the 
Lewiston basin. This probably occurred between erup
tion of the Elephant Mountain Member (10.5 m.y.) and 
eruption of the Lower Monumental Member (6 m.y.). 

Several less voluminous basalt eruptions occurred 
during Saddle Mountain s time. Only two of these have 
been dated, and the stratigraphic position of the others 
is poorly constrained because of their local occurrence. 
The most important of these are the Buford Member 
(Walker, 1973), the Ice Harbor Member (8.5 m.y. old; 
Swanson and others, 1975; McKee and others, 1977), 
and the Lower Monumental Member, which-at 6 m.y. 
old- is the youngest flow known on the Columbia 
Plateau (McKee and others, 1977; Swanson and others, 
1979c). The distribution of these flows is shown in 
Anderson and others (this volume). 

TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF THE 
EASTERN COLUMBIA PLATEAU 

Each flow faithfully sought out the lowest topog
raphy. The extent and the variable thickness of flows 
thus provide a graphic illustration of the evolving 
plateau surface during eruptions of the basalt. From 
this we can develop a well-constrained structural 
model. Much of the available evidence may be found in 
Camp (1976), Swanson and Wright (1976), Vallier 
and Hooper (1976), Ross (1978), Reidel (1978) , 
Camp (1981), and Camp and Hooper (1981) and is 
summarized by Hooper and Camp ( 1981 ). 

Three tectonic factors appear to be responsible for 
the structural evolution: 

(1) The vertical rise of the southeast corner of the 
Columbia Plateau relative to the main part of the 
plateau and the Pasco basin; 

(2) A stress regime with <J1 NNW (horizontal), and 
with cr2 and cr3 interchangeably ENE (horizontal) 
and vertical; 

(3) Use of an older fracture pattern in the basement 
rocks with northwest-, northeast-, and approxi
mately north-trending, vertical planes of weakness 
to accommodate factors (1) and (2). 

The vertical rise of the southeast part of the 
Columbia Plateau appears to be a continuation of the 
steady rise of the Idaho batholith and associated plu
tonic bodies during the early Tertiary (Axelrod, 1968). 
The rise presumably was isostatic; it continued after 
cessation of basalt eruptions 6 m.y. ago, and some 
movement on most of the observed faults postdates the 
youngest flows involved. 
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Rise of the southeast part of the Columbia Plateau 
relative to the central plateau was not uniform. The 
Seven Devils Mountains, Wallowa Mountains, Nez 
Perce Plateau, and Blue Mountains uplift southwest of 
Lewiston apparently rose at different rates. The Seven 
Devils and Wallowa blocks were already topographic 
highs before 17 m.y. ago, with a relief similar to that 
of today. Both blocks were almost covered by the early 
flows of Imnaha Basalt, which rapidly filled the inter
vening valleys. Although the rate of lava eruption 
increased in Grande Ronde time (Hooper, 1981), the 
thickness of the basalt pile increased less rapidly as 
flows spread widely over the lava plain and advanced 
downslope to the northwest. As a consequence of the 
Jess rapid buildup of lava in this area, the Seven Devils 
Mountains and Wallowa Mountains began to re
emerge. Successive units of Grande Ronde Basalt cov
ered less and less of the rising blocks, each younger 
unit dipping off the blocks at a lower angle as the 
lower flows were tilted (Hooper and Camp, 1981). 

The Nez Perce Plateau also remained above the 
Imnaha Basalt, but it was submerged by flows of the 
Grande Ronde Basalt (R1, N 1, R2). However, toward 
the end of R2 time, the Nez Perce block broke along 
the northeast-trending Limekiln fault (Fig. 5) and rose 
620 m relative to the downthrown northwest side of 
the fault. Grande Ronde N 2 flows are confined to the 
northwest side of the fault. 

Behavior of the Blue Mountains uplift was more 
complex. Southwest of Walla Walla it acted as a 
barrier separating Grande Ronde Basalt to the north 
from most of the contemporaneous Picture Gorge 
Basalt to the south. Farther northeast, a low ridge may 
have been a barrier to Imnaha Basalt (Swanson and 
others, 1980; Camp and Hooper, 1981), but it was 
submerged by flows of the Grande Ronde Basalt, and 
no evidence of further upward movement is seen until 
Wanapum time (Ross, 1978; Swanson and Wright, 
1983). Rise of the northeast part of the Blue Moun
tains uplift was accompanied by formation of complex 
series of folds and faults during late Wanapum and 
Saddle Mountains time, including synclines in the 
Lewiston and Troy basins (Ross, 1978; Swanson and 
others, 1980; Camp and Hooper, 1981; Swanson and 
Wright, 1983). The complexity of the Blue Mountains 
uplift suggests that it is not simply a product of iso
static movement, but formed in part by horizontal 
tectonic stresses. 

Successively younger stratigraphic units in the 
Imnaha and Grande Ronde Basalts attain their maxi
mum thickness progressively farther northwest. 
Wanapum and Saddle Mountains Basalts flowed onto 
an irregular topographic surface and were confined 
almost exclusively to the area northwest of the Lime-
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kiln fault and associated monoclines, except in the 
topographic low of the upper Clearwater drainage. 
This distribution pattern is interpreted as the result of 
northwestward tilting of this part of the Columbia 
Plateau (Swanson and others, 1980; Camp, 1981; 
Hooper and Camp, 1981). 

Specific evidence of horizontal compression is pro
vided by the Lewiston structure (Camp, 1976; Camp 
and Hooper, 1981 ), which developed on the north side 
of the Lewiston basin syncline during the latter half of 
Saddle Mountains time (Fig. 5). The predominantly 
east-west structure comprises an uplifted anticlinal 
block or wedge bounded on its north side by a reverse 
fault. The uplift parallels an older structural ridge to 
the north (Bald Butte-Granite Point ridge; Hooper and 
Rosenberg, 1970), along the trace of the old cratonic 
margin. It seems probable that this early zone of 
weakness in the basement was a factor in the location 
of the Lewiston structure. The anticline and associated 
reverse fault suggest north-south compression, similar 
to that responsible for folds in the western part of the 
plateau (Price, 1982). 

Perhaps the most significant structural feature in 
the eastern Columbia Plateau is the dike system itself. 
The remarkably consistent orientation of these dikes 
during an 11-m.y. period not only testifies to the 
tectonic origin of the original fissures, but also specifi
cally implies a regional stress regime at the base of the 
crust with aa ENE and horizontal, and a 1 approxi
mately equal to a2 throughout those 11 m.y. 

Finally, local strike-slip displacement along 
northwest-trending (dextral), north-trending (dextral), 
and northeast-trending (sinistral) faults has been 
reported (Ross, 1978; Shubat, 1979; Hooper and 
Camp, 1981; Swanson and Wright, 1983), the dis
placements being either directly observed or inferred 
from prominant horizontal slickeslides (Fig. 6). Near 
Riggins, Idaho, such strike-slip movement apparently 
has led to clockwise rotation (H90per, 1982). Evidence 
of clockwise rotation of the Imnaha Basalt along the 
southeast extension of the Olympic-Wallowa linea
ment in the Oxbow and Weiser areas was. reported by 
Basham (1978) and confirmed by Martin (1984). No 
rotation of basalt flows is evident farther north. 

A model regional stress regime explaining each of 
these parameters includes 0 1 oriented NNW and hori
zontal, a2 vertical, and aa ENE and horizontal. Verti
cal stress increases with depth and the NNW-trending 
dikes would originally develop deep in the crust or 
upper mantle under a tensional regime with a 1/ a2 
perhaps approaching unity. At lesser depths, 0 1 

(NNW) would be greater than 02 (vertical), which in 
turn would be greater than a3 (ENE)-a configuration 
that would permit development of northwest-trending 

Figure 6.- Horizontal slickensides in the Lewiston struc
ture, southeastern Washington. The curved, slickensided 
face is more than I m long. 

(dextral) and the northeast-trending (sinistral) strike
slip faults. Near the surface, the vertical direction 
would become a a, which would encourage development 
of east-trending folds and reverse faults. 

The little available evidence suggests that this 
regional stress regime has been in effect from the Eocene 
to the present. Both R. J. Kuhns (1980) and Youngs 
(1981) have mapped Challis dikes oriented northwest 
and northeast within the Idaho batholith. Some dikes 
postdate northwest-trending (dextral) and northeast
trending (sinistral) strike-slip displacements along these 
vertical planes, whereas earlier dikes are sheared and 
displaced. R. J. Kuhns and Youngs demonstrated that 
this probably resulted from 0 1 oriented approximately 
north-south and horizontal. In the Lewiston basin, small 
reverse faults parallel the major reverse fault and 
displace gravel younger than the 6-m.y.-old Lower 
Monument Member (M. J. P. Kuhns, 1980). Recent 
measurement of contemporary stress in the Pasco basin 
(Caggiano and others, 1983) indicates a regime with 0 1 

north-south and horizontal. 



The onset of flood-basalt volcanism in the south
east part of the Columbia Plateau may have reflected 
changes in plate motion off the Oregon and Washing
ton coasts about 17 m.y. ago (Carlson, 1976). There is 
little evidence to suggest further changes in the stress 
regime in the eastern Columbia Plateau that might 
correspond to subsequent changes in plate motions 
(Barrash and Venkatakrishnan, 1982; Robyn and Hoo
ver, 1982). 

BASALT GENESIS 

A number of physical constraints should be 
emphasized before discussing compositional variations 
of the Columbia River Basalt Group and models that 
attempt to account for those variations by such pro
cesses as partial melting, crystal fractionation, and 
crustal assimilation. 

Individual flows were erupted in unusually large 
volumes in a very short time. The linear fissure sys
tems were exceptionally long and retained a remark
ably consistent trend for 11 m.y. For example, the 
fissure systems of six units for which good evidence is 
available are 70 km or more long (Frenchman Springs, 
Roza, Priest Rapids, Umatilla, Lewiston Orchards, 
and Ice Harbor units; Shaw and Swanson 1970· 

' ' Swanson and others, 197 5; Camp, 1981; Hooper, 
unpub. data). The Roza fissure system (> 175 km 
long) twice provided more than 700 km3 of basalt in a 
few days, with no discernable variation in composition. 
It appears inevitable that fissures more than 70 km 
long that provided homogeneous magma to the surface 
throughout their entire length would have extended to 
the base of the 25- to 30-km-thick crust (Hill, 1978). 

The large volume of Java and its homogeneity 
require an equally large reservoir of well-mixed 
magma no higher than the base of the crust, and the 
rapid rise of magma from that reservoir to the surface. 
Any significant crustal assimilation would have 
involved only lower crustal material, which may be 
more mafic than upper crustal material, and must 
have been followed by very effective mixing 
(McDougall, 1976). That significant volumes of silicic 
upper-crust material were not assimilated by the basal
tic magma is indicated by the rarity of crustal xeno
liths in the many hundreds of dikes and flows exam
ined in the field. All physical evidence argues against 
the possibilities of magma storage in the upper crust, 
upper-crust contamination, or crystal fractionation 
under near-surface conditions. 

The amount of major-element data available for 
the Columbia River Basalt Group is now prodigious. 
While many of the data remain unpublished, useful 
lists are available in Brock and Grolier (1973), Hooper 
and others (1976b), Wright and others (1979, 1980, 
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1982), and Reidel and others ( 1981 ). Trace-element 
analyses have been published by Osawa and Goles 
(1970), Nathan and Fruchter (1974), McDougall 
(1976), Wright and others {1979, 1980, 1982), Reidel 
{1983), and Hooper and others {1984). Wright and 
others (1979, 1980, 1982) also include glass analyses. 
Averaged flow analyses were provided by Swanson and 
others (1979c), Wright and others (1979, 1980, 1982), 
Reidel (1983), and Hooper and others (1984). 

As demonstrated many years ago by Washington 
{1922) and emphasized by subsequent workers (for 
example, Waters, 1961), the Columbia River Basalt 
Group is tholeiitic; the greatest volume is represented 
in the Grande Ronde Basalt, a quartz tholeiite with 
Si02 between 52 and 57 percent. The earliest flows 
(Imnaha Basalt) are coarsely phyric (plagioclase + 
olivine ± augite), with Si02 between 47 and 52 per
cent; these rocks are olivine tholeiites (transitional to 
alkali basalt) in which olivine continued to crystallize, 
accompanied by a single Ca-rich clinopyroxene and by 
considerable Fe enrichment in local segregation veins. 
However, the residual glass within the flows is consis
tently enriched in silica (Hooper, 1974; Hooper and 
others 1976a). Very similar mineralogy and chemical 
trends occur in the Picture Gorge Basalt (Lindsley, 
1960; Lindsley and others, 1971 ). 

The predominant quartz tholeiites of the Grande 
Ronde Basalt are almost entirely aphyric, but a few 
contain plagioclase phenocrysts and fewer still carry 
rare, partly resorbed phenocrysts of Al-poor orthopy
roxene (Reidel, 1978, 1983). These rocks have less 
than 3 percent olivine, and they carry micropheno
crysts of plagioclase, pigeonite, and augite (Reidel, 
1983). Wanapum and Saddle Mountains flows have 
variable compositions within the basalt family. Most 
flows are phyric (plagioclase, olivine, augite), but the 
Umatilla flow, for example, is apbyric and exception
ally fine grained. 

Like continental flood basalts of other provinces, 
the Columbia River Basalt Group is relatively 
"evolved", with low Mg/ (Mg + Fe2) values, low abun
dances of trace elements compatible with early crystal
lizing phases (Cr, Ni, Co), and relatively high abun
dances of the more incompatible elements (K, P, Ti, 
Ba, Sr, Rb, Zr, and rare-earth elements). Such pat
terns are inconsistent with a magma in equilibrium 
with a garnet lherzolite, and they imply either a man
tle source of different composition (Wilkinson and 
Binns, 1977; Wright and Helz, 1981) or extensive 
fractionation of olivine and pyroxene from the magma 
after separation from its source (McDougall, 1976). 

In the following discussion of chemical constraints 
on the origin and evolution of the group, the Imnaha 
Basalt, Grande Ronde Basalt, Wanapum Basalt, and 
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Saddle Mountains Basalt are referred to as the "main 
series" all derived from the same, admittedly very 
broad, Chief Joseph dike swarm (Grande Ronde and 
Cornucopia swarms combined) (Taubeneck, 1970). 
Other units of the Columbia River Basalt Group and 
contemporaneous units of its southern margin (Figs. 4 
and 5) are omitted from this discussion because they 
have separate feeder systems and can be assumed to 
have separate sources. 

Two principal types of chemical variation can be 
distinguished within the main series. First, sharp dis
continuities in major-element composition are accom
panied by significant changes in mineralogy. Most 
obvious are the changes in Si02, K20, and associated 
trace-element contents (Rb, Ba). These discontinuities 
occur at stratigraphic breaks, such as those between 
the lmnaha Basalt and Grande Ronde Basalt, between 
the Grande ·Ronde Basalt and Wanapum Basalt, and 
between many individual flows in the Wanapum 
Basalt and Saddle Mountains Basalt (Fig. 4). This 
type of variation also separates the two contempora
neous types of Imnaha Basalt (Rock Creek and Ameri
can Bar; Hooper and others, 1984). 

The second type of chemical variation is the more 
gradational change within the larger stratigraphic 
units in the abundances of incompatible minor and 
trace elements (Ti, P, Zr, rare-earth elements). The 
abundances of these elements vary inversely with the 
abundances of the most compatible trace elements (Cr, 
Ni, Co) and with the Mg/(Mg + Fe2) ratio (Hooper 
and others, 1984). 

The two types of variation are largely independent. 
Two flows with similar concentrations of minor and 
trace elements may have very different concentrations 
of Si02 and K20, and different mineralogies. This 
decoupling of the two types of chemical variation 
cannot result from any combination of crystal fraction
ation and partial melting. Some other factor is 
required. Obvious candidates are a heterogeneous 
source (including a variable volatile component), 
crustal assimilation, and either crystal fractionation or 
partial melting at varying depths. None of these pro
cesses excludes any other, and any or all could have 
played some part. 

Quantitative modeling of compositional variations 
between flows and groups of flows has achieved very 
limited success (Goles and Leeman, 1976; Hetz, 1978; 
Wright and others, 1976; Swanson and Wright, 1981; 
Reidel, 1983; Hooper and others, 1984). With the use 
of major- and trace-element abundances and the 
observed phenocryst phases, it has not yet proved pos
sible to derive one flow composition from another, or 
to adequately explain the larger compositional differ
ences between groups of flows. Swanson and Wright 

(1981) have shown (1) that variation between the bulk 
composition of a flow and its chilled margins is not 
significant, with the implication that either the pheno
crysts are not intratelluric, or, if intratelluric, have not 
undergone substantial physical separation from the 
residual liquids; and (2) that chemical-variation trends 
between the bulk composition and the residual glass 
within a flow do not correspond to the chemical varia
tion between two closely associated flows, which might 
otherwise have been linked by simple crystal fraction
ation. The coarsely phyric lmnaha Basalt contains 
intratelluric phenocrysts of plagioclase and olivine, 
with or without augite, but quantitative models of the 
fractionation of these phases again prove inadequate to 
derive one flow composition from another (Hooper and 
others, 1984). 

Wright and others (1976) and Swanson and 
Wright (1981) concluded that crystal fractionation 
within the crust was not a significant process in the 
development of the Grande Ronde and younger forma
tions of the Columbia River Basalt Group. They agree 
with Helz's (1978) conclusions, based on experimental 
studies, that the magmas represent separate melts of 
heterogeneous Fe-rich pyroxenites devoid of garnet. 
Modeling of Imnaha Basalt (Hooper and others, 
1984), while in many ways consistent with the work of 
Swanson and Wright (1981), suggests that crystal 
fractionation and crustal contamination may have had 
significant roles, although inadequate by themselves to 
account for all the chemical variations. For example, 
the best crystal-fractionation mass-balance solutions to 
major-element variations show a close correlation 
between the proportions of phases subtracted from the 
parent and the proportions of phenocrysts observed in 
the rocks. Reidel (1983) reached a similar conclusion 
for the Grande Ronde Basalt. However, trace-element 
concentrations belie such a simple model for both 
Imnaha Basalt and Grande Ronde Basalt. Crustal 
assimilation in addition to crystal fractionation can 
reduce the trace-element discrepancies considerably, 
but the degree of required assimilation appears too 
great in the light of isotopic data (McDougall, 1976; 
Carlson and others, 1981). Furthermore, these models 
do not adequately account for the changes between the 
subtypes of Imnaha Basalt and between the Imnaha 
Basalt and the Grande Ronde Basalt (Hooper and 
others, 1984). Either recharge by a magma more 
"primitive" than any that reached the surface, or con
siderable variation in the composition of the assimi
lated crust, or a heterogeneous source appears to be 
required-in addition to crystal fractionation com
bined with lower-crust assimilation. 

The degree of assimilation involved with the 
Columbia River Basalt Group has been discussed by 
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McDougall (1976), Carlson and others (1981, 1983), 
Nelson (1983), and De Paolo (1983), who considered 
Sr, Nd, and O isotopic data in addition to trace
element abundances. Their conclusions vary from 20-
percent crustal contamination (Carlson and others, 
1981, 1983) to very little assimilation of crustal mate
rial for the main series of lmnaha Basalt, Grande 
Ronde Basalt, and Wanapum Basalt (McDougall, 
1976; Nelson, 1978, 1980, 1983; Nelson and others, 
1980; De Paolo, 1983). The high 87Sr/86Sr values for 
the Saddle Mountains Basalt (McDougall, 1976; Car I
son and others, 1981; Nelson, 1983 ) were taken by 
DePaolo (1983) to indicate crustal contamination for 
this very small volume of magma, but Carlson and 
others (1981) and Nelson (1983) remained unsure. 

Published Sr-isotope data are plotted against time 
in Figure 7, a plot made possible by increasingly 

precise knowledge of the regional stratigraphic rela
tions of the analyzed samples. From this we note the 
following: 

( 1 ) The Sr-isotope ratio generally increases through 
time in the main series from Imnaha time to the 
end of Wanapum time; 

( 2) In the Grande Ronde and Wanapum, Sr-isotope 
ratios remain about the same for significant 
periods of time; that is, all R1 samples are about 
the same, as are all N 1-R2 samples and Ni
Wanapum samples; 

( 3 ) All sampled individual flows of the Saddle 
Mountains Basalt have Sr-isotope ratios signifi
cantly higher than those of the older formations, 
and these ratios show no correlation with time; 
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( 4) The Picture Gorge Basalt, the basalt of Powder 
River, and the flows specifically associated with 
the La Grande graben (nepheline basalt and 
andesite; Carlson and others, 1981) all retain the 
same low Sr-isotope ratio despite an age range 
equivalent to that of the main series; and 

( 5 ) Sr-isotope ratios obtained for the same flow by 
different laboratories display little variation, so 
that significant analytical error can be dis
counted. 

A plot of Sr-isotope ratios against Si02 (Fig. 8) 
shows no correlation, and these ratios plotted against a 
relatively incompatible element such as phosphorus 
(P20 5; Fig. 9) show at best a poor positive correlation. 

Many authors have suggested a correlation 
between isotopic composition and geographic location 
(Carlson and others, 1981; De Paolo, 1983) and 
implied that a laterally heterogeneous mantle is 
responsible in part for the variation in the Sr-isotope 
ratio. The location of the feeder system, not the loca
tion of the flows, is critical to such a discussion. We 
have noted some evidence for the point of eruption of 
flows moving northward through time along the trend 

of the main dike swarm, but the field evidence makes 
it clear that this was an artifact of a progressively 
tilting topographic surface, and there is no good evi
dence to suggest that the fissure system, and hence the 
source, moved in such a manner. 

There are many well-documented examples of 
flows of similar composition erupted from fissures sep
arated widely from east to west across the fissure 
system. Such flows might be expected to have signifi
cantly different trace-element compositions and Sr
isotope ratios if they were derived from a heteroge
neous mantle. This is exemplified by the lmnaha and 
Picture Gorge Basalts, whose feeder dikes are well 
documented (Anderson and others, this volume). Of 
slightly different age, the two formations were both 
formed by the first eruptions in their respective areas, 
some 200 km apart. They are similar in almost all 
aspects of field appearance, mineralogy, and composi
tion. They can be separated by discriminant analyses 
using elemental abundances, but the differences are 
small. The two formations probably reflect slightly 
different source compositions, yet their Sr-isotope 
ratios are similar (Fig. 7). 
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The three major members of the Wanapum Basalt 
provide another example. The Frenchman Springs, 
Roza, and Priest Rapids Members were erupted 
respectively from the west, middle, and east parts of 
the aggregate fissure system (Anderson and others, 
this volume), the distance across the system being 
more than 200 km. Whereas these flows are rather 
easily distinguished in the field by the different sizes 
and configurations of their phenocrysts, their chemical 
compositions are generally similar. Not even discrimi
nant analysis adequately separates the Roza from the 
Frenchman Springs. Nor is there a significant differ
ence in their Sr-isotope ratios (Fig. 7). 

Within the Saddle Mountains Basalt, the Pomona, 
Elephant Mountain, and Ice Harbor Members were 
erupted from sources respectively in the east, middle, 
and west parts of the fissure system (Anderson and 
others, this volume). Chemically these three flows are 
indeed very different, yet their Sr-isotope ratios are 
similar (Fig. 7). We conclude that lateral mantle het
erogeneity is not a significant factor in the variation of 
Sr-isotope ratios a.mong flows on the Columbia Pla
teau. 

In conclusion, an adequate model for the origin 
and evolution of the Columbia River basalts still 
eludes us. No single process is adequate. Crystal frac
tionation with assimilation in an "open reservoir" sys
tem, periodically recharged by more primitive magma 
from below, seems possible. Perhaps the most crucial 
question is the relative importance of crystal fraction
ation and assimilation on the one band and the tapping 
of a vertically heterogeneous source on the other. 
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P ALEODRAINAGE OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER SYSTEM 
ON THE COLUMBIA PLATEAU OF WASHINGTON STATE

A SUMMARY 1 

Karl R. Fecbt, Stephen P. Reidel, and Ann M. Tallman 
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Richland, Washington 99352 

ABSTRACT 

Over the last 17 million years, stream courses of the Columbia River system on the Columbia Plateau in 
Washington State have evolved primarily as a result of the effects of volcanism and deformation. Repeated 
eruptions of Columbia River basalt in early to middle Miocene time formed a vast basaltic plain and obliterated 
the prebasalt drainage system. Major streams during this interval were flowing westward, apparently near the 
periphery of the evolving plateau and through a broad lowland in the ancestral Cascade Range generally south of 
the present-day Columbia River Gorge. Stream courses were controlled regionally by the west-dipping Palouse 
slope and the constructional topography of the Grande Ronde flows and locally by emerging structural 
topography. In middle Miocene time, a similar drainage system on the plateau was periodically altered by 
Wanapum Basalt. Middle to late Miocene major streams formed a well-integrated river system that flowed in a 
centripetal pattern from the surrounding highlands, across regional paleoslopes and into the central plateau. In 
the central plateau, the stream courses were controlled by the topographic relief of developing structures and 
constructional topography formed as the result of eruptions of Saddle Mountains Basalt. The major streams 
joined in the central plateau and continued westward through the ancestral Columbia River Gorge of the 
ancestral Cascade Range. 

In late Miocene time, after the Columbia River basalt eruptive episodes, stream courses were controlled on a 
regional basis by the major paleoslopes and locally by developing structural basins. Water gaps developed through 
structural ridges bounding the basins. Streams deposited thick sedimentary sequences in the basins until about the 
middle Pliocene, when streams began a period of degradation. The aggradational and degradational events may 
have been a factor in base-level changes that may have resulted from Cascadian volcanism near the present-day 
Columbia River Gorge. 

During the Pleistocene, glaciers that impinged on the northern Columbia Plateau and catastrophic flooding 
that emanated from ice-margin lakes obliterated much of the secondary drainage and caused temporary or minor 
changes to the major stream courses on the Columbia Plateau. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present-day Columbia River system covers 
about 670,000 km2 and occupies parts of seven states 
in the northwestern United States and part of southern 
British Columbia, Canada. The system extends 
through the intermontane basin between the Rocky 
Mountains and the Cascade Range. In the heart of 
that basin, the Columbia River and two of its major 
tributaries, the Snake and Yakima Rivers, flow across 
basaltic terrain of the Columbia Plateau (Fig. 1). On 
the plateau these rivers cross broad sediment-filled 
basins and valleys and pass through spectacular water 
gaps and gorges deeply entrenched into the basaltic 
ridges and highlands. Exposed in and overlying the 

basalt sequence are extensive fluvial and lacustrine 
sediments, buried paleochannels and paleocanyons, 
and hyaloclastites and pillow basalts that mark the 
course of earlier streams and the presence of former 
lakes. These features, many kilometers from present 
river courses, suggest a long and complex history of 
drainage development on the Columbia Plateau. 

1 
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract 

DE-AC06-77L01030. 

Since the late 1800s geologists have studied the 
paleodrainage of the Columbia River system on the 
Columbia Plateau. Earlier workers, notably Willis 
(1887), Smith (1901, 1903), Bretz {1923, 1959), War
ren (1941), Waters (1955), Mackin (1961), and Bond 
(1963), provided important observations and discussed 
the position and age of river courses before many of 
the stratigraphic details of the Columbia Plateau had 
been deciphered. Many of their interpretations are still 
valid. Recent advances in stratigraphy of the Columbia 
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River Basalt Group have led to a better understanding 
of the location and age of ancestral stream courses 
within Washington State (Schmincke, 1964, 1967a; 
Swanson and others, l 979a,b, 1980; Myers and Price 
and others, 1979; Rigby and others, 1979). To date, 
the most thorough studies of paleostream courses on 
the plateau are by Schmincke (1964, 1967a) for the 
western and central plateau and by Swanson and 
Wright (1976, 1979), Swanson and others (1979b, 
1980), and Camp (1981) for the eastern plateau. 

The purposes of this paper are to ( l) summarize 
the geologic evidence for ancestral stream courses, (2) 
describe the Neogene and Pleistocene evolution of the 
Columbia River drainage system, and (3) demonstrate 
the dynamic interaction between geologic events and 
paleodrainage on the Columbia Plateau of Washington 
State following the onset of Columbia River basalt 
volcanism at about 17 m.y. ago. Emphasis throughout 
the paper is on post-.middle Miocene units in south
central Washington, where the authors have been con
ducting extensive field studies. The paper builds on 
previous observations of paleostream deposits and the 
inferred stream courses. 

General Stratigraphic Relations 

The Columbia Plateau is composed of a series of 
thick Miocene tholeiitic basalt flows that are, in 
places, interbedded with and overlain by elastic sedi
ments of Miocene and younger age (Fig. 2). The basalt 
flows collectively form the Columbia River Basalt 
Group that consists of five formations, four of which 
are exposed in Washington State: the Imnaha, Grande 
Ronde, Wanapum, and Saddle Mountains Basalts 
(Swanson and others, 1979a). The lmnaha Basalt is 
restricted to exposures along the Snake River canyon, 
whereas Grande Ronde, Wanapum, and Saddle Moun
tains Basalts are present throughout much of the 
Columbia Plateau (Anderson and others, this volume). 
Miocene sedimentary rocks interbedded with the 
basalt in Washington State are designated as the 
Ellensburg Formation (Smith, 1901, 1903) in the west
ern and central parts of the plateau (Waters, 1955; 
Mackin, 1961; Schmincke, 1964, 1967a,b; Waitt, 
1979; Swanson and others, 1979b) and the Latah 
Formation and related sediments along the eastern 
margin of the plateau (Pardee and Bryan, 1926; 
Kirkham and Johnson, 1929; Griggs 1976). In the 
western part of the plateau, the Ellensburg Formation, 
in part, overlies the basalt sequence (Russell, 1893; 
Smith, 1903; Waters, 1955; Schmincke, l 967a,b). 

Overlying the Columbia River Basalt Group and 
Miocene sedimentary rocks in topographic and struc
tural lows of Washington are: the Miocene-Pliocene 
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Ringold Formation in the Quincy and Pasco basins 
(Merriam and Buwalda, 1917; Newcomb and others, 
1972; Grolier and Bingham, 1978; Tallman and others, 
1981); an "old gravel and clay" unit in the Walla 
Walla basin (Newcomb, 1965); the Pliocene Thorp 
Gravel in the Kittitas Valley (Waitt, 1979); gravels 
similar in lithology to and of the same age as the 
Thorp Gravel in the Yakima Valley (Bentley, 1977; 
Rigby and others, 1979; Campbell, 1983) and gravels 
of the Lewiston basin (Webster and others, 1984). 

The Quaternary stratigraphy is dominated by 
Pleistocene glacial deposits along the northern margin 
of the plateau and glaciofluvial deposits in topographic 
lows of the plateau and in the Channeled Scabland of 
the eastern part of the plateau (Bretz, 1923, 1959; 
Baker, 1973; Baker and Nummedal, 1978; Rigby and 
others, 1979; Myers and Price and others, 1979; Waitt, 
1979). Flooding from glacial Lake Bonneville down 
the Snake River canyon in late Pleistocene time 
resulted in deposition of gravel in the Lewiston Basin 
area (Swanson, 1984). Loess and dune sand of Pleis
tocene and Holocene age blanket most of the high 
terrain of the plateau (Russell, 1893, 1902; Fryxell 
and Cook, 1964; Rigby and others, 1979). 

Identification of Stream Courses 

Ancestral stream courses on the Columbia Plateau 
are delineated by identifying the distribution, texture, 
and composition of fluvial sequences, as well as ero
sional features, intracanyon flows, hyaloclastites, and 
pillow basalts associated with the basalt sequences. 
Stream course locations are most commonly based on 
the distribution of fluvial sediments, which occur 
either as narrow and well-confined channel deposits or 
as broad extensive sheets. Commonly found within the 
laterally extensive fluvial sediments are narrow trains 
of gravel that are inferred to mark the main channels 
of ancestral streams. The composition of the detrital 
sediments is used to determine the general source area 
of the major streams and their tributaries. Volcani
clastic sediments were derived principally from the 
southern and central Cascade Range to the west of the 
plateau. Sediments composed mainly of plutonic and 
metamorphic debris were derived from the northern 
Cascade Range, the Okanogan Highlands to the north 
of the plateau, and (or) the foothills of the Rocky 
Mountains to the east of the plateau. Metabasalt clasts 
present in interbeds and suprabasalt sediments in the 
Lewiston area, on the Palouse Slope, and locally in the 
central Columbia Plateau serve to distinguish the 
major streams draining the northern and northeastern 
Columbia Plateau from those draining the eastern 
plateau. Fluvial deposits composed mostly of basaltic 
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sediments are genera lly assumed to have come from 
streams that originated on the plateau or whose drain-
age area is mostly within the plateau. 

In places, narrow, steep-walled stream canyons 
have been carved into the basalt. Ancestral canyons 
eroded into basalt were particularly common in the 
eastern plateau in Washington during the middle to 
late Miocene (Swanson and others, 1980; Camp, 
1981); they were later filled by lava to form intra
canyon flows. Traces of the intracanyon flows help 
define the positions of ancestral streams (Swanson and 
Wright, 1979; Tolan and Beeson, 1984; Anderson and 
Vogt, this volume). During the P leistocene, canyons 
were also scoured into the basalt by catastrophic out
bursts of glacial lakes. These channels generally 
remain only partially filled by sediments and form the 
Channeled Scabland (Bretz, 1923). 

The character of basalt units also indicates the 
presence of ancestral streams or lakes. Hyaloclastites 
and pillow basalts that resulted from the rapid quench
ing of lava upon entering water (Fuller, 193 l; Waters, 
1960) are common to many flows in the northern and 
western parts of the Columbia Plateau. The areal 
extent of these features aids in defining the position of 
ancestral streams or lakes and has been particularly 
useful in determining the location of stream drainages 
during the emplacement of Grande Ronde and 
Wanapum Basalts. However, hyaloclastites and pillow 
basalts are not commonly associated with ancestral 
streams in the central or eastern Columbia Plateau 
except on the immediate margin of the eastern plateau. 
Apparently, Javas erupted in the eastern plateau com
monly dammed the upper reaches of streams on the 
Palouse Slope, and subsequent lavas flowed down 
essentially dry stream channels (Swanson and others, 
1979a; Camp, 1981). 

Control of Stream Courses 

Geologic features controlling the courses of major 
streams on the Columbia Plateau include ( 1) broad, 
gently dipping regional paleoslopes, (2) constructional 
topography developed by the emplacement of lava 
flows and volcaniclastic debris, and less commonly, by 
sedimentary sequences, and (3) structurally uplifted 
ridges and subsided synclines and basins. 

Three major paleoslopes have provided the pri
mary control for stream drainage on the Columbia 
Plateau in Washington State: (l) the west-dipping 
Palouse Slope on the eastern plateau, (2) the south
dipping Columbia Slope on the north, and (3) the east
dipping Cascade Slope on the west. (See Fig. 1.) The 
Palouse Slope is the most extensive of the three paleo
slopes. During the emplacement of the Grande Ronde 
and Wanapum Basalts, the Palouse Slope was the 

dominant topographic feature of the plateau. It 
extended from the foothills of the Rocky Mountains 
and gently dipped westward to the ancestral Cascade 
Range (Swanson and others, 1979a). The Columbia 
Slope, which gently dips southward into the Pasco 
Basin (Schmincke, 1964, 1967a), formed as the result 
of subsidence of the central Columbia Plateau starting 
at least by early to middle Miocene, but the slope 
apparently had little effect on stream courses until 
about middle Miocene. The Cascade Slope is a narrow 
slope formed along the eastern foothills of the ances
tral Cascade Range and is mantled by volcaniclastic 
sediments and volcanic lahars. 

Emplacement of lava flows and deposition of sedi
mentary detritus created constructional topography 
that forced re-alignment of stream courses. Basalt 
flows dammed streams and led to the development of 
streams running marginal to flow fronts during most of 
the eruptive episode. ln the western plateau during the 
Miocene, volcanic eruptions and east-flowing streams 
in the ancestral Cascade Range built volcanic lahars 
and aggraded volcaniclastic sediments out onto the 
plateau and into the major drainage channel. In the 
Pleistocene, catastrophic floodwaters deposited thick 
sequences of gravel that clogged and blocked drainages 
in the Pasco Basin, forcing streams to establish new 
courses. 

Folding on the Columbia Plateau has resulted in 
the shifting of stream courses away from developing 
structural ridges and into adjacent developing struc
tural lows and in the entrenching of streams into 
structural ridges. The shifts in stream courses resulting 
from deformation have occurred mainly along the 
margins of the plateau and in the Yakima fold belt of 
the western plateau where folding bas been most 
extensive. Some reaches of the Columbia and Yakima 
Rivers are antecedent to the uplift of the Yakima folds 
and have incised deep gorges and water gaps between 
structural basins. The eastern plateau has remained 
relatively undeformed except for the gentle, west
dipping Palouse Slope and the basins in southeastern 
Washington. Streams on the Palouse Slope are conse
quent. 

DEVELOPMENT OF STREAM DRAINAGE 

Early to Middle Miocene 

Grande Ronde lava erupted from fissures in the 
southeastern part of the Columbia Plateau between 16.5 
and 15.5 m.y. ago (McKee and others, 1977; Long and 
Duncan, 1982) and inundated the intermontane basin 
between the Rocky Mountains and ancestral Cascade 
Range (Smith, 1901; Waters, 1961; Swanson and 



others, 1979a). Streams flowing in a centripetal drain
age system into that intermontane area prior to Grande 
Ronde eruptions were obliterated by repeated advances 
of lava (Bond, 1963; Conners, 1976; Waters and others, 
1981). Flows of Grande Ronde Basalt built construc
tional topography that formed a rather featureless west
dipping regional paleoslope (Palouse Slope) (Swanson 
and others, 1979b; Landon and others, 1982). However, 
the constructional topography had sufficient relief to 
cause the establishment of new river courses along the 
margins of basalt flows. The frequent and voluminous 
eruptions of Grand Ronde Basalt flows prevented the 
development of a well-integrated drainage system dur
ing most of early to middle Miocene time. 

Exposures of Grande Ronde Basalt on the margins 
of the plateau and in the present-day Columbia River 
Gorge area exhibit colonnade-entablature jointing that 
in places overlies pillow basalts and hyaloclastites 
(Fuller, 1931; Waters, 1960; Bond, 1963; Tabor and 
others, 1980, 1982; Tolan, 1982). Vesicular tops of 
many flows have been locally scoured by stream ero
sion. Sedimentary interbeds are commonly observed 
between flows and decrease in thickness and abun
dance from the margins onto the center of the plateau 
(Griggs, 1976; Bentley and others, 1980; Tabor and 
others, 1980, 1982). In the central plateau, Grande 
Ronde Basalt is known only in deeply incised canyons 
and from drill holes. The basalt sequence there is 
typified by colonnade-entablature joints rarely associ
ated with hyaloclastites or pillow basalts and by the 
relative paucity of erosional features or interbeds. 
Local variations of flow thickness and rare, thin sedi
mentary interbeds penetrated in boreholes in the Pasco 
Basin (Raymond and Tillson, 1968; Myers and Price 
and others, 1979) suggest the presence of small lakes 
and, possibly, small streams that formed a poorly 
integrated drainage system in the central Columbia 
Plateau during the early to middle Miocene. These 
observations suggest that most major stream activity 
was restricted to near the margins of the plateau. 

Sedimentary interbeds in the Grande Ronde 
Basalt in the northeastern part of the plateau form 
part of the Latah Formation (Pardee and Bryan, 1926; 
Griggs, 1976) and related "Latah-type" units 
(Kirkham and Johnson, 1929; Bond, 1963). These 
sediments range from claystone to fine-grained sand
stone; laminated siltstone is predominant. Coarse
grained sandstone and conglomerate are uncommon 
interbed components (Griggs, 1976). The sedimentary 
interbeds are mainly composed or arkosic detritus 
derived from older crystalline terrain to the north and 
east of the present-day plateau. 

Interbeds that occur along the western and 
northwestern plateau constitute part of the Ellens-
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burg Formation (Smith, 1901, 1903; Mackin, 1961; 
Waters, 1955; Schmincke, I 967a,b; Waitt, 1979). 
The Ellensburg sedimentary rocks range from clay
stones to conglomerates, and siltstone and sandstone 
are most common. The Ellensburg rocks are arkosic 
in the northwestern plateau and entirely volcani
clastic farther west (Swanson, 196 7; Bentley and 
others, 1980; Tabor and others, 1980, 1982). 

Based on observations of fluvial sediments and the 
character of primary intraflow structures, Grande 
Ronde lava dammed streams flowing from the dis
rupted surrounding highlands, forming a drainage pat
tern in which shallow freshwater Jakes developed 
behind lava flow fronts on the plateau margin. Small 
lakes, marshes, and, possibly, small streams were pre
sent in the central plateau. Ponded water and low
energy fluvial environments aggraded fine sediments 
and formed bogs and marshes, as attested by the 
abundance of organic debris mixed with sediments. In 
places, streams developed based on the presence of 
coarser sediments. The ponded water and streams were 
repeatedly inundated by lava flows, resulting in the 
intercalation of basalt and sediments. Subsequent to 
each eruption, streams were probably flowing marginal 
to various basalt flows in a poorly integrated ancestral 
Columbia River drainage system (Fig. 3). Streams in 
the northern and western parts of the forming plateau 
generally flowed between the Grande Ronde Basalt 
margin and the south-sloping Okanogan Highlands 
from northern Idaho across northern Washington, as 
suggested by Willis (1887). Here, the Columbia River 
has remained in essentially the same position along the 
northern margin of the Columbia Plateau since it was 
established during emplacement of Grande Ronde 
Basalt. Streams continued to flow near the plateau 
margin southward along the foothills of the ancestral 
Cascade Range, where arkosic sands transported from 
north of the plateau apparently mixed with, and were 
diluted by, the volcaniclastic and pyroclastic sediments 
from the ancestral Cascades (Swanson, 1967; Bentley 
and others, 1980). In the central plateau, small lakes 
and apparently small streams were probably controlled 
by the Palouse Slope and the constructional topogra
phy of basalt flows. 

Streams that drained the Columbia Plateau during 
this time flowed through a broad low in the ancestral 
Cascade Range at the present-day site of Mount Hood 
(Beeson and Moran, 1979) and on to the Pacific 
Ocean. 

Middle Miocene 

The hiatus in basalt volcanism at the end of the 
Grande Ronde eruptive episode is represented by the 
Vantage Member of the Ellensburg Formation 
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Figure 3.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during early to middle Miocene (Grande 
Ronde) time. 

(Mackin, 1961; Swanson and others, 1979a). West of 
the present-day Pasco and Quincy basins, fluvial sedi
mentary rocks of the Vantage Member occur between 
the Grande Ronde and Wanapum Basalts. South and 
east of these basins, a highly weathered flow top, or 
saprolite, caps the uppermost flow of Grande Ronde 
Basalt (Swanson and Wright 1976, 1981 ), suggesting 
an interlude of perhaps several hundred thousand 
years between the end of the Grande Ronde volcanic 
episode and renewed volcanism. 

West of the present-day Pasco and Quincy basins, 
the Vantage Member is composed of arkosic and vol
caniclastic fine-grained rocks (Mackin, 1961; Diery 
and McKee, 1969; Myers and Price and others, 1979; 
Bentley and others, 1980). The volcaniclastic compo
nent increases westward, and in the upper Wenas 
Valley, the Vantage Member consists entirely of vol
caniclastic debris (Schmincke, 1967a). The presence of 
volcaniclastic sediments on the western plateau is 
probably due to (I) deposition by east-flowing streams 
of debris from active volcanic terrain of the Cascade 

Range, and (or) (2) uplift of the ancestral Cascades 
relative to subsidence of the plateau as suggested by 
the offlap of Grande Ronde Basalt. The distribution of 
arkosic sediments suggests that the ancestral Columbia 
River had been diverted from near the plateau margin 
southeastward into the central part of the plateau (Fig. 
4). The widespread distribution of sediments on the 
western plateau suggests that the streams probably 
were initially flowing over a rather broad, flat plain 
before becoming confined to relatively narrow courses. 

The diversion of the ancestral Columbia River 
from its marginal course to one on the plateau near 
Wenatchee was originally interpreted to be a response 
to convergence of two lava flows (Chappell, 1936). 
Subsequent workers have measured numerous north
and northwest-trending basalt flow directions in the 
northwestern plateau, suggesting a lava source to the 
south or southeast, consistent with the location of dikes 
for Grande Ronde Basalt in the southeastern plateau 
(Swanson and others, 1979b). Further, mapping in the 
northwestern plateau has shown that feeder dikes in 
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Figure 4.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle Miocene (Vantage) time. 

the Cascade Range and at the northwest margin of the 
present-day plateau are not sources for Columbia 
River basalts (Swanson, 1967). The east-dipping, 
foreset-bedded pillow basalts mapped by Chappell 
(1936) apparently are local features and do not repre
sent a lava source to the west (Swanson, 1967). 

Although it was rejected by Chappell ( 1936), 
another possible hypothesis for diversion of the ances
tral Columbia River onto the plateau is uplift of the 
Wenatchee Mountains. Recent mapping southeast of 
Wenatchee suggests that the river was diverted as a 
result of uplift of the Naneum Ridge structure (Swan
son and others, 1979b ), which created the Wenatchee 
Mountains and the broad Hog Ranch structure of 
Mackin ( 1961). Evidence for structural control of the 
diversion is found in the thickness and composition of 
the Vantage Member south of Wenatchee. Field map
ping there has shown that the Vantage Member thins 
both east and west of the course of the present-day 
Columbia River from Crescent Bar to the Saddle 
Mountains (Grolier, 1965; Grolier and Bingham, 1978; 

Alto, 1955; Tabor and others, 1982). Locally, the 
Vantage thickens in structural lows, and it thins and 
pinches out on a structural high where a well
developed saprolite is present atop Grande Ronde 
Basalt. These observations are consistent with structur
ally controlled topography developing throughout the 
Columbia Plateau by late Grande Ronde time (Reidel, 
1978; Beeson and Moran, 1979; Camp and Hooper, 
1981; Landon and others, 1982). 

The ancestral Columbia River apparently flowed 
southwest across the plateau and through the Cascade 
Range to the general vicinity of present-day Mount 
Hood (Tolan and Beeson, 1984). (See Fig. 4.) The 
main stream channel followed the southwest-trending 
Mount Hood syncline into western Oregon. 

Stream drainage on the plateau was abruptly 
changed by renewed basalt volcanism. Wanapum 
Basalt erupted from fissure systems in the eastern 
Columbia Plateau in the middle Miocene (from about 
15.5 to 13.6 m.y. ago) (McKee and others, 1977). The 
Frenchman Springs, Roza, and Priest Rapids Mem-
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Figure 5.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle Miocene (Wanapum) 
time. 

hers of the Wanapum Basalt form much of the surface 
of the present plateau. Emplacement of the Wanapum 
flows continued to build the constructional high of the 
westerly dipping Palouse Slope. However, the central 
plateau continued to subside in the middle Miocene, as 
is evident from the ponding of flows in structural lows 
(Reidel and others, 1980; Reidel and Fecht, 1981). 

Initial eruptions of Frenchman Springs lava 
engulfed the ancestral Columbia River and ancient 
Jake(s) in the western plateau. The lowermost flows, 
termed Ginkgo flows (Mackin, 1961; Bentley, 1977), 
contain thick hyaloclastites and pillow basalts at their 
bases that are areaUy extensive from east of Wenatchee 
southwestward to the Columbia River Gorge (Mackin, 
1961; Lefebvre, 1966; Diery, 1967; Bentley and others, 
1980). The emplacement of Ginkgo flows apparently 
restricted a displaced ancestral Columbia River to a 
course in the western plateau (Fig. 5). 

Overlying the Frenchman Springs Member in the 
Yakima and Vantage areas is the Squaw Creek Mem
ber of the Ellensburg Formation (Swanson and others, 

1979a). The member consists of diatomite in the Van
tage area and grades westward into sandstones and 
conglomerates composed of volcaniclastic, plutonic, 
and metamorphic detritus (Mackin, 1961). Mackin 
interprets the diatomite facies of the Squaw Creek 
Member as the accumulation of diatoms in a lake 
impounded by the uppermost flow of the Frenchman 
Springs Member in the Vantage area. 

Eruption of the Roza and Priest Rapids Members 
of the Wanapum Basalt apparently did not signifi
cantly affect stream courses on the western Columbia 
Plateau in Washington. The western margins of the 
Roza and Priest Rapids flows apparently continued to 
restrict the south-flowing segment of ancestral Colum
bia River and east-flowing tributaries from the ances
tral Cascade Range to the western plateau. In the 
northern and northeastern plateau, the Priest Rapids 
flows encroached on the plateau margin and inundated 
the St. Joe and St. Maries Rivers in the Benewah 
Embayment. These flows also filled older channels cut 
into the Latah Formation and Grande Ronde Basalt 



near Spokane (Swanson and others, 1979a). Farther 
southwest near Malden, the basal Priest Rapids flow is 
pillowed over a wide area (Griggs, 1976), suggesting 
that the lava dammed and inundated a local drainage 
system whose streams flowed westward onto the east
ern margin of the plateau. However, the ancestral 
Columbia River and its tributaries in the northeastern 
part of the Columbia Plateau re-established courses 
along the northern plateau margin. 

In the southeast Columbia Plateau, the effects of 
emplacement of Wanapum or Grande Ronde flows on 
drainage (that is, the ancestral Clearwater and Salmon 
Rivers) from the Clearwater Embayment are not accu
rately known. However, the absence of interbedded 
sediments and erosional features associated with 
Grande Ronde and Wanapum flows on the Palouse 
Slope on the north side of the emerging Blue Moun
tains suggests streams draining the Clearwater 
Embayment may have been flowing south during mid
dle Miocene time. 

Middle to Late Miocene 

During middle to late Miocene time, Columbia 
River Basalt Group volcanism was waning, and flows 
of the Saddle Mountains Basalt were areally restricted 
to former river canyons and valleys in the eastern 
plateau, the subsiding central part of the plateau, and 
river canyons through the ancestral Cascade Range 
(Myers and Price and others, 1979; Swanson and 
others, 1980; Waters, 1973; Tolan, 1982; Anderson 
and Vogt, this volume; Anderson and others, this vol
ume). In the period of less frequent basaltic eruptions, 
a relatively well-integrated river system developed and 
deposited sediments over extensive parts of the central 
and western plateau (Mason, 1953; Laval, 1956; 
Schmincke, 1964). Deformation within the Yakima 
fold belt of the western plateau, which was largely 
masked by earlier frequent and voluminous volcanic 
eruptions, formed subtle topographic features of suffi
cient relief to control the distribution of Ellensburg 
sediments and Saddle Mountains flows (Reidel and 
others, 1980; Reidel and Fecht, 1981). The subsidence 
of the central plateau, which was initiated at least by 
early Miocene time, formed slopes gently dipping 
toward the structural and topographic low of the cen
tral plateau. These slopes also controlled the distribu
tion and thickness of sediments and basalt flows. 

As the central plateau was subsiding, the ancestral 
Columbia River began entrenching itself in about its 
present position along the north and northeast margin of 
the plateau (Fig. 6). South of Wenatchee, its course 
shifted from southwesterly along the fronts of 
Wanapum flows to more southerly as a result of contin-
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ued uplift of the Hog Ranch structure. The river flowed 
south down the forming Columbia Slope (Schmincke 
1964, 1967a) and through the structural low in the 
Saddle Mountains at Sentinel Gap. Laterally, the river 
was controlled by the Hog Ranch structure to the west 
and the Palouse Slope to the east. The shift appears to 
have preceded the eruption of the Saddle Mountains 
flows, based on the abundance of arkosic sediments in 
the Mabton Member of the Ellensburg Formation and 
in and near the Pasco Basin (Myers and Price and 
others, 1979; Reidel and Fecht, 1981). 

On the western Columbia Plateau, the Yakima 
River and its tributaries began forming an integrated 
drainage system after the position of the Columbia 
River was established east of the Hog Ranch structure. 
East-flowing streams in the Yakima River drainage 
developed as they cut through the constructional 
topography of basalt flows on the northwestern pla
teau. Ellensburg sediments were deposited in the devel
oping Kittitas Basin primarily by east-flowing streams 
carrying volcaniclastic sediments from the ancestral 
Cascade Range. Between Ellensburg and Yakima, the 
Yakima River, which had apparently previously mean
dered over an ancestral lowland, began entrenching a 
course across the rising structural ridges of the Yak
ima fold belt. (See Fig. 6.) The Yakima River has 
been interpreted to be antecedent to the fold belt 
(Smith, 1903; Calkins, 1905; Waters, 1955). Appar
ently, the entrenchment resulted from the combined 
effect of uplift of ridges and subsidence of basins in the 
western plateau. 

The remaining discussion of events in middle to 
late Miocene time will be primarily directed to the 
Yakima Valley and Pasco Basin areas, where the 
emplacement of flows and deformation of the plateau 
had a pronounced influence on drainage development. 
The discussion is based on evidence from the intervals 
between eruptions of Saddle Mountains Basalt. Inter
vals are used in this paper for convenience rather than 
formally and informally named interbeds or members 
of the Ellensburg Formation, primarily because many 
basalt flows are not as areally extensive as the sedi
mentary deposits. 

Post-Umatilla Interval 

Stream drainage on the Columbia Plateau in 
southern Washington after emplacement of the Uma
tilla Member is reconstructed from (1) the remnants 
of the canyon-filling Wilbur- Creek Member, (2) the 
position of the established courses of the Columbia and 
Yakima Rivers in the northern plateau, and (3) the 
distribution of Ellensburg sediments along the margin 
of the Umatilla Member in the Yakima Valley. 
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Figure 6.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Umatilla interval) time. 

The Wilbur Creek Member eruption was rela
tively small in volume. Wilbur Creek lava was erupted 
from fissures in the North Fork area of the Clearwater 
River in Idaho and flowed down canyons of the ances
tral Clearwater drainage into the Lewiston Basin 
(Camp, 1967, 1981). Stream gravels are present 
beneath the Wilbur Creek Member in the Clearwater 
Embayment (Camp, 1981 ). (See Fig. 6.) Wilbur 
Creek lava flowed northwest out of the Lewiston Basin 
and onto the Uniontown Plateau around the rising 
Blue Mountains, then west down the Palouse Slope, 
filling the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River canyon 
(Swanson and others, 1979a, 1980). At Warden, the 
intracanyon remnants of the Wilbur Creek Member 
trend southwest across the northern Pasco Basin and 
west to Yakima (Bentley, 1977; Myers and Price and 
others, 1979; Reidel and others, 1980). ln the Pasco 
Basin, this ancestral river course was controlled by the 
structural low of the developing Wahluke syncline and 
by the rising Saddle Mountains to the north and 
approximately 45-m-thick flow front of the Umatilla 

Member to the south (Reidel and others, 1980; Reidel 
and Fecht, 1981 ). The Columbia River, flowing south 
through the Saddle Mountains at Sentinel Gap, appar
ently joined the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River in 
an area southeast of Priest Rapids Dam. (See Figs. 1 
and 6.) The course of the combined rivers between the 
Pasco Basin and Yakima continued to be controlled on 
the south by the flow front of the Umatilla Member 
and to the north by the rising Yakima Ridge. 

In the Yakima area the combined Columbia/ 
Clearwater-Salmon River joined the ancestral Yakima 
River to flow southwest, possibly through the 
Grayback Mountain paleocanyon of Anderson and 
Vogt (this volume) to the Columbia River Gorge area 
where the streams occupied the Bridal Veil channel of 
Tolan and Beeson (1984). The southwesterly stream 
course was generally controlled by the western margin 
of the Umatilla Member to the east and the syncline of 
the northeast-southwest-trending Yakima folds of this 
area. 
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Figure 7.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Wilbur Creek interval) time. 

Post-Wilbur Creek Interval 

The position of major stream courses during the 
post-Wilbur Creek interval (Fig. 7) is very similar to 
that of the post-Umatilla interval. (See Fig. 6.) The 
similarity is due to (I) lack of a sufficient volume of 
lava in the Wilbur Creek eruption to disrupt drainage 
development, (2) continuation of structural and con
structional controls, and (3) the short period between 
the two intervals. 

Stream courses during the post-Wilbur Creek 
interval are mainly defined by the canyon-filling and 
minor valley-filling flows of the Asotin Member 
(Swanson and others, 1979a, 1980; Myers and Price 
and others, J 979; Reidel and others, 1980). The Asotin 
Member erupted from a source area in the Clearwater 
drainage ( Camp, 1981) and flowed down the ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River canyon from the Lewiston 
Basin across the Palouse Slope to the Pasco Basin. 
(See Fig. 7.) In the Lewiston and Pasco Basins, the 
Asotin lava overflowed the river channel and spread 

laterally, partially filling the basins (Camp, 1981; 
Reidel and others, 1980; Reidel and Fecht, 1981). In 
the Pasco Basin the thickest section (about 67 m) of 
Asotin basalt is interpreted to correspond with the 
former position of the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
River, although no extensive sedimentary deposits are 
known to be associated with the post-Wilbur Creek 
interval. 

The courses of the Columbia, Clearwater-Salmon, 
and Yakima Rivers from the central plateau into the 
present-day Columbia River Gorge area remained 
essentially unchanged from the post- Umatilla interval. 
(See Fig. 7.) 

Post-Asotin Interval 

Following the eruption of the Asotin Member, the 
ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River re-established a 
course on the Palouse Slope about 25 km south{Fig. 8) 
of th_e river canyons formed during the post-Umatilla 
and post-Wilbur Creek intervals. The river incised 
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Figure 8.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Asotin interval) time. 

a canyon into the Palouse Slope that is now preserved 
by the Esquatzel intracanyon flow (Swanson and 
others, 1980). The new course was near the present
day Snake River (Swanson and others, 1980). 

The course of the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
River, as determined by the distribution of the Esquat
zel Member, loses definition where Esquatzel lavas 
spread laterally and ponded in the subsiding Pasco 
Basin. However, the course can be defined by elastic 
sediments underlying the Esquatzel Member. These 
form part of the Cold Creek interbed of the Ellensburg 
Formation and are divided into two distinct textural 
facies: ( 1) a fine-grained, tuffaceous and arkosic sand
stone and mudstone facies and (2) a coarse-grained 
sandstone and conglomerate facies (Myers and Price 
and others, 1979; Reidel and Fecht, 1981). The coarse
grained facies follows an arcuate trend across the basin 
and is subparallel to the flow front of the 
Asotin Member. The coarse-grained facies is inter
preted to represent main-channel deposits of the ances
tral Clearwater-Salmon River; the fine-grained facies 

mainly represents overbank and early post-Asotin flu
vial deposits. The course of the ancestral Clearwater
Salmon River in the Pasco Basin was controlled by the 
topographic and structural low along the southern 
margin of the Asotin flow front. 

At the western margin of the Pasco Basin, the 
ancestral Clearwater-Salmon and Columbia Rivers 
joined in a poorly defined area, probably near the 
east end of the present-day Yakima Ridge, to flow 
west out of the basin. The course of the combined 
rivers to the west is defined by remnants of the Esquat
zel Member, which at least partially filled the eastern 
part of Black Rock Valley between the rising Yakima 
ridge and Rattlesnake Hills (Myers and Price and 
others, 1979). 

Esquatzel flows have not been mapped west of 
about Long. 120° W., but because the Yakima Ridge 
and Rattlesnake Hills were emerging, the combined 
course of the Columbia/Clearwater-Salmon Rivers was 
probably confined between these basaltic ridges to near 
Yakima. At Yakima, these combined rivers joined with 
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Figure 9.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Esquatzel interval) time. Only the eastern part of the Pomona Member is shown. 

the ancestral Yakima River to flow southwest to the 
present-day Columbia River Gorge area in a course 
similar to that of earlier intervals. (See Fig. 8.) 

Post-Esquatzel Interval 

The course of the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
River during the post-Esquatzel interval is defined by 
the canyon-filling Pomona Member (Swanson and 
others, 1979a, 1980). The position of the river was 
essentially coincident with its position during the post
Asotin interval (Fig. 9). In the Pasco Basin, Pomona 
lavas spread laterally and inundated the basin. 
Beneath the Pomona Member there, extensive sedi
mentary deposits form the Selah Member of the Ellen
sburg Formation (Myers and Price and others, 1979). 
This member is composed of volcaniclastic and arkosic 
sediments that range in size from clay to gravel. The 
Selah gravels are known in three areas of the Pasco 
Basin and help define the courses of main through
flowing streams. In the northwest part of the basin, a 

gravel train can be defined from Sentinel Gap in the 
Saddle Mountains, southeast around the east end of 
Umtanum Ridge, and then west over the east end of 
Yakima Ridge. In this area, the Selah gravels are 
mainly composed of basaltic, plutonic, and metamor
phic clasts. In the southwestern part of the Pasco 
Basin, Selah gravels are exposed on the north flank of 
the Horse Heaven Hills and lie on the Umatilla Mem
ber and beneath a thick (>60 m) Pomona Member 
(Bond and others, 1978). These gravels are mainly 
composed of basaltic clasts. The small nonbasaltic 
fraction consists of a variety of metamorphic and plu
tonic clasts, including a few metabasalt clasts. In the 
southeastern Pasco Basin, an outcrop of Selah gravels 
is exposed immediately northeast of Wallula Gap 
(Gardner and others, 1981). These gravels also lie 
between the Umatilla and Pomona Members and are 
composed only of basaltic clasts. 

The differences in the compositions of the three 
Selah gravel deposits suggest deposition by three sepa
rate streams. The distribution of the northern gravel 
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Figure 10.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Pomona interval) time. Only the eastern part of the Elephant Mountain Member is shown. 

train corresponds closely to former courses of the 
ancestral Columbia River during middle to late Mio
cene time. (See Figs. 7-9.) The composition of these 
northern gravels also resembles that of other deposits 
of the ancestral Columbia River, which, during this 
interval, flowed in essentially the same course as dur
ing the post-Asotin interval. This course was probably 
controlled by the northern margin of the Esquatzel 
Member. 

Gravel clast lithologies in the southwestern Pasco 
Basin suggest deposition by the ancestral Clearwater
Salmon River. That river is believed to have flowed 
from the Devil's Canyon area southwest across the 
southern Pasco Basin, through the Chandler area, and 
west into the lower Yakima Valley. In the Pasco Basin, 
the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River was forced 
south to a position apparently controlled by the south
ern flow front of the Esquatzel Member and, in the 
Chandler area, by the rising Horse Heaven Hills. 

The basaltic Selah gravels of the southeastern 
Pasco Basin are suggestive of a stream that originated 

on the Columbia Plateau. We speculate that these 
gravels represent the ancestral Walla Walla River, 
which flowed west along the front of the Horse Heaven 
Hills or along the series of rising brachyanticlines that 
now form the southeastern part of the Rattlesnake 
Hills. 

Post-Pomona Interval 

The ancestral Columbia and Clearwater-Salmon 
Rivers that joined in the Pasco Basin in the earlier 
intervals of middle to late Miocene time appear to 
have separated during the post-Pomona interval. The 
course of the ancestral Columbia River through the 
Pasco Basin during this interval is well defined by a 
conglomerate preserved in the Rattlesnake Ridge 
Member of the Ellensburg Formation (Fig. 10). The 
conglomerate is present from Sentinel Gap southeast 
around the east end of Umtanum Ridge and southwest 
across the east end of Yakima Ridge. It is flanked by 
fining-upward cycles of sandstone and mudstone that 



thin and grade southeast to mainly sandy mudstone 
and mudstone on the margin of the Pasco Basin. 

Southwest of the Pasco Basin, the course of the 
ancestral Columbia River shifted widely across the 
Rattlesnake Hills, as indicated by the widespread occur
rences of conglomerate mapped in the Rattlesnake 
Ridge interbed by Schmincke (1967a). The ancestral 
Columbia River joined the Yakima River in the present 
upper Yakima Valley between about Union Gap and 
Toppenish Ridge and then flowed across the eastern 
part of the Yakima Indian Reservation (Bentley and 
others, 1980). The combined course of the rivers appar
ently passed southwest in the paleocanyon described by 
Anderson and Vogt (this volume) and into the Bridal 
Veil channel of Tolan and Benson (1984). These paleo
canyons have been partially filled by Pomona lava. 

The main course of the ancestral Clearwater
Salmon River during the post-Pomona interval has 
been only tentatively defined in the central Columbia 
Plateau. Based on examination of borehole samples 
and surface exposures of the Rattlesnake Ridge inter
bed in the Pasco Basin, no evidence has been found to 
establish the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River from 
the Palouse Slope westward across the Pasco Basin. 
Gravel clasts of the ancestral Columbia River west of 
the Pasco Basin were also examined to determine if the 
ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River may have joined 
the ancestral Columbia in the central plateau of Wash
ington State. Key rock types of the ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River sediments (for example, 
metabasalts) are absent, suggesting that the ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River did not flow across the cen
tral plateau. We believe that the course of the ances
tral Clearwater-Salmon River may have been diverted 
south of the Pasco Basin through Horse Heaven Hills, 
probably at Wallula Gap. 

Evidence for the course of the Clearwater-Salmon 
River through Wallula Gap is, in part, the occurrence 
of an unnamed conglomerate unit exposed near the 
crest of the Horse Heaven Hills on the west side of the 
gap. The unit is a mixture of basaltic, metamorphic 
(including metabasalts), and plutonic clasts in propor
tions similar to those of main channel gravel deposits 
in the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River drainage on 
the eastern Columbia Plateau. At Wallula Gap, this 
unnamed interbed of the Ellensburg Formation par
tially fills a canyon eroded into the Umatilla Member 
and is capped by the Ice Harbor Member (basalt of 
Martindale) of the Saddle Mountains Basalt 
(ARHCO, 1976). The age of the gravels is not well 
constrained. Field mapping in the Wallula Gap area 
on the north flank of the Horse Heaven Hills bas not 
revealed the exotic gravels that occur in interbeds 
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beneath the Ice Harbor, Elephant Mountain, or 
Pomona Members at other localities (Gardner and 
others, 1981). However, gravels in the same strati
graphic position and of similar composition occur in an 
exposure 10 km northeast of Wallula Gap along the 
present-day Walla Walla River. The Selah Member 
immediately northeast of Wallula Gap is texturally and 
compositionally different than the unamed conglomer
ate. This suggests that the conglomerate is probably 
post-Selah in age. 

If the gravels at Wallula Gap are, in part, of post
Pomona-interval age, then the west-flowing ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River was diverted to a southwest
erly course along or very near the flow front of the 
Pomona Member in the southeastern Pasco Basin. 
(See Fig. 10.) Diversion of the river across the Horse 
Heaven Hills at Wallula Gap may have been in 
response to emplacement of the Pomona Member. The 
course through the Horse Heaven Hills was apparently 
controlled by the southern flow front of the Pomona 
Member on the west side of the gap and by a struc
tural low in the Horse Heaven Hills at the gap (Gard
ner and others, 1981). 

Southwest of Wallula Gap, the ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River probably flowed southwest 
into the incipient Umatilla Basin, where the river was 
captured by a river system draining north-central Ore
gon. In the Umatilla Basin, the major river was proba
bly directed in the forming syncline south of the south
ern margin of the Pomona Member. The position of 
the course is based on the occurrence of fine sediments 
in the Rattlesnake Ridge interbed in the Umatilla 
Basin (Shannon and Wilson, 1972, 1975). In that 
basin, no coarse elastics associated with the river sys
tem of the post-Pomona interval are known to include 
rock types diagnostic of the ancestral Clearwater
Salmon River. The lack of these rock types may, 
however, be due to erosion and reworking of fluvial 
sediments in the area over the past 10.5 to 12 m.y. The 
major river of the north-central Oregon system is 
assumed to have flowed west, parallel to the axis of the 
forming Umatilla-Dalles syncline and through the 
Columbia Hills at the present-day Columbia River 
water gap. The water gap is interpreted to have been 
the site of an active stream through the Columbia 
Hills since at least the beginning of middle Miocene 
time. This interpretation is based on the absence of 
erosional features, intracanyon flows, and coarse elas
tics of late Miocene age elsewhere across the Columbia 
Hills. The ancestral river joined the ancestral 
Columbia-Yakima River between the Columbia Hills 
water gap and Hood River, Oregon, to flow through 
the ancestral Cascade Range. 
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Figure 11.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during middle to late Miocene (post
Elephant Mountain interval, early Snipes Mountain) time. Only the central part of the Elephant Mountain 
Member is shown. 

Post-Elephant Mountain Interval 

Following the Elephant Mountain volcanic episode 
when flows inundated much of the central Columbia 
Plateau, the major ancestral rivers re-established 
courses in about the same positions as in the post
Pomona interval. 

The presence of the ancestral Columbia River in 
the post-Elephant Mountain interval is defined by the 
widespread occurrence of stream gravels that overlie 
the Elephant Mountain Member from the Sentinel 
Gap area southwest to the Columbia River Gorge. The 
gravels include the quartzite gravels of Warren ( 1941 ), 
Snipes Mountain Conglomerate of Schmincke 
(1967a), and "gravels of · the ancestral Columbia 
River" of Campbell (1979) and Rigby and others 
(I 979). These gravels are composed of quartzitic, plu
tonic, basaltic, and other metamorphic clasts. Russell 
(1893) and Waring (1913) first described the occur
rence of quartzitic pebbles in the southwestern Colum
bia Plateau. Warren (1941) suggested that the gravels 

marked the former course of the Columbia River from 
Sentinel Gap southwest through Satus Pass and into 
the Columbia River Gorge. Waters (1955) later dem
onstrated that Satus Pass resulted from local stream 
capture and not from a course incised by an ancestral 
Columbia River. The relatively broad course of the 
ancestral Columbia River south and east of Satus Pass 
in the Goldendale area was delineated by Schmincke 
( 1967a) and Rigby and others (1979), based on the 
widespread occurrence of quartzitic gravels. 

The general course of the ancestral Columbia 
River during the post-Elephant Mountain interval can 
be defined by the distribution of these quartzitic 
gravels from Sentinel Gap southeast around the east 
end of Umtanum Ridge and southwest in a broad path 
over the Rattlesnake Hills to Snipes Mountain (Fig. 
11 ). The course of the river over the central Columbia 
Plateau was not controlled by flow margins as in 
previous intervals. Near the center of the path of 
quartzitic gravels, an erosional canyon bas been cut 
through a structural low across the Rattlesnake Hills. 
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Figure 12.--Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during late Miocene to middle Pliocene 
(late Snipes Mountain, basal Ringold) time. 

We speculate that the ancestral Columbia River may 
have cut the Sunnyside Gap during uplift of the hills 
after emplacement of the Elephant Mountain Mem
ber. (See Fig. 11.) 

During the post-Elephant Mountain interval, the 
ancestral Yakima River was flowing south from Yak
ima through Union Gap in Ahtanum Ridge and south
east into the upper Yakima Valley (Toppenish Basin) . 
(See Fig. 11.) Sediments deposited by the ancestral 
Yakima River there are mainly composed of volcanic 
debris. Immediately south of Snipes Mountain, the 
gravel train contains a mixture of volcanic, plutonic, 
and metamorphic rock clasts, which represents the 
combined rivers flowing southwest toward Goldendale 
and into the present-day Columbia River Gorge area 
along a course described by Warren (1941). This is 
consistent with the southwest-trending current direc
tions measured by Schmincke ( 1964) and the mixed 
lithologies of the gravels. 

The west-flowing ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
River on the Palouse Slope flowed southwest along or 
very near the front of the Elephant Mountain flows to 

Wallula Gap. (See Fig. 11.) The course through the 
Horse Heaven Hills was apparently controlled by the 
flow front of the Elephant Mountain Member on the 
west side of the gap and by a structural low in those 
hills at the gap (Gardner and others, 1981). South of 
the Horse Heaven Hills, a major stream flowed in a 
course similar to that of the post-Pomona interval. 

Late Miocene to Middle Pliocene 

The ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River appar
ently continued to flow through Wallula Gap during 
the late Miocene to middle Pliocene (Fig. 12), 
although sediments indicative of its course have not 
been found on the Palouse Slope. Gravel clasts indica
tive of the ancestral river are rarely found in the 
Snipes Mountain Conglomerate. The absence of these 
clasts in the conglomerate suggests that the course of 
the river was probably maintained across the south
eastern Pasco Basin through Wallula Gap. The course 
was probably controlled by the constructional topogra
phy built by the Ice Harbor Member (Myers and Price 
and others, 1979; Gardner and others, 1981). 
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The course of the ancestral Columbia River was 
restricted to the structural lows of the Pasco Basin and 
lower Yakima Valley and was controlled by the struc
tural topography of rising ridges and constructional 
topography of the Ice Harbor Member. The south
westerly course of this river across the Yakima Ridge 
and Rattlesnake Hills was apparently diverted east by 
combined uplift of these ridges and subsidence of the 
Pasco Basin. In contrast to its position in the post
Elephant Mountain interval (Fig. l l), the new course 
of the river was around the east end of Umtanum 
Ridge and into the central Pasco Basin. (See Fig. 12.) 
Extensive gravel deposits on the Elephant Mountain 
Member have been penetrated in drill holes in the 
central Pasco Basin (Fecht and Lillie, 1982) and mark 
the course of the river there. These gravels are more 
than 30 m thick (Brown and Brown, 1961; Routson 
and Fecht, 1979) and are lithologically similar to 
gravels found along the former course of the ancestral 
Columbia River across the Yakima Ridge and the 
Rattlesnake Hills. These gravels form the basal unit of 
the Ringold Formation (Routson and Fecht, 1979; 
Tallman and others, 1979; Myers and Price and 
others, 1979). 

In the central Pasco Basin, the basal Ringold 
gravels essentially terminate north of the Ice Harbor 
Member margin. (See Fig. 12.) In the southern Pasco 
Basin, the basal Ringold gravels are only locally pre
sent and attain a maximum thickness of about 2 m 
(Brown, 1979). Brown and Brown (1961) interpreted 
the gravels as, in part, equivalent to the Levey interbed 
of the Ellensburg Formation that lies beneath the Ice 
Harbor Member. The Levey consists of fine-grained 
sedimentary rocks, arkosic sandstones and mudstones. 
However, the Levey does not coarsen toward the mar
gin of the Ice Harbor flows, as might be expected if 
interbed and basal Ringold were equivalent. We 
believe that basal Ringold gravels are not a lateral 
equivalent of the Levey interbed, but that they were 
deposited after emplacement of the Ice Harbor Mem
ber. The basal Ringold gravels must be younger than 
the Ice Harbor Member, which has been dated at 8.5 
m.y. (McKee and others, 1977) and which marked the 
end of Columbia River basalt volcanism in the central 
plateau. 

The course of the ancestral Columbia River south 
from the central Pasco Basin is defined by a series of 
thin remnant gravel deposits exposed on the southeast 
slope of Rattlesnake Mountain and on the north flank 
of the Horse Heaven Hills near Prosser. These gravels 
overlie the Elephant Mountain Member and are litho
logically similar to the quartzitic gravels on nearby 
ridges and in the central Pasco Basin. The distribution 
and extent and similarity of composition of these 

gravel deposits suggest that the ancestral Columbia 
River flowed from the central Pasco Basin southwest 
into the lower Yakima Valley (Brown, 1966; Fecht 
and others, 1982). (See Fig. 12.) 

In the lower Yakima Valley, the ancestral Colum
bia River still joined the ancestral Yakima River 
between Sunnyside and the east end of Toppenish 
Ridge. (See Fig. 12.) The combined course of the 
Columbia-Yakima Rivers to the Columbia River 
Gorge area was also similar to that of the previous 
interval. (See Fig. 11.) 

The cause of the shift of the Columbia River to a 
course through the Horse Heaven Hills at Wallula 
Gap has long been debated. Warren (1941) thought 
that uplift of the Horse Heaven Hills defeated the 
former course of the Columbia and Yakima Rivers 
and that the courses shifted eastward to a lower path 
across the ridge at Wallula Gap. Waters (1955) 
argued that the Columbia River was displaced east
ward by accelerated deposition of volcaniclastic sedi
ment from east-flowing streams draining the Cascade 
Range. Schmincke (1964) observed that quartzite
bearing gravels stratigraphically overlie the volcani
clastic sediments and, therefore, volcanic debris could 
not have diverted the river eastward. Waters (1955) 
noted that olivine-rich Simcoe basalt flows near the 
Simcoe Mountains (Fig. I) had filled former stream 
valleys in the Columbia River basalts and the Ellens
burg Formation. The widespread presence of the 
Snipes Mountain Conglomerate over the Horse 
Heaven Hills and the absence of a canyon that was 
typical of earlier channels suggest that channel incision 
by the ancestral Columbia-Yakima River across the 
hills was interrupted. Whether the Simcoe lavas 
repeatedly blocked the Columbia-Yakima River drain
age across the Horse Heaven Hills and forced a more 
easterly course needs further study. However, we 
believe that continued subsidence of the central 
Columbia Plateau centered in the Pasco Basin and 
uplift of the Yakima folds, specifically the Horse 
Heaven Hills, were important factors in the diversion 
of the Columbia River. Field mapping and borehole 
studies have demonstrated continued subsidence of the 
central Columbia Plateau from at least the early Mio
cene to about the middle Pliocene (Routson and Fecht, 
1979; Myers and Price and others, 1979; Reidel and 
others, 1980; Reidel and Fecht, 1981; Tallman and 
others, 1981; Puget Sound Power and Light, 1982). 
Once the ancestral Columbia River overcame the con
structional topography of the Ice Harbor Member, it 
apparently flowed southeast in the trough of the Pasco 
syncline of Newcomb and others ( 1972). South of 
Pasco, the river was captured by the ancestral 
Clearwater-Salmon River. 
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Figure 13.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during late Miocene to middle Pliocene 
(post-Snipes Mountain) time. 

The Yakima River was also diverted from a south
westerly course across the Horse Heaven Hills to a 
southeasterly course down the lower Yakima Valley 
and into the Pasco Basin through Badger Coulee (Fig. 
13). The diversion of the Yakima River occurred at 
about the same time as that of the Columbia River, as 
indicated by the absence of sediments consisting of 
distinctive volcaniclastic material where the former 
Columbia-Yakima River crossed the Horse Heaven 
Hills. 

Following the capture of the Columbia and Yak
ima Rivers, the rivers on the plateau continued to 
aggrade in the developing synclinal troughs and basins 
and to scour ever-deepening gorges through rising 
basaltic ridges. Deposition in structural basins contin
ued on the plateau until about the middle Pliocene. 
The continued aggradation of the sedimentary 
sequences is due to a high relative base level that 
resulted from ( l) the absence of Columbia River 
basalt volcanism forming constructional topography on 
the plateau (except in the area of the Clearwater 
Embayment), (2) continued subsidence and folding of 

the plateau, (3) uplift of the Cascade Range, and (4) 
possibly, volcanism in the Columbia River Gorge area 
that repeatedly choked the river with hyaloclastic 
debris and Java flows. 

In the western Columbia Plateau, the Yakima 
River and its tributaries deposited the Pliocene Thorp 
Gravel of Waitt (1979) that unconformably overlies 
the Ellensburg Formation in the Kittitas Basin. South 
into the Toppenish and Satus Basins, the Yakima 
River and its tributaries deposited gravels that are 
present along the basin margin. Here, the Ellensburg 
Formation is unconformably overlain by these gravel 
deposits in fluvial terraces and fans. These gravels may 
be coeval with the Thorp Gravel (Bentley, 1977; Rigby 
and others, 1979; Campbell, 1983). 

In the eastern Columbia Plateau, the ancestral 
Clearwater and Salmon Rivers deposited the North 
Lewiston Gravel, Clearwater Gravels, Clarkston 
Heights Gravel, and perhaps the Clarkston Gravels in 
the Lewiston Basin (Kuhns, 1980; Waggoner, 1981). 
On the Palouse Slope, the ancestral Clearwater
Salmon River deposited gravel within a canyon cut 
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into Wanapum Basalt. The gravels are capped by the 
Lower Monumental Member of the Saddle Mountains 
Basalt. (See Fig. 12.) The Walla Walla River and its 
tributaries deposited an "old gravel and clay" unit 
containing clasts derived from the Columbia River 
basalt (Newcomb, 1965). 

In the central plateau, the most extensive fluvial 
deposit of late Miocene to middle Pliocene age is the 
Ringold Formation (Merriam and Buwalda, 1917). 
The Columbia River and its tributaries from the 
Palouse Slope deposited mainly interbedded fine 
sands, silts, and clays, as much as 165 m thick in the 
Quincy Basin (Grolier and Bingham, 1978, 1979). In 
the Pasco Basin the Columbia, ancestral Clearwater
Salmon, and Yakima Rivers deposited nearly 360 m 
of Ringold sediments-gravel, sand, silt, and clay 
that can be informally subdivided into four or more 
units based on texture (Newcomb and others, 1972; 
Brown, 1979; Tallman and others, 1979; Puget 
Sound Power and Light, 1982). The upper Ringold 
unit, exposed at the White Bluffs in the northeast 
Pasco Basin, is composed of mainly interbedded fine 
sand and silt that contain microtine rodent fossils 3.7 
to 4.8 m.y. old (Repenning, in press). This age range 
falls in a reversed magnetic polarity event believed to 
correspond to the Gilbert Magnetic Polarity Epoch 
(3.4-5.12 m.y. ago) {LaBreque and others, 1977; 
Mankinen and Dalrymple, 1979). Parts of a Hem
phillian (>4.8 m.y.) rhinoceros were identified by 
Gustafson {1978) in underlying middle Ringold con
glomerate. The basal Ringold gravel, previously dis
cussed, is interpreted to be of post-Ice Harbor age 
(8.5 m.y.). Thus, the Ringold Formation ranges in 
age from about 3.4 to 8.5 m.y. 

Other deposits of the late Miocene to middle Plio
cene are, in part, coeval with the Ringold, based on 
ages and stratigraphic position {Tallman and others, 
1982). Fission-track ages from two tephras in the 
Kittitas Valley are 3.64 ± 0.74 and 3.70 ± 0.20 m.y. 
(Waitt, 1979). Bentley {1977) and Campbell {1983) 
have interpreted the old gravel deposits in the Yakima 
Valley to be equivalent to the Thorp Gravel of the 
Kittitas Basin. The ages of the gravels in the Lewiston 
Basin and on the Palouse Slope are, in part, con
strained by the Lower Monumental Member, which is 
radiometrically dated at 6.0 m.y (McKee and others, 
1977). Finally, Newcomb (1965) considers the "old 
gravel and clay" unit in the Walla Walla Basin to be, 
in part, equivalent to the Ringold Formation, based on 
similar lithologies. Although the gravel exposures 
Newcomb interpreted to be equivalent underlie Ice 
Harbor basalt, the "old gravel and clay" unit and the 
Ringold Formation are likely, in part, equivalent based 
on stratigraphic position. 

Middle to Late Pliocene 

The deposition of Ringold sediments in the Pasco 
Basin ended rather abruptly, as suggested by the major 
incision or the Ringold Formation by the Columbia 
River system, the preservation of a largely unmarred 
Ringold surface in the eastern and northern basin, and 
the absence of deposition on the Ringold surface 
(Newcomb, 1965). The incision is dated between 2.0 ± 
0.22 and 3.4 m.y.; the younger age is based on a single 
thermoluminescence date from the calcrete that caps 
the Ringold surface on the White Bluffs. 

The Thorp and Thorp-like gravels of the western 
plateau also were deeply incised; this is indicated by 
remnants of terraces and fans high above the Pleis
tocene and present-day Kittitas and Yakima Valley 
floors. Pliocene gravel deposits in the Lewiston Basin 
also are above the present-day valley floor. We suspect 
that the incision of Ringold, Thorp, Thorp-like sedi
ments, and possibly the incised gravel deposits in the 
Lewiston Basin is approxirnately coeval because of the 
similar magnitude of the incision. 

The cause of the base level change that precipi
tated these major incisions has been speculated on by 
earlier workers. Flint (1938b) and Newcomb (1958) 
suggested that waters of the Columbia River were 
impounded or perhaps periodically impounded behind 
the rising Horse Heaven Hills and eventually spilled 
over and incised a course through the structural and 
topographic low at Wallula Gap. However, geologic 
mapping in the gap area by Gardner and others (1981) 
indicates a relatively slow and continuous rate of uplift 
of the Horse Heaven Hills since at least middle Mio
cene time, consistent with uplift rates in the Rattle
snake Hills and Saddle Mountains (Reidel and Fecht, 
1981 ). In addition, fluvial sands and silts in the upper 
Ringold unit of the Pasco Basin that are intercalated 
with lacustrine facies rule out a totally lacustrine 
(impounded) origin for the upper unit. We believe that 
the Columbia, Clearwater-Salmon, and Yakima Rivers 
were flowing through Wallula Gap essentially continu
ously (with minor ponding) since river capture in the 
late Miocene. Therefore, the cause(s) of the major 
regional base level change must be related to some
thing other than just uplift of Wallula Gap. 

Recent work by Tolan and Beeson (1984) in the 
Columbia River Gorge has demonstrated that the 
source of the ancestral Columbia River, which is 
defined by the distribution of the canyon-filling 
Pomona Member and sedimentary lithology of the 
Troutdale Formation, was continualJy being inundated 
by large volumes of high-alumina basalts and volcanic 
debris from the Cascades; this aggraded the Columbia 
River canyon and forced the river to a more northerly 
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Figure 14.-Stream drainage on the northern part of the Columbia Plateau during the Pleistocene (after Bretz, 
1928; Baker and Nummedal, 1978; Richmond and others, 1965; observations by the authors). 

course through the Cascade Range. The new course 
was established in about its present-day position, near 
where the basalts lap out against old rocks of the 
Skamania Volcanic Series of Trimble (1963). The 
Columbia River eroded a new channel through the 
Columbia River Basalt Group and rapidly incised into 
the weathered and altered Skamania volcanics rocks 
(Tolan and Beeson, 1984). Erosion of the new channel 
is estimated to have started about 2 m.y. ago, at the 
same time as the onset of Cascadian uplift (Tolan and 
Beeson, 1984). The entrenchment of the Columbia 
River in the Skamania rocks may have caused a lower
ing of the base level and initiated headward erosion 
into the Columbia Plateau. Although not proven, the 
combined volcanism and channel erosion in the 
Columbia River Gorge are factors that may help to 
explain the regional depositional and erosional events 
on the Columbia Plateau of Washington State in mid
dle to late Pliocene time. 

By the late Pliocene, the Columbia and Yakima 
Rivers were established very near their present posi
tions. Also, in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene, 

the Snake River was captured by a tributary of the 
Salmon River and became part of the Columbia River 
system (Wheeler and Cook, 1954; Webster and others, 
1984). This capture completed the latest shift in the 
paleodrainage of major streams in the Columbia sys
tem. 

Pleistocene 

During the Pleistoc{:ne epoch, continental glaciers 
repeatedly advanced and retreated from British 
Columbia and northern Washington and occasionally 
impinged on the northern Columbia Plateau (Fig. 14). 
The glaciers temporarily plugged drainages, diverting 
the Columbia River to more southern courses and 
impounding meltwaters in glacial lakes. This plugging 
and diversion bad minimal and temporary effects on 
the drainage system in the Kittitas Valley, Waterville 
Plateau, and Columbia valley. However, failure of ice 
dams impounding glacial lakes, particularly glacial 
Lake Missoula, released tremendous volumes of melt
water that catastrophically flooded major parts of the 
Columbia Plateau of Washington State. The major 
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floods obliterated much of the secondary drainage 
system of the Palouse Slope and caused minor changes 
in the courses of the Columbia and Yakima Rivers in 
the Pasco Basin. 

In the Kittitas Basin, till and outwash accumu
lated during three Cascadian alpine glacial events: the 
Lookout Mountain Ranch Drift (older than the Kit
titas Drift), Kittitas Drift (about l 30,000-140,000 yr 
old) and the Lakedale Drift (about 10,000-20,000 yr 
old) (Porter, 1976; Waitt, 1979). Glaciation in the 
upper Kittitas Valley had little effect on the course of 
the Yakima River on the Columbia Plateau during the 
Pleistocene. 

In the north-central Columbia Plateau, the Oka
nogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet (Fig. 14) 
encroached onto the Waterville Plateau (Salisbury, 
1901; Waters, 1933; Flint, 1935). This lobe periodi
cally impounded the Columbia River in the Columbia 
Valley to form temporary lakes (glacial Lake Colum
bia) and caused the diversion of the river to a more 
southerly course through a series of coulees south and 
east of the Waterville Plateau (Bretz, 1923; Hanson, 
1970). The diversion of the river was temporary, and 
upon northward retreat of the Okanogan Lobe, the 
Columbia River re-established its course along the 
northern margin of the plateau. 

The most significant change to the drainage sys
tem on the plateau during the Pleistocene resulted 
from catastrophic floods from glacial lakes. Failure of 
ice dams released large volumes of meltwater, which 
flowed across the Palouse Slope and into the central 
Columbia Plateau. Pluvial erosion associated with the 
flooding created a spectacular landscape of anastomos
ing channels, wide cataracts, and deep plunge pools of 
the Channeled Scabland (Bretz, 1923). The flooding 
also created large gravel bars along the channels and 
deposited thick sequences of glaciofluvial deposits in 
the basins and major valleys of the Columbia Plateau 
(Fig. 14), with the exception of the Kittitas Valley. 

At least four major catastrophic floods have been 
recorded on the Columbia Plateau-two pre
Wisconsin and two Wisconsin events. Three of these 
events may have included one or more floods. The 
flooding events have been analyzed using paleomag
netic measurements from fine-grained flood deposits or 
capping loess horizons, U-Th data from overlying cal
cic horizons, and tephra data. 

Flood deposits at two localities have reversed mag
netic polarity. At the Marengo site (Patton and Baker, 
1978), in the Cheney-Palouse scabland tract, flood 
gravels are overlain by a loess that has reversed mag
netic polarity (Van Alstine, 1982). These gravels are 
believed to predate the last reversal in magnetic polar
ity (Matuyama Epoch), which ended about 730,000 

years ago (Mankinen and Dalrymple, 1979). Along the 
Yakima Bluffs in the lower reaches of the Yakima 
River about 9.5 km upstream of the confluence with 
the Columbia River (Fig. 1) is a rhythmic series of 
turbidite-like deposits resembling late Wisconsin 
Touchet Beds (Flint, 1938a) that are underlain by a 
Pleistocene fluvial sequence. Both the turbidite-like 
beds and the upper fine unit of the older alluvial 
sequence have reversed magnetic polarity, indicating 
an age greater than 730,000 yr. The Marengo and 
Yakima Bluffs sites are the only early flood sites that 
have an established magnetostratigraphy. Other old 
flood deposits at Revere, McCall, and Old Maid Cou
lee in the Cheney-Palouse scabland tract are tenta
tively included in the early flooding event, based on the 
correlations of Patton and Baker ( 1978). The old flood 
deposits at George and Winchester Wasteway in the 
western Quincy Basin are also included in this early 
flooding event, based primarily on the degree of 
weathering of the clasts and the petrocalcic paleosol 
that caps the flood gravels at both localities. The 
distribution of the old flood gravels suggests that the 
early floods initiated the formation of the Channeled 
Scabland but apparently had little effect on the course 
of major streams during glacial periods. 

Evidence of the second major flooding event 
includes a series of gravel deposits that are commonly 
capped by a calcic paleosol. Two paleosol samples 
have been radiometrically (U-Th) dated at 200,000 
+250,-700 and 220,000 +380,-70 yr old (Tallman 
and others, 1978). Silty sand lenses interbedded in the 
gravel characteristically have a normal magnetic 
polarity; their age is thus less than 730,000 yr. We 
interpret the second flooding event to be between 
about 200,000 and 730,000 yr old. The best exposures 
of deposits from the second flooding event are in the 
southern Pasco Basin, where the gravels form a ter
race that unconformably overlies the Ringold Forma
tion. Gravels of this flooding event are also exposed in 
the northern and eastern parts of the Pasco Basin. 
(See Fig. 14.) 

The first or second major Pleistocene flooding 
events had the most pronounced effects on major 
stream courses in the Pasco Basin. The Yakima River 
apparently abandoned its course through Badger Cou
lee in the southern Pasco Basin and shifted to its 
present course after the coulee was plugged with a 30-
m-thick sequence of flood gravels. Bunker ( 1980) 
maintained those gravels represented the combined 
course of the Columbia and Yakima Rivers through 
the coulee. However, we believe the gravels are flood 
deposits because of their large-scale foreset beds and 
abundant subangular basalt clasts mixed with a variety 
of exotic lithologies; these features have been recently 



exposed in gravel pits. Also during one of these early 
flooding events, the Columbia River channel between 
Gable Mountain and Gable Butte, east of Umtanum 
Ridge, appears to have been diverted around the east 
end of Gable Mountain to near its present-day course. 
The pre-flood river channel is plugged by a large flood 
bar south of Gable Mountain and Gable Butte. 

A breach along the northern shoreline of Lake 
Bonneville at Red Rock Pass, near Preston, Idaho, 
resulted in flooding down the Snake River and onto 
the Columbia Plateau (Malde, 1968; Swanson, 1984). 
This was the third major flooding event on the plateau. 
The event, which occurred about 14,000 to 15,000 yr 
ago (Scott, 1983), must have resulted in the flooding 
of river courses to the Pacific Ocean. However, sedi
mentary deposits formed during the glacial Lake Bon
neville flood are only known along the southeastern 
margin of the Columbia Plateau. In the Lewiston 
Basin, flood debris formed several bars marginal to the 
present-day Snake River. Glacial Lake Bonneville 
apparently had little, if any, impact on stream courses 
in the Pasco Basin or elsewhere on the Columbia 
Plateau. 

The last major flooding event is the glacial Lake 
Missoula flood of Bretz (1923) that inundated much of 
the Columbia Plateau in Washington State. (See Fig. 
14.) The flooding resulted in the last scouring of the 
Channeled Scabland and widespread deposition of gla
ciofluvial sediments on the plateau. (See Bretz, 1923; 
Bretz and others, 1956; Baker, 1973; Baker and Num
medal, 1978; Waitt, 1980.) The last major flooding 
occurred at about 12,000 yr ago, based on the presence 
of Mount St. Helens Set "S" ash in the upper part of 
these flood sediments (Mullineaux and others, 1978). 

The catastrophic floods (except from Lake Bonne
ville) referred to here may represent one great flood in 
each event, as Bretz (1923) proposed for the late 
Wisconsin flooding, or multiple floods, as demon
strated by Waitt (1980) for late Wisconsin flooding. 
However, flood events and associated glaciation 
resulted in only temporary or minor changes to major 
streams on the plateau. Catastrophic flooding (except 
from Lake Bonneville) created the Channeled 
Scabland and destroyed the pre-Pleistocene drainage 
network on the Palouse Slope. The Pleistocene events 
resulted in the last major sculpturing of the plateau 
landscape and essentially the final positioning of major 
stream courses; only minor shifts occurred during the 
Holocene. 

SUMMARY 

The evolution of the Columbia River drainage 
system on the Columbia Plateau of Washington in the 
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last 17 m.y. reflects the geologic history of the plateau. 
We have updated an interpretation of the evolution of 
the river system and defined the geomorphic and struc
tural features that have controlled the position of 
ancestral streams. The sequence of geologic events and 
the resulting drainage system for various time intervals 
in the last 17 m.y. are summarized below. 

Early to Middle Miocene 

Grande Ronde Basalt was repeatedly erupted from 
fissures in the eastern Columbia Plateau. The flood 
basalts flowed westward down the Palouse Slope and 
inundated the intermontane basin between the Rocky 
Mountains and the ancestral Cascade Range. Evidence 
of major streams is found mainly near the margins of 
the plateau, where those streams flowed between the 
constructional topography of basalt flows and the sur
rounding highlands of pre-Columbia River basalt age. 
Major streams were flowing westward around the mar
gins of the plateau before coalescing to flow through 
the ancestral Cascade Range south of the present-day 
Columbia River Gorge. Because of repeated volca
nism, integrated drainage did not have a chance to 
develop in the central plateau. Thus, drainage there 
consisted of poorly integrated smalJ streams and shal
low lakes, marshes, and bogs. 

Middle Miocene 

The beginning of the middle Miocene was marked 
by a short period of volcanic quiescence over much of 
the Columbia Plateau, represented by the Vantage 
Member interbed of the Ellensburg Formation. During 
this interval, continued uplift of the Naneum Ridge 
diverted the ancestral Columbia River to the east near 
the north-central part of the vast basaltic plain. The 
diversion of the river led to the development of an 
ancestral Yakima River in the northwest plateau. 
Renewed Columbia River basalt volcanism (the 
Wanapum Basalt) again inundated the Columbia Pla
teau. The drainage pattern during this volcanic episode 
was similar to that of early Miocene time; streams 
were confined to the perimeter of the plateau, and 
local streams, lakes, marshes, and bogs occupied the 
central plateau area. 

Middle to Late Miocene 

Columbia River basalt volcanism continued to 
wane during the middle to late Miocene; periodic 
eruptions produced the Saddle Mountains Basalt. Sub
sidence of the central plateau and continued deforma
tion of parts of the plateau formed topographic fea
tures that were not being continuously covered by 
basalt flows. Saddle Mountains Basalt was erupted 
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from fissures in the eastern plateau, primarily in the 
Clearwater Embayment, and flowed down the ances-
tral Clearwater-Salmon River canyons-the intra
canyon flows define the drainage channels of these 
streams. These flows, in conjunction with gravel trains 
in the Ellensburg Formation indicate the position of 
the paleodrainage system in the southern part of the 
Columbia Plateau of Washington. The ancestral 
Columbia, Clearwater-Salmon, and Yakima Rivers 
were controlled by structural relief developing on the 
plateau and by constructional topography formed with 
emplacement of flows in the central plateau. The 
ancestral Columbia River flowing south down the 
Columbia Slope and the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
flowing west down the Palouse Slope joined in the 
northern Pasco Basin to flow southwest to the present-
day Columbia River Gorge area. The ancestral Yak-
ima River joined the combined Columbia and 
Clearwater-Salmon Rivers in the developing Yakima 
Valley. Later in the Saddle Mountains volcanic epi-
sode, the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River was 
diverted into the southern Pasco Basin and through the 
Horse Heaven Hills at Wallula Gap. 

Late Miocene to Middle Pliocene 

Columbia River basalt volcanism had essentially 
ceased by late Miocene time, but continued tectonic 
deformation of parts of the basaltic plain resulted in 
the development of prominent structural ridges and 
lows. The major streams flowed in the structural 
basins and synclinal valleys and in water gaps through 
structural ridges. Near the beginning of this time 
interval, the ancestral Columbia and Yakima Rivers 
were captured by the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon 
River to establish the entire northern part of the 
Columbia River system through the Horse Heaven 
Hills at Wallula Gap. The capture may have been the 
result of plugging of the combined ancestral Columbia 
and Yakima river channel by the eruption of the 
Simcoe Volcanics in the Goldendale area, and (or) 
continued subsidence of the Pasco Basin and accumu
lation of a sufficient thickness of sediments to cover 
the constructional topography of the Ice Harbor Mem
ber. Following the river capture, the ancestral rivers 
aggraded sediments in the basins of the Columbia 
Plateau until the middle Pliocene. 

Middle to Late Pliocene 

In about middle Pliocene time, aggradation of 
sediments in the structural lows of the central Colum
bia Plateau ended rather abruptly, and the rivers 
began downcutting. The slow rate of deformation of 
the Horse Heaven Hills apparently allowed the 

Columbia River system to maintain its channel 
through Wallula Gap during uplift of the ridge. How
ever, that deformation explains only a part of a major 
regional base level change observed throughout the 
plateau. Tolan and Beeson ( 1984) proposed that the 
ancestral channel of the Columbia River in the Cas
cade Range was inundated by basalts and volcanic 
debris from the Cascade Range. We believe this was a 
factor in a higher base level and regional aggradation 
of sediments in the Columbia Plateau. The Columbia 
River then established a new channel in its present-day 
position about 2 m.y. ago. Downcutting in the Colum
bia River Gorge resulted in a lower base level and con
sequent incision into sedimentary deposits in the pla
teau. At about 2 m.y. ago, the Snake River that flowed 
south of the Columbia Plateau was captured by the 
Columbia River system, thus completing the modern 
Columbia River system. 

Pleistocene 

Glaciation on the northern edge of the Columbia 
Plateau and catastrophic flooding that resulted from 
the dumping of glacially dammed lakes caused only 
temporary or minor changes to the major rivers on the 
plateau. At least four flooding events resulted in the 
last major sculpturing of the plateau and essentially 
the final positioning of major stream courses. Only 
minor local readjustments in the major streams in 
topographic lows have occurred during the Holocene. 
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The youngest members of the Miocene Columbia River Basalt Group to reach western Oregon and 
Washington were largely confined to paleogeographic low areas along rivers draining the Columbia Plateau from 
about 12 to 14 million years ago. Two of these, the Priest Rapids Member of the Wanapum Basalt and the 
Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt, were intracanyon flows where they crossed the axis of the 
present Cascade Range. A second flow of the Saddle Mountains Basalt, the Elephant Mountain Member, was 
also an intracanyon flow, but it has been observed only in the eastern foothills of the present Cascades and is not 
known to have crossed the range. The two Saddle Mountains members are present in the same canyon and are 
separated by sandstone and conglomerate of the Rattlesnake Ridge Member of the Ellensburg Formation. The 
occurrence of both members together demonstrates the presence of a drainage well to the north of the present 
Columbia River that existed for at least 1.5 million years (12-10.5 million years ago). The Rattlesnake Ridge 
Member interbed contains a significant component of sediment that originated from sources other than the 
Columbia Plateau and Cascade Range, indicating that the canyon was part of a regional drainage system that 
was a probable ancestor to the present Columbia River. The Priest Rapids Member filled a less evolved drainage 
system south of the Saddle Mountains members. These Columbia River basalt flows were confined to canyons 
because sufficient time transpired between eruptions to allow erosional downcutting. Canyons were cut where the 
ancestral Columbia River extended across areas of active uplift or where headward erosion occurred. The overall 
distribution of the Pomona Member reveals uplifted areas where the river canyon was deep enough to completely 
confine the lava flow and subsided areas where it was shallow enough to allow overflow into adjacent areas. Areas 
of uplift and subsidence do not appear to coincide entirely with areas of later uplift and subsidence because of 
changes in the size and shape of evolving folds . Uplift west of Shellrock Mountain, between Mount Hood and 
Mount Adams, appears to have been influenced to a greater extent by general upwarping of the Cascade Range 
than has uplift to the east. Virtually all uplift east of Shellrock Mountain can be attributed to Columbia Plateau/ 
Yakima Fold Belt-style deformation. Subsidence attributable to faults of the "Hood River graben" does not 
appear to exceed subsidence within the individual basins separating Yakima Ridge uplifts nearby. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Columbia River Basalt Group of the Pacific 
Northwest is a major subareal accumulation of tho
leiitic flood basalt that erupted 16.5 to 6 m.y. ago from 
north- to northwest-trending fissures in southeastern 
Washington, northeast Oregon, and western Idaho 
(Swanson and others, 1979b). These vents erupted 
successive flows that eventually covered an area of 
approximately 164,000 km2 (T. L. Tolan, personal 
commun.; Fig. 1). (See related papers by Anderson 
and others and by Hooper and Swanson, this volume.) 

All the Columbia River basalt units thus far iden
tified in western Oregon and Washington are forma
tions and members of the Yakima Basalt Subgroup, 
the most voluminous part of the Columbia River 
Basalt Group. Figure 2 shows the units known to have 
crossed the axis of the present day Cascade Range. Of 
these, the Grande Ronde Basalt and the Frenchman 
Springs Member of the Wanapum Basalt flowed 
through an east-west-trending lowland approximately 
75 km wide that was bounded on the north and south 
by mountains (Waters, 1973; Anderson, 1978; Beeson 
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Figure 1.-Regional geologic map of the Columbia 
River Basalt Group including formations of the Yak
ima Basalt Subgroup (stippled). I, Grande Ronde 
Basalt; II , Wanapum Basalt; Ill, Saddle Mountains 
Basalt. Modified from Waters (1961) and Swanson 
and others (1979a). 

and Moran, 1979). (See also Fecht and others, this 
volume.) 

During a period of approximately 2.5 m.y. duration 
(from approximately 16.5 to 14 m.y. ago), more than 30 
flows, which were erupted from vents within the Colum
bia Plateau, spread across the lowland and covered it to 
a general depth of approximately 0.55 to 0.60 km 
(Beeson and others, 1982), with local depths of greater 
than 1.2 km along the northern margin. These flows 
were but a partial representation of an impressive 
number of eruptions taking place in the central and 
eastern plateau. It is probable that only the most 
voluminous eruptions reached the vicinity of the Cas
cade Range and that many less voluminous flows simply 
lapped out closer to the source vents. Some flows were 
probably blocked by broad low-amplitude arching and 
resultant tilting along the margins of the Cascade 
Range. Subsidence within the Columbia Plateau itself 
could also have been a factor in causing off-lap of units. 
Local thinning and exclusion of flows at anticlinal 
uplifts has been demonstrated within the 
central Columbia Plateau (Reidel, 1984) and within the 
Cascade Range (Vogt, 1981). Similarly, strike-slip 
faults and associated folds have caused thinning and 
exclusion of Columbia River basalt flows in the south
west Columbia Plateau (Anderson and Tolan, 1986). 

Most of the section exposed in the Cascade Range 
consists of conformable layered flow sequences that 
form impressive cliffs. Such successions of flows repre
sent well over 90 percent of the overall original volume 
of Columbia River basalt in the area. However, each 
hiatus in eruptive activity provided an opportunity for 
renewed stream erosion so that, as eruptions became 
less frequent in the later history of the Columbia River 
Basalt Group, drainage development became more 
pronounced. For this reason, the latest flows to cross 
the axis of the Cascade Range were either partially or 
wholly confined to canyons of rivers antecedent to the 
range. 

The oldest known canyon of an ancestral Columbia 
River system was located in the central and southern 
part of the lowland that extended across the Cascade 
Range in Miocene time. This canyon was filled by the 
basal flow of the Frenchman Springs Member, the 
Ginkgo flow (Beeson, 1980, unpub. data; Hoffman, 1981; 
Beeson and others, 1985). The Frenchman Springs 
Member was erupted following what is thought to have 
been a brief lull in flood basalt volcanism. It was during 
this eruptive hiatus that the Vantage Member of the 
Ellensburg Formation was deposited in many parts of 
the Columbia Plateau. These deposits in part mark the 
positions of channels of the Columbia River as it re
established its course across the basalt plateau and 
eroded a canyon. 

Peripheral erosion of the basalt appears to have 
been active during Grande Ronde Basalt time along 
the northern edge of the lowland (Tolan, 1982; Waters, 
1973) where Columbia River Basalt Group rocks lap 
out against older underlying units. The central south
ern margin, by contrast, was a site of net deposition of 
volcaniclastic sediment that is now preserved as inter
beds as much as l 00 m thick in the basalt sequence 
(Anderson, 1978). Interbeds of similar thickness and 
composition are absent along the northern perimeter, 
which could imply that sediment was being efficiently 
removed by streams, as suggested by Tolan (1982), or 
that sediment was not equally available. Three rela
tively thin interbeds containing micaceous sand occur 
at Dog Mountain, which is located in the eastern 
Columbia River gorge in the deepest part of the 
Grande Ronde section. These deposits, in contrast to 
those along the southern margin, represent sediments 
of an ancestral Columbia River, deposited during brief 
intereruptive periods. Anderson (1978) has suggested 
that interbeds on the south, which include lahars, are a 
reflection of Cascadian volcanism contemporaneous 
with Columbia River Basalt Group activity. Volcanism 
during and after Frenchman Springs time has been 
subsequently demonstrated by Beeson (in Priest and 
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Figure 2.-Stratigraphy and volumetric relations of the Yakima Basalt Subgroup (Columbia River Basalt 
Group). Members that crossed the present Cascade Range in addition to the Grande Ronde Basalt are named 
in capital letters; indented names are those of all members that occur in the area discussed. 

others, 1982). Andesitic lava flows and debris flows 
were observed to be interstratified with Columbia 
River basalt units near Mount Hood, suggesting that a 
volcanic center was present in the area. 

The Wanapum Basalt marks an important transi
tion from a time when eruptions were frequent and/or 
voluminous enough to overwhelm structural barriers 
and spread out over the broad lowland extending 
through the ancestral Cascades and a time when erup
tions were less frequent and flows became more 

restricted in extent in the lowland or were excluded 
entirely. 

The purpose of this paper is to summarize and 
interpret paleodrainage data for the northeastern part 
of the paleotopographic lowland extending across the 
Cascade Range, starting with the Priest Rapids Mem
ber (13.5 m.y.) and ending with the early history of the 
Simcoe volcanic field (4.8-2.95 m.y. ago). Preliminary 
inferences can then be made about magnitude, loca
tion, and timing of deformation. 
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PRIEST RAPIDS MEMBER 

Figure 3.-Crown Point, Oregon. View to the west from the Columbia River Gorge Scenic 
Highway of Priest Rapids intracanyon now and underlying palagonitic sand deposit. Location of 
Crown Point is shown on Figure 4. 

PRIEST RAPIDS MEMBER 
INTRACANYON FLOW 

Waters (1973) first suggested that rocks at Crown 
Point in the Columbia River Gorge of Oregon were an 
intracanyon flow of the Columbia River Basalt Group. 
He further speculated that this flow filled a channel of 
the ancestral Columbia River (Fig. 3). Research by 
Tolan and Beeson in the Crown Point area (Tolan, 
1982; Tolan and Beeson, 1984) and by the authors 
working farther to the east and to the south confirms 
the presence of this ancestral drainage, extending from 
north of Mosier, Oregon, across the axis of the Cas
cade Range to Crown Point, a distance of approxi
mately 90 km (Fig. 4) . 

The channel of this river was cut into basalt of the 
older Frenchman Springs Member and the formation 
underlying it, the Grande Ronde Basalt (Fig. 5). The 
Priest Rapids Member filled and thereby preserved 
this channel. Constructional volcanism in post
Columbia River Basalt Group time deeply buried the 
paleodrainage so that exposures are limited to areas 
where later deep stream erosion has occurred or where 
structural relief is significant. 

Exposures studied by the authors are in the Bull 
Run watershed, along the West Fork of Hood River 
and the lower Hood River valley, and southwest of 
Mosier, Oregon (Fig. 5). The canyon defmed by these 
exposures is I to 2 km wide and locally more than 200 
m deep. The maximum depth is poorly known because 
the base of the canyon is not exposed over most of the 
area. Observed minimum depths are 225 m at Crown 
Point (Waters, 1973), 174 min the Bull Run watershed 
(Vogt, 1981 ), 150 m at the West Fork of Hood River, 
155 min the lower Hood River Valley, 80 m southwest 
of Mosier, and 70 m northeast of Bingen, Washington. 
The general increase in minimum depth across the 
area from east to west may reflect a real increase in 
canyon depth, but this cannot be confirmed at present 
because of the lack of canyon bottom exposures. 

The Priest Rapids intracanyon flow is of the 
Rosalia chemical type, the older of two variants in the 
Priest Rapids Member. The younger variant, the Lolo 
chemical type, is present near The Dalles to the east 
but has not been found by the authors in the Cascade 
Range. Beeson (Priest and others, 1982) has identified 
cuttings from the drill holes at Old Maid Flat, just 
west of Mount Hood, as Lolo chemical type. However, 
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Figure 4.-Position of canyon filled by the Priest Rapids Member about 14.5 m.y. ago with respect to the present 
Columbia River. Heavy lines north and south of stippled main channel indicate area of overflow. Inset map shows 
distribution of Columbia River Basalt Group (stippled) with respect to Cascade Range (hachured). 

no surface exposures are known. Compositions of both 
chemical types are listed in Table 1, and the differ
ences between them are discussed in Swanson and 
others (1979b). The general Priest Rapids chemical 
type differs from underlying and adjacent Columbia 
River Group flows in having higher concentrations of 
MgO, Ti02, FeO, and P20 5 and a lower Al20 3 content 
(Table I). In addition to distinctive chemistry, the 
Priest Rapids intracanyon flow has a number of other 
features that are useful in distinguishing it from other 
flows in the field, including reversed paleomagnetic 
polarity. This characteristic is particularly helpful 
where buttress unconformities separate this unit from 
lithologically similar, normally polarized flows at 
paleocanyon walls. 

The Priest Rapids Member in the Cascade Range 
has significantly different intraflow structures than it 
has in the Columbia Plateau. Where it occurs as an 
intracanyon flow, its texture is more quenched, finer 
grained, and glassier than at the type locality (Mackin, 
1961). The jointing of the intracanyon flow is domi-

nantly hackly, in contrast to the broad platy columns 
of the conformable Priest Rapids Member in the 
Columbia Plateau (Mackin, 1961, p. 24). The intra
canyon flow has a well-developed entablature with 
closely spaced irregular joints that constitutes more 
than 95 percent of the overall flow thickness. A basal 
colonnade composed of vertical prismatic columns is 
commonly present (Fig. 3). Because of its relatively 
thick entablature, the Priest Rapids Member out
wardly resembles many of the Grande Ronde Basalt 
flows in the area. However, contact relationships, flow 
facies, chemistry, and lithology do not resemble those 
of the Grande Ronde Basalt. 

Lithologically, the non-intracanyon exposures of 
the Priest Rapids Member resemble certain flows of 
the older underlying Frenchman Springs Member that 
contain sparse plagioclase pbenocrysts. Both can be 
relatively coarse grained, and both contain plagioclase 
phenocrysts of similar size. However, the differences 
discussed above in intracanyon exposures make identi
fication of the flow relatively straightforward. 
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Figure 5:-Ridge on the east side of the lower Hood River valley where a Columbia River Basalt Group 
intracanyon flow and adjacent conformable overflow deposits are exposed. Channel is approximately 2 km wide at 
this point. View to the east from Oregon Highway 35 (Davis Road intersection). Area of photo is shown in 
Figure 4. 

One of the most unusual aspects of the intra
canyon flow is the presence of large volumes of sand
sized palagonitic detritus (Fig. 6) and the apparent 
invasion of this sand by flow lobes. Crown Point 
(Tolan, 1982), the two Hood River localities, and the 
exposures in the Mosier area all show this relationship. 

Figure 7 shows several flow lobes of Priest Rapids 
Member interbedded with palagonitic sand in the 
West Fork area. Pillows are almost totally absent in 
these exposures and, where present, display little or no 
vesiculation. Where pillows occur, they are commonly 
surrounded with sediment (Fig. 8). The upper surface 

Table 1.- Chemical analyses of some Miocene basalts in the Columbia Plateau. Average concentrations in weight 
percent. XRF whole-rock analyses performed by P. R. Hooper, Dept. of Geology, Washington State University. 
All analyses are normalized on a volatile-free basis with oxidation state of iron set at the arbitrary ratio of 
Fe203/Fe0=0.87. 

0 I ivine Grande Grande 
Oxides basalt of Elephant Priest Priest Frenchman Ronde Ronde 

Simcoe Mountain Pomona Rapids Rapids Springs Basalt, Basalt 
Mountains Member Member Member* Member** Member High MgO Low MgO 

Si02 51. 72 50.79 51.60 50.29 49.93 51 .67 53.00 55.46 
Al203 17.21 13. 82 15.39 14. 01 14.37 14.21 15. 11 14,90 
FeO*** 10.54 15, 15 10.77 15. 13 12.08 14.46 11. 71 12.14 
MgO 5.50 4.05 6.81 4.12 5.41 4.00 4.79 3.59 
CaO 8.78 8.45 10.47 8.33 8.72 7.93 8. 41 7.24 
Na20 2. 19 2.27 2.27 2. 31 2.49 2.80 2,63 2.24 
K20 0.86 1.29 0.65 1.33 1.07 1.38 1. 16 1. 79 
TI02 2. 69 3.45 1.63 3.52 3.07 2.99 1.85 2.01 
P205 0.35 0,50 0.24 0. 67 0.64 0,54 0.29 0.32 
MnO 0.15 0.22 0.19 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.20 

No. of 
Analyses ( 1 ) ( 1 ) (5) (10) ( 1 } (8} C 15 l C 13} 

* Lolo chemical type 
** Rosalia chemical type 
*** Total iron as FeO 
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of individual flow lobes is not vesicular (Fig. 9), indi
cating that the lava did not accumulate subaerially. A 
similar relationship exists above the Hood River fault 
on the east side of the Hood River valley, where 
alternating layers of bedded palagonitic sand and lava 
lobes occur. At both Hood River localities, sediment 
was apparently concentrated along the south side of 
the channel, as shown in Figures 4 and 7. A palago
nitic sand deposit intruded by apophyses of lava is also 
present in road cuts along State Highway 14 in Wash
ington, due north of Mosier, Oregon. All these locali
ties clearly show that the sand deposits were invaded 
by lobes of lava under enough confining pressure to 
prevent vesiculation. 

Figure 6.- Contact {at arrow) between 
canyon wall {left) and palagonitic sand 
of the Priest Rapids Member in the Bull 
Run watershed, Oregon. 

The palagonitic sand deposits differ in some 
important respects from deposits elsewhere in the 
Columbia Plateau referred to as hyaloclastites. Hyalo
clastic deposits associated with flows other than the 
Priest Rapids Member occur along the foothills of the 
Washington Cascade Range, particularly west of Yak
ima and southwest of Ellensburg. These deposits con
sist of chaotic, glassy, basaltic debris mixed with 
palagonite that is poorly sorted and in few places 
shows evidence of bedding. Bedding where present is 
very irregular. Basalt fragments range in size from 
small pebbles to large boulders. These deposits were 
apparently formed when lava flowing toward the Cas
cades displaced water ahead of it with resultant phre-

Figure 7.- Flow lobes and interbedded palagonitic sand of the Priest Rapids Member along the West Fork of 
Hood River. Two major lobes are shown. View to the north. 
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Figure 8.-Pillows surrounded by palagonitic sand at the 
base of the lowest flow lobe shown in Figure 7. Very 
little vesiculation is evident. 

atic brecciation along the flow front. Debris formed in 
this manner was then pushed ahead of the flow and 
ultimately was carried onto its upper surface to pro
duce the chaotic deposits observed. Vesiculation, as in 
the case of the intracanyon exposures, was suppressed 
by the confining pressure produced by as much as 150 
m of hyaloclastic debris above the lava flow. Such 
deposits were produced contemporaneously with lava
flow advance, unlike the deposits associated with the 
Priest Rapids intracanyon flow, where palagonitic sand 
was deposited prior to the arrival of the lava flow. 

Tolan and Beeson (1984) have suggested that the 
Priest Rapids flow, while advancing across the western 
part of the Columbia Plateau, entered numerous lakes 
located on the poorly drained basalt surface and that 
water from lakes and ponds was displaced toward the 
west along the axis of a southeast-trending topographic 
low. This scenario resembles that of the flows imping
ing upon the foothills of the Cascade Range except 
that, in the case of the Priest Rapids flow, there was 
an outlet channel leading to the ocean. This channel, 

Figure 9.- Flow lobe of the Priest Rapids Member over
lain by palagonitic sand in road cut along Columbia 
River (Washington Highway 14) across the river from 
Mosier, Oregon (Fig. 4). Lower photo is a close-up of 
the lower right side of the upper photo. 

in the view of Tolan and Beeson, provided an egress for 
the accumulating water and debris which would have 
flooded the canyon downstream. Swanson and others 
(1979a, 1981), in reconnaissance mapping of the south
western Columbia Plateau, delineated the distribution 
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of the various Columbia River Basalt Group units, 
including the Priest Rapids Member. This distribution 
suggests that the Priest Rapids Member filled a low
land trending west to southwest, centered near The 
Dalles, Oregon, with relatively uniform width of 35 to 
40 km. Outside this low, approximately 50 km north
east of The Dalles, the Priest Rapids flow spread out 
over a much broader part of the plateau. The overall 
length of this topographic low was more than 70 km, 
and it is evident from mapping by the authors that the 
contemporaneous paleodrainage exited along the 
northern margin of the elongate depression. 

The canyon begins at least 20 km to the east and 
starts along the northern edge of the low. This physi
ography supports the contention by Tolan and Beeson 
(1984) that water ponded ahead of the advancing flow 
in the lowland would have provided the necessary 
hydraulic mechanism for transport and redeposition of 
palagonitic debris downstream in the canyon. The 
reader is referred to their paper for a more complete 
discussion of this interpretation. The point we stress is 
that the differences between hyaloclastites of the Cas
cades foothills and hyaloclastic deposits of the Priest 
Rapids intracanyon flow are the result of entrapment 
of water in the first case versus free but restricted 
egress of water in the latter case. The intracanyon 
palagonitic sand was deposited by water moving well 
ahead of the lava flow. This accounts for both the 
lack of chaotic bedding in these deposits and the lack 
of clasts larger than sand and pebble size. The ab
sence of palagonitic debris piled atop the Priest Rap
ids reflects the absence of a physiographic barrier 
without an outlet, in contrast to the Cascade foothills 
to the north. 

Deposition of the palagonitic debris prior to the 
arrival of the lava flow within the canyon is further 
indicated by the presence of such sediment beneath the 
lava flow in the Crown Point area (Fig. 3) and in the 
Bull Run watershed and by the intrusive contact rela
tions observed between lava lobes and sediment. Sedi
ment was apparently pushed aside by the advancing 
flow or was overridden by it. This pushing aside 
resulted in the invasion (shallow intrusion) of rela
tively denser basaltic Java into wet sediment. 

INTRACANYON FLOWS OF THE 
POMONA AND ELEPHANT MOUNTAIN 

MEMBERS 

By about 12 m.y. ago, the ancestral Columbia 
River had re-established a channel through the late 
Miocene Cascade Range (Fig. 10) along the north 
edge of the Priest Rapids flow. This channel was 
inundated, as was the Columbia paleodrainage in 

Priest Rapids time, and thereby was preserved by Java 
of the Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains 
Basalt. The drainage originally extended entirely 
across the Columbia Plateau. The Pomona Member 
reached the Columbia River via a tributary stream 
extending eastward across the Pasco basin area into 
Idaho (Camp, 1981 ). It spread out in the central 
Columbia Plateau and covered large areas as an essen
tially conformable unit. 

Mapping by Anderson and Bentley (Swanson and 
others, 1979b) has shown that the edge of the con
formable Pomona Member in the central Columbia 
Plateau (Fig. 1) extends across the Horse Heaven Hills 
uplift of the anticlinal Yakima Fold Belt, approxi
mately 8 km east of Satus Pass, Washington. The 
easternmost intracanyon exposure of this member 
occurs at Grayback Mountain at the Klickitat River 
38 km to the west of Satus Pass. The area between the 
edge of the conformable Pomona and this first intra
canyon exposure is largely covered by Pliocene and 
Pleistocene lavas of the Simcoe volcanic field, which 
obscure relations with underlying strata. The Klickitat 
River canyon is the only exposure in the area that is 
deep enough to reveal the intracanyon flow. The point 
at which the lava flow began to be completely confined 
to the river channel is therefore poorly constrained at 
present and is presumed to lie at some point north of 
Satus Pass near the mapped edge of the conformable 
Pomona Member. 

Previous hypotheses concerning the path of flow of 
the Pomona Member across the southwestern part of 
the Columbia Plateau have suggested that it followed 
a low area that was approximately aligned with The 
Dalles-Umatilla syncline (Swanson and others, 
1979b). This conclusion was based on the presence of 
the Pomona Member in the Arlington area of Oregon 
and Washington and in the Mosier syncline, 85 km to 
the west (Fig. 10). A connection between the two 
localities was hypothesized, pending field verification. 
The results of regional mapping in the area by Ander
son (Swanson and others, 1981) have ruled out such a 
connection. Similarly, detailed mapping of the next 
Synclinal basin to the north, the Klickitat Valley, has 
ruled out the presence of a Saddle Mountains intra
canyon flow in that area (Anderson, 1987; Sylvester, 
1978; Swanson and others, 1979a). 

Excellent exposures of the Pomona Member at 
several localities along the Columbia River down
stream from Mosier, Oregon, together with the expo
sures near Grayback Mountain at the Klickitat River, 
confirm a paleodrainage extending from an area 
north of the Horse Heaven Hills uplift to the Mosier 
syncline and then west across the axis of the present 
Cascade Range. Notable exposures are present in the 
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Figure 10.- Approximate position of the main Columbia River paleocanyon (stippled) filled by the Pomona 
Member about 12 m.y. ago with respect to the present Columbia River and of folds of the Yakima Fold Belt. 
Dashed outline indicates area of Pomona Member overflow on either side of main channel. Inset map shows 
distribution of Columbia River Basalt Group (stippled) with respect to the Cascade Range (hachured). BR, Bull 
Run syncline; B, Bingen anticline; M, Mosier syncline; C, Columbia Hills anticline; D, The Dalles-Umatilla 
syncline; H, Horse Heaven Hills anticline. 

area west of the Grayback Mountain area (I) at the 
crest of the Bingen anticline, IO km north of Mosier, 
(2) at Mitchell Point near Viento Park (Anderson, 
1980), and (3) in the Bridal Veil area to the west 
(Tolan and Beeson, 1984; Tolan, 1982)(Fig. 10). Other 
exposures are present high on the waUs of the south 
side of the Columbia River Gorge between Mitchell 
Point and the Bridal Veil area. All exposures are 
located north of the Priest Rapids intracanyon flow. 

When compared to the Priest Rapids Member, the 
Pomona Member is lithologically more distinct. In the 
Pomona flow, the phenocrysts of plagioclase are com
monly single crystals that appear to be either elon
gated or equant in hand sample; crystals are from 0.25 
to 1.0 cm long. Olivine usually occurs as glomero
crysts. Equant crystals commonly appear to be zoned, 
with dark cores and, in some specimens, appear to be 
exsolved along their perimeters. These characteristics 
set the Pomona Member apart from underlying phyric 

flows such as the Frenchman Springs Member, which 
Jacks olivine and has much larger plagioclase crystals 
that occur as glomerocrysts 1.5 to 5.0 cm in diameter. 
The abundance of plagioclase phenocrysts in the 
Pomona Member is highly varied. Most intracanyon 
exposures appear to be more abundantly phyric than 
conformable exposures. However, exceptions to this 
pattern are notable locally in both the Klickitat River 
and the Mitchell Point areas. This has led the authors 
to conclude that the Pomona Member is variably phy
ric due to crystal stratification within the flow. Such 
variably phyric character, where phenocryst abun
dance increases or decreases vertically or horizontally 
within a single flow, is not uncommon among other 
phyric flows of the Columbia River Group, particu
larly flows of the Wanapum Basalt. Such variation is 
not strictly a function of crystal settling, because crys
tals are not exclusively concentrated near the bases of 
flows. Where the Pomona Member is abundantly phy-


